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Just over 15 years ago, we had a vision to 
offer a comprehensive range of quality and 
cost effective canopies to the commercial 
sector. This set us on our journey to be 
“The Canopy Experts” who could offer the 
largest range of weather protection solutions 
in the UK.

At the beginning of our business, we worked 
mainly with schools and nurseries, supplying 
wall mounted canopies to create playground 
shelters and outdoor classrooms. However, 
we knew that our canopies could also make 
a difference in many other sectors, and so, 
as our range expanded to incorporate free 
standing canopies, we also began working 
with other sectors including healthcare and
hospitality, local authorities, architects and
contractors.

Throughout our journey we have always
held true to our core values that our 
customers should receive the best possible
products and service, and with this in mind
we adopted cutting edge 3D design software 
early on in the company’s lifetime to enable us 
to create stunning structures, which are also 
functional and adaptable.

This also allowed us to create bespoke
structures and we now have a dedicated
Design & Build team who can turn ideas
and hand sketches or CAD drawings into
creative and workable solutions.

Over the years we have incorporated a
wide selection of materials into our range
including steel, Glulam timber and aluminium, 
all of which can be fitted with a wide range of 
roofing options including polycarbonate and 
tensile fabric. And as our expertise has grown, 
so has our business, with 4 offices across the 
UK on hand to help customers with all their
shade and shelter needs. Still a family 
business at heart, Able Canopies has grown 
from a team of 3 to over 30 employees, and it 
won’t be long before we employ even more!

As “The Canopy Experts” we are constantly 
reviewing our products and service to ensure 
we exceed our customers’ expectations, from 
initial contact right though to installation and
beyond. So you can rest assured that by 
working with Able Canopies you will not only 
benefit from our expertise, but also receive a 
service and product of the highest quality.

Our StoryAble Canopies design, manufacture, 
supply and install quality canopies, 
shelters, covered walkways and shade 
systems to commercial organisations 
throughout the UK. All our products 
are carefully designed to create 
attractive and usable exterior spaces, 
whilst offering cost effective weather 
protection.

Our dedicated team are committed 
to providing superior quality products 
to you with a personal customer 
service which is second to none. We 
offer a complete turnkey solution - 
working with you at all stages of the 
design, supply and installation of your 
structure - whether it is a stand-alone 
project or part of a complex building 
project.

Able Canopies

The Canopy Experts!
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1. Enquiry
Our technical sales advisors are on hand to 
discuss your initial ideas by phone or email, to 
ascertain the most suitable cover options that 
meet your requirements and budget. With 4 
branches across the UK we offer exceptional 
nationwide cover with a guaranteed swift and 
efficient service, which enables us to conform 
to tight deadlines and bring the best value to 
all our customers.

2. Survey 
We provide free, no obligation site surveys 
to qualifying customers. Our fully trained 
and DBS checked surveyors will carry out a 
thorough site assessment and offer practical 
solutions and advice to ensure you receive 
accurate drawings and quotations.

Following your survey, we will be able to 
provide a firm quotation, not a vague estimate. 
Our quotations have no hidden extras and 
will be inclusive of delivery, and installation if 
required.

3. Design
Our Design department can provide technical 
drawings in a range of formats, and accurate 
visualisations of your chosen structure in 
location, to allow all key decision makers to 
see how your new structure will fit in with the 
existing surroundings.

If you have a unique design in mind, we 
also offer a Design & Build service to enable 
you to bring your idea to life. Our team 
have extensive experience of working with 
architects, designers and specifiers, and 
can work from hand drawn sketches to CAD 
drawings to transform your vision into a 
workable, cost effective solution.

4. Manufacture
We manufacture our products in-house, which 
allows us to fabricate our range of canopies 
and shelters to your exact specifications, with 
a fast turnaround to fit perfectly with your 
building schedule.

In the manufacturing of your product, we
offer the option of a powder coated and/
or galvanised finish on all steel framework, 
and our aluminium framework can also be 
powder coated to any RAL colour, allowing 
you to customise your structure to match or 
complement your building or setting.

5. Installation
Once we have received your order, we will
arrange a date for the installation that is
convenient for you. A pre-commencement
site meeting will also be arranged for us to
thoroughly assess and discuss all health
and safety requirements, logistics and other 
important details with you to ensure a safe 
and successful installation.

In the event of the need for a planning 
application, we offer free help and advice to 
help you obtain permission. Please see
page 5 for more details.

All our canopy products are installed by
our fully trained and DBS checked installation 
teams. All our teams undergo intensive and 
thorough training to ensure that your structure 
is installed safely and to the highest standard 
with minimal disruption to you.

6. Service
We have a network of customer support
advisors who can help with any queries or
problems prior to, during, or after your order 
and installation. We are pleased to offer free 
funding and planning advice as part of our 
service to you, and, if you choose to order 
from us, we will provide regular updates to 
allow you to track your order’s progress.

We also offer a comprehensive After Sales
Care service which includes a customised
After Sales Pack and an on-site after 
installation meeting if required (depending on 
the project).

Our excellent customer satisfaction record
speaks for itself, and our ongoing client 
support and advice continues long after
installation, resulting in many of our customers 
returning time and time again!

Our Complete Service - 
the 6 stage process
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We are also dedicated to ensuring the
health and safety of our staff and
customers and this has led us to
strive for, and achieve, numerous
certifications including OHSAS18001,
CHAS and Constructionline.
In addition to these certifications, we
have also achieved ISO14001 which
recognises the management of, and
commitment to the environment in which
we operate.

Our products will always be installed by
one of our fully trained fitting teams to
ensure your products are finished to the
highest possible standards. The teams are
DBS checked and fully HSE compliant. All
training is ongoing and includes the
following:

›	All installation team leaders hold the
 CITB’s Site Supervisor’s Safety Training
 Scheme for the Construction and Civil
 Engineering Industries

›	Construction Skills Certificate Scheme
 (CSCS) to improve the quality of work
 on site and reduce accidents

›	Asbestos awareness - to have an
 awareness of asbestos

›	First Aid - there is always a qualified
 first aid representative on site

›	Manual handling - training on manual
 handling and how to prevent injuries

›	CAT and Genny training to avoid
 danger from underground services

›	Ladders and steps - basic training for
 working at heights

›	PASMA - specific training in the use of
 access equipment.

For each installation we also ensure that
the site area is fenced off for the safety of
staff, students, customers and their
visitors and we will always leave the site clean 
and tidy upon completion.

At Able Canopies, we understand the importance of 
delivering consistent high quality through every process 
that we do, both “behind the scenes”, and through 
our customer service. As part of this commitment 
to our customers we have been assessed by the 
British Assessment Bureau and have achieved the 
internationally recognised ISO 9001 standard.

Our Commitment to Quality, Health &
Safety, the Environment and You
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Planning permission is sometimes required 
before a canopy or shade system can be 
installed. In cases where this is necessary, we 
can work closely with you, advising what you 
need and where you can get it from.

The help and advice we provide is free of
charge, however we cannot cover the cost of
the application and any necessary maps
required for the application.

Ask us to send you our Free Planning Guide, 
which explains the planning process and how 
we can help.

Our Funding Research Team are constantly 
searching for new funding opportunities to 
help our customers fund their new canopy or 
other equipment needed. You could be eligible 
for up to £50,000 to spend on:

›	New equipment, hardware or furniture
›	 Improvements to your building or outside  
 space
›	Sports or play area equipment
›	Computers and IT equipment for your pupils
›	Canopies, walkways, shade sails or bike
 storage facilities

We are regularly finding new funding sources 
as they become available and we would like 
to share this information with you to help you 
finance any new equipment or projects you 
may have in the future.

Ask us to send you a FREE Funding Guide 
today for details about funding available to you.

Helping you with Funding, 
Planning and more...
Planning Permission Funding
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Consiton
Consiton 6
Tarnhow 
Ashton

Wall Mounted
Canopies

01
Our Wall Mounted Canopy range
features our most popular canopy, 
the Coniston, a fully aluminium 
structure with integral guttering, 
and our wall mounted Tarnhow 
canopies which are constructed 
from Glulam timber with a choice 
of a polycarbonate or tensile
roof covering.
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Features and Benefits

Coniston
Wall Mounted Canopies

The Coniston wall mounted canopy is 
our most popular product due to its 
innate flexibility, which allows it to span 
to any length with a maximum projection 
of 6 metres. It can also be installed 
to fit around internal and external 
corners, and can even wrap around the 
complete perimeter of a building.

The Coniston offers shade and shelter 
with high UV protection to those 
underneath the canopy, and if fitted 
above a building’s windows it can also 
provide shade to those internal rooms, 
deterring unwanted heat and glare on 
sunny days.

10 YEAR GUARANTEE:
The Coniston carries a full 10 year
insurance backed guarantee so you
can rest assured that your canopy is of
the highest quality.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Our canopies have a life expectancy of
up to 25 years, subject to the chosen
finish, giving you peace of mind that
our products are made to last.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Projection:  Up to 6 metres
Height:  To your specification

FLEXIBILITY IN DESIGN:
The Coniston can fit around your entire
building due to its ability to fix around
external and internal corners.

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The aluminium framework and posts
are powder coated white as standard,
or can be powder coated to any RAL
colour of your choice.

PANELS:
The Coniston is covered with 35mm
structured polycarbonate roof panels
which are light in weight and up to 200
times stronger than glass and 10 times
stronger than uPVC panels. These
panels are also vandal and shatter
resistant and offer high levels of UV
protection.

WEATHER RESISTANCE:
During the manufacture of our
polycarbonate panels, a layer of UV absorber 
is co-extruded into the surface forming a 
barrier which gives up to 99% UV protection 
from the sun.The frame and all structural
components are made from aluminium
for total weather resistance.

GUTTERING:
Fitted with integral aluminium guttering
as standard, this guttering can be fitted
to the building’s existing guttering system. 
uPVC downpipes are supplied as standard.

EXCELLENT FIRE PERFORMANCE:
Our structured polycarbonate sheets
benefit from excellent fire performance,
meeting standards including BS476
Part 7, Class 1 and EN 13501 B-S1, d0.
Furthermore, they do not emit toxic
gases, unlike uPVC panels.

CANOPY HEALTH CHECK & CLEAN:
We offer an annual Health Check and Clean 
Service on our Coniston canopy. This service 
includes an annual visit from our DBS checked 
operatives who will clean your canopy from top 
to bottom and perform a free 20 point health 
check.

USES:
›	Playground canopy
›	Covered waiting area
›	Entrance area
›	Covered outdoor learning area
›	To reduce heat inside buildings

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Coniston Construction

The Coniston’s frame is 
constructed completely 
from aluminium which offers 
unbeatable durability; it also 
features integral guttering which 
creates a polished finish to the 
canopy’s aesthetics and allows 
for easy maintenance.

WALL BEAM
The Coniston’s fully 
aluminium wall beam is 
easy to install and will 
achieve 2.5 degrees to 
45 degrees, giving you
maximum scope for the 
height at the back of 
your canopy.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING
Saves time on 
installation and has a
sleeker design which is 
also stronger than 
an external 
gutter system.

POLYCARBONATE 35
Our lightweight 35mm 
polycarbonate 
roof panels 
are up to 
200 times 
stronger than 
glass and 10 times 
stronger than uPVC 
panels.

FLASHING STRIP
The flashing strip 
attaches to the eaves 
beam with integral 
guttering to determine 
the pitch of the canopy.

ROOF BARS
Heavy duty structural 
aluminium roof bars 
provide the Coniston 
with ultimate strength 
(i value 180).
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Design Specifications
The Coniston

The Coniston has been specifically 
designed to perform in climate 
conditions that may exist in
most given areas of installation. The 
main factors which are taken into 
account when deciding
on structural design parameters are:

1.  Imposed & Super Imposed Load  
 (Wind and Snow)
2.  Penetration by Hailstones (Roofing  
 Sheets)
3.  Wind Uplift
4.  Non – Fragility (Roof)

1. (A) IMPOSED LOAD
In the case of imposed wind loads, our
structured polycarbonate sheets, supplied to 
a maximum width of 1000mm and length of 
6000mm, used in conjunction with our canopy 
system, are capable of withstanding imposed 
wind loads of up to 1.2 kN per square metre
depending on location and size of canopy. A 
technical specification chart is available on 
request - please contact us for more details. 
In the case of “dead” or imposed loading 
(including snow) these same sheets and 
glazing bars can withstand loads in excess of 
100 kilograms per square metre.

1. (B) SUPER IMPOSED LOAD
An example of super imposed loads would be 
snow moving from an overhanging or adjacent 
roof onto a canopy thus exacerbating loads
already imposed. Where such a load occurs, 
it is considered to be over and above any load 
which has been accounted for in the structural
calculations referred to in this design 
specification. Accordingly, although due 
account of the possibility of a super-imposed 
load will be considered prior to installation, the 

failure of any canopy due to these factors is 
deemed to be outside the control of the
supplier. We recommend the use of snow 
guards above the canopy.

2. PENETRATION BY HAILSTONES
The possibility of hail penetration to the 
roofing sheet has been independently tested 
and is guaranteed to withstand (simulated) 
conditions produced using a 20mm diameter 
shot, travelling at 21 metres per second.

3. WIND UPLIFT
In the case of wind uplift, the main design 
consideration is given to the size of the 
concrete footing in relation to the area of 
the canopy and the distance between the 
supporting posts. Wall mounted canopies 
which are designed to be used in urban and
suburban areas, up to 5 metres above ground 
level and are correctly installed according to 
instruction, require one set of support posts 
to be fixed into a concrete base of 0.96 cubic 
metres, with a maximum distance between 
(any 2) posts of 3.5 metres, up to a 5 metre
projection.
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The posts are fitted to the eaves beam of 
the canopy using high grade aluminium 
cleats (3mm thick), self drilling fixings with a 
minimum breaking torque of 0.216n/m and 
bolts with a similar breaking torque.
Where climatic (or other) design conditions 
dictate, the above criteria may be altered. Wall 
mounted canopies which are designed for 
use in these areas, require one set of support 
posts to be fixed into a concrete base from
0.1 cubic metres, dependent upon site 
conditions, with a maximum distance between 
(any 2) posts of 3.5 metres, up to a 5 metre 
projection. This specification is designed 
to withstand uplift loads in excess of those 
normally experienced in rural and coastal 
areas.

Note:
In areas where extreme weather conditions 
are experienced, including those areas of 
the United Kingdom which have mean snow 
levels in excess of 1.2 kN per square metre, 
site specific calculations may be required 
in order to assess the suitability of a wall 
mounted canopy. Such calculations will need 
to be commissioned by the prospective client, 
alternatively we can, on your behalf, instruct 
a structural engineer, with all costs incurred 
being passed to the client.
Projections between 5 and 6 metres may 
require extra underside support.

4. NON-FRAGILITY
Our Coniston roof system is classified as non-
fragile and complies with the ACR[M]001:2014 
‘Test for Non-Fragility of Profiled Sheeting 
Roofing Assemblies’, achieving a B 
classification which is the highest rating 
possible for a polycarbonate roof.

›	Full design specification 
 available on request.

• The aluminium construction 
and 35mm polycarbonate 
panels provide a strong low
maintenance surface

• The down force is shared 
between these two points making 
the structure much stronger

The posts, which can be •
protected with post pads,

give the canopy extra strength
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Valley Canopies

Variable Wall Plate Elevated Structures

Total flexibility in design
The Coniston

Our valley canopies can cover large 
areas of up to 12 metres between 
buildings and can be constructed 
to any length. This type of canopy 
benefits from using a single set of 
posts forming an attractive, cost 
effective structure, with two wall 
mounted canopies meeting together 
at the centre.

The Coniston can be designed with 
a variable wall plate which allows the 
canopy to provide uninterrupted cover 
along the full stretch of an external 
wall, incorporating alcoves and 
other design features easily into its 
construction.

The Coniston can be fitted onto an 
existing steel balcony structure. The 
canopy above was installed at
Rosehill Nursery in Lancashire. This 
allowed them to make use of an area 
which could otherwise only be used 
on dry days. Side fills were also added 
to provide complete cover from the 
wind and rain and also provide high 
UV protection from the sun.
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Rainbow Package

Colourful Canopies

Available colour options
The Coniston

Our Rainbow Package will brighten up any canopy structure and is very popular 
within nurseries, pre-schools and primary schools. This vibrant package includes 
coloured posts, post pads and a colourful uPVC banner. This package is also 
available on the majority of our free standing canopies.

The Coniston frame is supplied in 
Hipca White as standard however, 
it can also be powder coated at an 
additional cost to any RAL colour to 
match your existing colour scheme or 
create a striking contrast. Choose to 
have just the canopy roof frame, the 
canopy posts, or the whole canopy 
frame and posts powder coated to
the RAL colour of your choice. 
View the full RAL colour chart at 
www.ablecanopies.co.uk.
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Secure Roller Shutters

The Victorian Upgrade

Optional Extras
Wall Mounted Canopies

The Coniston wall mounted canopy range can 
be fitted with secure roller shutters to create 
a secure and lockable storage area, a more 
enclosed canopy structure, or provide added 
security to your exterior.

These shutters are particularly suited to 
schools and early years settings as during the 
day the canopy can be used for its main
purpose, and by night or during school 
holidays it can be used as a handy storage 
area. Available in steel or aluminium, they are
available in a wide range of powder coated BS 
or RAL colours.

PRODUCT INFO:
›	Heavy duty construction using corrosion- 
 resistant steel or aluminium
›	Fitted with compact roller-box housing,  
 which minimises visual impact, creating a  
 visually pleasing finish
›	Features an effective locking system
›	Shutters can be operated manually   
 (depending on size) or electrically, they can  
 also be connected to existing alarms or
 access control systems if required
›	Can be used to protect outside play   
 equipment, sandpits, provide added   
 security, blocking windows and doors out of  
 sight and create additional storage space 
 which can be used all year round.

The Victorian Upgrade transforms the 
Coniston Wall Mounted Canopy range into 
ornate Victorian styled canopies which fit
perfectly with older and traditional styled 
buildings.

The upgrade consists of decorative post
coverings and brackets which are 
manufactured from high grade aluminium to 
create a stunning appearance that will add 
an extra design element to your canopy. The 
upgrade is supplied in white as standard, yet 
it can be powder coated to any RAL colour at 
an additional cost to match your canopy and/
or existing outdoor aesthetics.

›	Decorative, Victorian style canopy posts 
 - perfect for traditional & older styled   
 buildings
›	Adds an extra design element to your   
 canopy
›	Manufactured from durable and long lasting  
 aluminium to match the Coniston
›	Unique to Able Canopies
›	Can be powder coated to any RAL colour
›	10 year guarantee & 25 year life expectancy.
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Safety Barriers

Signage

Side and Front Fills

Post Pads

Colour options

Optional Extras
Wall Mounted Canopies

Our uPVC safety barriers can be fitted to your 
canopy structure at installation or offered as a 
stand-alone option.

Our safety barriers can be used in many ways, 
including:

›	Sectioning the canopy into two or three  
 segments
›	Keeping young children safe within the  
 defined canopy area
›	Creating an area for equipment to be stored,
 protecting it from driving rain and the wind.

We can offer signage on the majority of our 
wall mounted and free standing canopies.
This is particularly popular with our entrance 
canopies.

Able Canopies side and front fills give 
maximum protection from the weather and are 
ideal for sectioning off a walkway or
providing a more enclosed area. They are 
available with our wall mounted canopies and
a selection of free standing canopies.

Our Side and Front Fills are constructed from 
5mm solid polycarbonate and are UV, vandal, 
shatter and fire resistant.

Our Post Pads are available in 15 different 
colours including yellow, bright orange, black,
blue, purple, red and green and can be made 
to fit any size posts.

Our post pads are available to buy online in 
two standard sizes to fit 80mm x 80mm and 
175mm x 80mm posts.

Bespoke sizes can be ordered by calling 
0800 389 9072. Post Pads are also included 
as part of our Rainbow Package, allowing you 
to create a colourful and vibrant canopy
ideal for Early Years settings.

Navy

Light
Purple

Light
Blue

Maroon

Amber

Red

Bottle 
Green

Pink

Black

Light
Green

Bright
Orange

Green

Brown

Yellow

Mid Blue
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Coniston 6
Wall Mounted Canopies

The Coniston 6 is a strong aluminium 
wall mounted canopy that can be 
covered with either 6mm toughened 
glass or 6mm solid polycarbonate roof 
panels.

It is similar to the Coniston 35, yet 
it features a smaller frame making 
it ideal for more traditional style 
buildings, particularly when paired with 
the decorative Victorian Upgrade.

With an unlimited length and a 
maximum projection of up to 3.1m the 
Coniston 6 wall mounted canopy can 
provide weather protection for a range 
of uses including covered entrances, 
outdoor learning areas, covered 
walkways and outside dining areas.

10 YEAR GUARANTEE:
The Coniston 6 carries a full 10 year insurance 
backed guarantee so you can rest assured 
that your canopy is of the highest quality.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
The Coniston 6 has a life expectancy of up to 
25 years, giving you peace of mind that our 
products are made to last.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Projection:  Up to 3.1 metres
Height:  To your specification

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The aluminium framework is supplied powder 
coated in White as standard, other RAL 
colours are available at an additional cost.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
Main frame: 70mm x 75mm x 2mm structural 
grade aluminium.

PANELS:
The Coniston 6 can be covered with either 
6mm toughened glass or 6mm solid, clear 
polycarbonate. The polycarbonate roof option 
protects from over 98% of harmful UV rays 
and is vandal and shatter resistant.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
The Coniston 6 features hidden integral
guttering with uPVC downpipes for a sleek 
appearance.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	The Victorian Upgrade
›	Signage
›	Rainbow Package
›	5mm Polycarbonate Side Fills
›	Safety Barriers
›	Picnic Tables & Benches

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Covered Walkway
›	Spa or gym canopy
›	Outdoor learning or play area
›	Alfresco dining area

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Ashton
Wall Mounted Glass Canopy

The Ashton Wall Mounted Canopy is a high quality, fully aluminium system with 
a big span of 6 metres between posts and a maximum projection of 6 metres. 
Supplied with a 10 year guarantee, the Ashton can be powder coated to any 
RAL colour to match any existing environment and has a life expectancy of 
25 years.

The ornate profiles create a sleek and stylish look and can hide any cabling for 
additional extras such as heating and lighting, resulting in the aesthetics of this 
attractive canopy remaining unspoilt. The roof is glazed with 8mm toughened 
glass which is extremely durable and class 0 fire rated.

The Ashton is the ideal solution where a big span and projection is required in
commercial settings, such as covering large outdoor dining areas within 
restaurants or other settings where protection from the elements is required, 
such as walkways between buildings or creating outdoor learning or relaxation 
areas.

Glass sides and sliding doors can also be added to create a completely 
enclosed outdoor room. Infrared heating and lighting options are also available 
as well as Post Pads, signage, side fills, safety barriers and seating.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare

NEW
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Ashton
Wall Mounted Glass Canopy

10 YEAR GUARANTEE:
The Ashton carries a full 10 year insurance 
backed guarantee so you can rest assured 
that your canopy is of the highest quality.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
The Ashton has a life expectancy of up to 
25 years, giving you peace of mind that our 
products are made to last.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Projection:  Up to 6 metres
Height:  To your specification

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The aluminium framework can be powder 
coated in any standard RAL colour. Non-
standard RAL colours are available at an 
additional cost.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
Main frame: 150mm x 150mm x 2.5mm 
structural grade aluminium.

PANELS:
The Ashton can be covered with either 
8mm toughened glass or 35mm structured 
polycarbonate. The polycarbonate roof option 
protects from over of 98% of harmful UV rays 
and is vandal and shatter resistant.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING AND DOWNPIPES:
Hidden, integral guttering and downpipes for 
a sleek, clean appearance and for ease of 
maintenance.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Pergolino Veranda (Roof Blinds)
›	 Infrared Heating
›	LED Lighting
›	Glass Side Fills
›	Safety Barriers
›	Picnic Tables & Benches

USES:
›	Loading bay canopy
›	Spa or gym canopy
›	Outdoor learning or play area
›	Outside dining area

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Tarnhow
Timber Wall Mounted Canopy

Our Tarnhow canopies create a 
modern yet natural look and feel to 
your environment whilst providing 
you with a safe, sheltered area. Each 
Tarnhow canopy is constructed from 
Glulam timber which is sustainable, 
durable, fire resistant to BS 5268 and 
energy efficient to produce.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Tarnhow Mono-Pitch
Timber Wall Mounted Canopies

The Tarnhow Mono-Pitch Wall 
Mounted Canopy is the most cost 
effective structure from the Tarnhow 
Timber Canopy range. It is ideal 
for creating a sheltered walkway or 
waiting area adjacent to your building.
The canopy can also be used as an 
Entrance Canopy creating an
attractive entrance to your building.

You can choose to have the Tarnhow 
Mono-Pitch fitted with either 
5mm solid or 16mm structured 
polycarbonate panels, waterproof 
tensile fabric, or Ascot Solar Glass, a
revolutionary product which 
incorporates photovoltaic technology 
into glass to allow you to generate 
energy whilst providing attractive 
outdoor cover.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Projection:  Up to 6 metres
Height:  To your specification

FRAME & POSTS:
Bespoke Glulam and natural timber
sections.

ROOF OPTIONS:
Choice of:
›	Waterproof tensile fabric
›	5mm solid or 16mm structured vandal and 
 shatter resistant polycarbonate roofing  
 which is UV coated for high protection from  
 the sun.
›	Solar Canopy option - Integrated   
 Photovoltaic (IPV) glass solar panels - see  
 page 110.

DESIGN:
Mono-pitch roof creates a simple
architectural feature which suits most
building designs.

GUTTERING & DOWNPIPES:
uPVC Guttering and downpipes supplied as 
standard – available in white, black or brown.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 28-29

USES:
›	Covered outdoor dining area
›	Covered walkway
›	Entrance canopy
›	Playground canopy

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Tarnhow Curved
Timber Wall Mounted Canopies

The Tarnhow Curved Wall Mounted 
Canopy is a stunning shade structure 
which has a curved timber roof 
frame and is ideal for creating a 
contemporary sheltered area adjacent 
to your building. This timber wall 
mounted canopy is perfect to use 
as a sheltered walkway or a covered 
seating area.

Due to its timber construction, this 
canopy is ideal for buildings located 
in areas of natural beauty, alternatively 
this canopy can make an attractive 
contrast when fitted against brick or
steel structures.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Projection:  Up to 6 metres
Height:  To your specification

FRAME & POSTS:
Bespoke Glulam and natural timber
sections.

ROOF OPTIONS:
Choice of:
›	Waterproof tensile fabric
›	5mm solid or 16mm structured vandal and 
 shatter resistant polycarbonate roofing  
 which is UV coated for high protection from  
 the sun.

DESIGN:
Curved roof creates a stylish addition to a 
building - giving it a contemporary edge.

GUTTERING & DOWNPIPES:
uPVC Guttering and downpipes supplied as 
standard – available in white, black or brown.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 28-29

USES:
›	Playground canopy
›	Covered outdoor dining area
›	Covered walkway
›	Entrance canopy

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Optional Extras
Timber Wall Mounted Canopies

Rainbow Package

Signage

Our Rainbow Package will brighten up any 
canopy structure and is very popular within 
nurseries, pre-schools and primary schools. 
This vibrant package includes a colourful 
uPVC banner and post pads. This package 
is also available on the majority of our free 
standing canopies. 

Please note: The image to the right shows the 
rainbow package installed on a Coniston wall 
mounted canopy.

Our Tarnhow canopies are available with 
signage which can make your entrances stand 
out with your school or company branding. 
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Optional Extras
Timber Wall Mounted Canopies

Post Pads
Our Post Pads are available in 15 different 
colours including yellow, bright orange, black, 
blue, purple, red and green and can be made 
to fit any size posts.

Our post pads are available to buy online in 
two standard sizes to fit 80mm x 80mm and 
175mm x 80mm posts. 

Bespoke sizes can be ordered by calling 0800 
389 9072. Post Pads are also included as 
part of our Rainbow Package, allowing you to 
create a colourful and vibrant canopy ideal for 
Early Years settings.

Colour Options

Navy

Light
Purple

Light
Blue

Maroon

Amber

Red

Bottle 
Green

Pink

Black

Light
Green

Bright
Orange

Green

Brown

Yellow

Mid Blue
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Ullswater
Beck
Kensington Senior
Kensington Junior
Whiteside
Welford Dome
Melbury
Arbour
Orwell
Earlswood

Redford
Abberton
Ferndale
Tintern
Tamworth
Balmoral
Lexden
Fenwick
Nelson
Colwyn

Entrance
Canopies

02
Able Canopies offer an excellent 
choice of commercial entrance 
canopies which are ideal for many 
organisations such as schools, 
nurseries, hospitals, care homes, 
and retail centres.

We offer both wall mounted and 
free standing entrance canopies 
which provide attractive and 
welcoming entry or exit areas 
to help create the right first 
impression with customers.
All the entrance canopies in our 
range are constructed from robust, 
durable materials and have a life 
expectancy of up to 25 years. 
If required, signage can also be 
added to our entrance structures 
to display your company name or 
greeting message.
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Features and Benefits

Ullswater
Entrance Canopies

The Ullswater Entrance Canopy is 
a traditional free standing entrance 
canopy which is fitted with a unique 
corner system for ultimate rigidity. It 
is supplied in white as standard or 
can be finished in any standard RAL 
colour.

The Ullswater creates a classic 
entrance canopy which works 
particularly well with existing buildings 
and is very popular with healthcare 
organisations.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Our canopies have a life expectancy of
up to 25 years, subject to the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Projection:  Up to 6 metres
Height:  To your specification

UNDERSIDE FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The steel framework can be galvanised and/or 
powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

STEEL UNDERSIDE FRAME:
120mm x 60mm x 3mm steel hollow section.

PANELS:
16mm or 35mm structured polycarbonate roof 
panels for high levels of UV protection.

GUTTERING & DOWNPIPES:
Integral aluminium guttering and uPVC 
downpipe

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Side panels
›	Safety barriers
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 16-17

USES:
›	Entrance/exit canopy
›	Meeting point
›	Waiting area

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Beck
Entrance Canopies

The Beck is a stylish entrance canopy 
that fits in perfectly with architectural 
and modern buildings. It has a 
smooth, mono pitch design with a 
slight pitch angle to allow for water 
drainage though the integral guttering.

It is fixed to the building with 
contemporary stainless steel tie rods 
that are encased within aluminium 
tubes for added strength and 
durability. This canopy also benefits 
from trendy perforated stainless steel 
brackets beneath the roof bars.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  From 1.4m - unlimited
Projection:  from 1m -1.5 metres
Height:  To your specification

FRAMEWORK FINISH: 
The aluminium framework is supplied powder 
coated in a choice of 7 standard colours. 
Additional colours are available on request.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The main frame is made from high grade 
aluminium for strength and durability.

PANELS:
The Beck is covered with 4mm solid 
polycarbonate roof panels that are UV coated, 
have a high light transmittance and meets 
the fire resistance rating for the European fire 
standard EN 13501-1 B s1 d0 and the UK fire 
rating BS 476 Part 7 Class 1Y.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
The Beck features an integrated guttering 
system that disperses water through drip 
spouts.

LOADING CAPABILITIES:
The Beck has passed the tests undertaken 
by TÜV for uniformly distributed loads up to 
170daN/m².

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Window or walkway Canopy
›	Waiting area

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Kensington Wall Mounted
Entrance Canopies

The Kensington Wall Mounted 
Entrance Canopy is a stunning wall 
mounted structure that fits in
effortlessly with new builds and adds 
a contemporary look to existing 
buildings. The canopy structure can 
be fitted with 10.8mm toughened 
glass panels which create a 
spectacular high quality finish and 
have great acoustic properties. 
Alternatively, 5mm solid polycarbonate 
or 16mm structured polycarbonate 
panels are available which offer high 
quality, cost effective options.

You can also choose to have our 
Ascot Solar Glass as your roof option. 
This Integrated Photovoltaic (IPV) 
material allows you to generate energy 
whilst keeping a sleek look to your
canopy roof (see page 56).

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to 
the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Projection:  Up to 2.5 metres

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The steel framework can be galvanised and/or 
powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

STEEL FRAME:
100mm x 150mm steel hollow section 8mm 
thick steel laser cut roof arms.

PANELS:
Choice of:
›	10.8mm toughened glass
›	5mm solid polycarbonate
›	16mm structured polycarbonate
›	Solar panels available

USES:
›	Entrance/exit canopy
›	Meeting point
›	Wall mounted covered walkway

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Kensington Junior
Entrance Canopies

The Kensington Junior is a cost-
effective wall mounted entrance 
canopy that is ideal for many sectors 
including hospitality and retail. As part 
of our Junior range, this product has
been designed to provide a quality 
product for organisations with smaller 
budgets.

With a projection of up to 1.5 metres 
and an unlimited length, it is a perfect 
entrance canopy for areas with limited 
space, or in an area where you would 
prefer not to have canopy posts.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to 
the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Projection:  Up to 1.5 metres

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The steel framework can be galvanised and/or 
powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

STEEL FRAME:
Front beam: 60mm x 60mm x 3mm
Rear beam: 120mm x 60mm x 3mm
8mm thick steel laser cut roof arms.

PANELS:
Choice of:
›	5mm solid polycarbonate
›	16mm structured polycarbonate

USES:
›	Entrance/exit canopy
›	Meeting point
›	Wall mounted canopy

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and BenefitsFeatures and Benefits

Whiteside
Entrance Canopies

The Whiteside Entrance Canopy is 
a cost effective structure which has 
a stylish curved roof allowing you to 
create a contemporary entrance to a 
new or existing building.

Due to its design, this canopy can 
create a large welcoming area for 
customers and visitors which can 
also be used as a waiting shelter 
making it particularly useful in school 
environments. The Whiteside can be 
wall mounted or free standing to suit 
your needs.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Our canopies have a life expectancy of up
to 25 years, subject to the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Up to 4 metres
Projection:  Up to 4 metres
Height:  To your specification

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The steel framework can be galvanised and/or 
powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

STEEL FRAME:
89.4mm/139mm (depending on model) x 
4mm.

PANELS:
5mm solid/16mm structured vandal and
shatter resistant polycarbonate with built
in UV protection. Available in clear or opal.

DESIGN:
Simple, contemporary design to fit in with
all building styles.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Side panels
›	Safety barriers
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 16-17
›	uPVC guttering & downpipes

USES:
›	Entrance/exit canopy
›	Meeting point
›	Small freestanding canopy
›	Waiting area

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and BenefitsFeatures and Benefits

Welford Dome
Entrance Canopies

The Welford Dome is an exceptionally 
versatile free standing, modular 
canopy system which is ideal for 
most environments. With its high UV 
protection and contemporary design, 
this canopy can create a stylish 
entrance for visitors, or provide a 
covered waiting area that can
be used by your staff.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Our canopies have a life expectancy of up
to 25 years, subject to the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Projection:  Up to 6 metres
Height:  To your specification

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The steel framework can be galvanised and/or 
powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

STEEL FRAME:
120mm x 60mm x 3mm steel hollow
section.

PANELS:
5mm solid/16mm structured vandal and 
shatter resistant polycarbonate roofing - UV 
coated for high protection from the sun.

DESIGN:
Domed roof to create a classic entrance area 
which fits in well with existing structures.

GUTTERING & DOWNPIPES:
uPVC Guttering and downpipes supplied as 
standard.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Side panels
›	Safety barriers
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 16-17

USES:
›	Entrance/exit canopy
›	Meeting point
›	Freestanding canopy
›	Play canopy
›	Covered outdoor dining area

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Melbury
Entrance Canopies

The Melbury Entrance Canopy keeps 
your entrances dry on rainy days. It 
is ideal for covering the entrances to 
your building, making them stand out 
to all visitors and to help keep them 
dry, reducing the risk of accidents due 
to wet, slippery floors.

The Melbury has a stylish mono-
pitch design that is constructed from 
galvanised steel and is covered with 
clear toughened glass sheets for a 
high-class appearance.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  3m (multiple structures  
  can be installed together)
Projection:  From 2.08m – 4.5m
Height:  2.3 metres

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework can be finished in any RAL or 
BS colour, excluding pearl and signal colours.

STEEL FRAME:
The main frame is made from galvanised steel 
and is powder coated as standard.

PANELS:
The Melbury is covered with 8mm laminated 
safety glass.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Integrated guttering is hidden within the 
canopy frame and posts. Water is dispersed 
along the inside of the posts and out through 
water spouts.

GUARANTEE:
The steel frame is supplied with a 2 year 
guarantee.

LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Supplied with an up to 25 year life expectancy 
for complete peace of mind.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Glass side panels
›	Visibility stickers for the glass panels

USES:
›	Free standing canopy
›	Entrance canopy
›	Trolley shelter
›	Waiting shelter
›	Cycle shelter
›	Smoking shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Arbour
Entrance Canopies

The Arbour is a low cost aluminium 
entrance canopy that is mounted to 
the wall and is covered with 5mm 
solid polycarbonate roof panels. It will 
enhance the exterior of your building, 
creating a stylish feature point to your 
entrance and helps to prevent rain 
water from entering the building – ideal 
for those with automatic doors.
  
It has been designed for organisations 
who require effective cover to their 
entrance with a simple and stylish 
design at a low cost.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Up to 2.5 metres
Projection:  Up to 1 metre

10 YEAR GUARANTEE:
Supplied with a 10 year guarantee for 
complete peace of mind.

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied in white as 
standard. Other colours are available at an 
additional cost.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The main frame is made from 150mm x 50mm 
aluminium sections.

PANELS:
5mm solid polycarbonate roof panels which 
are vandal and shatter resistant, making them 
perfect for busy, well used areas. They also 
block in excess of 98% of harmful UV rays 
and have a high fire resistance complying with 
B-s1,d0 EN 13501.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Hidden guttering gives the canopy a sleek, 
smooth appearance and also means that less 
maintenance is required.

GUTTERING & DOWNPIPES:
Supplied with integral guttering and 
downpipes supplied as standard.

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Orwell
Entrance Canopies

The Orwell entrance canopy has a 
smooth, slightly curved design that 
provides effective cover from the 
weather. The minimal appearance 
of the canopy enables it to create a 
feature point of your entrance whilst 
still allowing it to blend in with your 
outside aesthetics.

As this cost effective entrance canopy 
is cantilevered and has no canopy 
posts, it is ideal for covering busy 
environments such as schools, shops, 
leisure centres and hospitals.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  1.4m - unlimited
Projection:  Up to 2.5m

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied in a choice of 7 
colours. Alternative colours may be available 
but will incur additional costs.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The frame is manufactured from T5 grade 
aluminium to ensure a long lasting, solid 
construction.

PANELS:
Covered with solid polycarbonate panels that 
are 4mm thick and are light in weight. These 
panels have a high impact resistance, making 
them ideal for use in well used areas. They are 
supplied in clear as standard.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Integral aluminium guttering is included as 
standard which disperses water through a drip 
spout at the sides of the canopy frame.

LOADING CAPABILITIES:
The Orwell has passed the TÜV tests for 
uniformly distributed up to 170daN/m².

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	External stairway shelter
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Earlswood
Entrance Canopies

The Earlswood Entrance Canopy 
features a delicate curve and stunning 
decorative wall brackets. It will 
enhance the entrance of any building, 
and will fit in seamlessly with traditional 
buildings and rural settings.

As this canopy is cantilevered, it 
is ideal for those that would like a 
cost-effective door canopy with quick 
installation times and no canopy 
posts, such as shops, hospitals, 
schools, cafés and bars.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  1.4m - unlimited
Projection:  0.9m – 1.5m

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied in a choice of 7 
colours. Alternative colours may be available 
but will incur additional costs.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The frame is manufactured from T5 grade 
aluminium to ensure a long lasting, solid 
construction.

PANELS:
Covered with solid polycarbonate panels that 
are 4mm thick and are light in weight. These 
panels have a high impact resistance, making 
them ideal for use in well used areas. They are 
supplied in clear as standard.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Integral aluminium guttering is included as 
standard which disperses water through a drip 
spout at the sides of the canopy frame.

LOADING CAPABILITIES:
The Earlswood has passed the TÜV tests for 
uniformly distributed up to 170daN/m².

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial
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Features and Benefits

Redford
Entrance Canopies

The extra-deep curve of the Redford 
Entrance Canopy, allows it to offer 
additional protection from the weather 
such as rain and wind whilst still 
offering high protection from the sun. It 
is therefore ideal for those that would 
like to receive full protection from the 
weather with a small shelter structure.

The frame is constructed from strong 
aluminium bars and is covered with 
polycarbonate roof sheets that have a 
high resistance to impacts.

Due to the simple, cantilevered 
design, this entrance canopy is ideal 
for weather protection at schools, 
hospitals, shops and those in the 
leisure industry.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  1.4m - unlimited
Projection:  0.8m – 1.5m

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied in a choice of 7 
colours. Alternative colours are available but 
may incur additional costs.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The frame is manufactured from T5 grade 
aluminium to ensure a long lasting, solid 
construction.

PANELS:
Covered with solid polycarbonate panels that 
are 4mm thick and are light in weight. These 
panels have a high impact resistance, making 
them ideal for use in well used areas. They are 
supplied in clear as standard.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Integral aluminium guttering is included as 
standard which disperses water through a drip 
spout at the sides of the canopy frame.

LOADING CAPABILITIES:
The Redford has passed the TÜV tests for 
uniformly distributed up to 170daN/m².

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	External stairway shelter
›	Waiting shelter 

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
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Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Abberton
Entrance Canopies

The Abberton is a contemporary 
styled cantilevered entrance canopy, 
with perforated steel wall brackets to 
give an industrial appearance. The 
main frame is constructed from T5 
grade aluminium and is covered with 
high impact resistant polycarbonate.

It benefits from an unlimited length 
(minimum of 1.4m) and has a 
projection of between 0.9m – 1.5m 
from the wall.

The Abberton’s stylish design makes 
it ideal for many settings, particularly 
new builds, and healthcare or 
commercial buildings.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  1.4m - unlimited
Projection:  0.9m – 1.5m

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied in a choice of 7 
colours. Alternative colours are available but 
may incur additional costs.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The frame is manufactured from T5 grade 
aluminium to ensure a long lasting, solid 
construction.

PANELS:
Covered with solid polycarbonate panels that 
are 4mm thick and are light in weight. These 
panels have a high impact resistance, making 
them ideal for use in busy areas. They are 
supplied in clear as standard.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Integral aluminium guttering is included as 
standard which disperses water through a drip 
spout at the sides of the canopy frame.

LOADING CAPABILITIES:
The Abberton has passed the TÜV tests for 
uniformly distributed up to 170daN/m².

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	External stairway shelter
›	Waiting shelter 

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial
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Features and Benefits

Ferndale
Entrance Canopies

The Ferndale Entrance Canopy 
benefits from a strong curved roof 
design to offer enhanced protection 
from the weather. The roof panels 
are robust polycarbonate sheets that 
offer high UV protection, making this 
canopy the ultimate weather shield for 
entrances.

The frame is fixed to the wall with 
supporting aluminium arms and small 
brackets for an elegant, minimal 
appearance.

The contemporary design of this 
canopy makes it ideal for leisure 
centres and shop entrances.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  1.4m - unlimited
Projection:  0.8m – 1.5m

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied in a choice of 7 
colours. Alternative colours are available but 
may incur additional costs.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The frame is manufactured from T5 grade 
aluminium to ensure a long lasting, solid 
construction.

PANELS:
Covered with solid polycarbonate panels that 
are 4mm thick and are light in weight. These 
panels have a high impact resistance, making 
them ideal for use in well used areas. They are 
supplied in clear as standard.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Integral aluminium guttering is included as 
standard which disperses water through a drip 
spout at the sides of the canopy frame.

LOADING CAPABILITIES:
The Ferndale has passed the TÜV tests for 
uniformly distributed up to 170daN/m².

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Waiting shelter 

Residential Education Hospitality
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Features and Benefits

Tintern
Entrance Canopies

The Tintern Entrance Canopy features 
a simple curved roof with stainless 
steel tie rods fixings to create 
sophisticated yet unobtrusive addition 
to a building.

This canopy can project up to 2.5 
metres from the wall and can be 
constructed to an unlimited length - 
making it perfect for extended cover 
to outside areas such as retail loading 
bays and busy school or hospital 
walkways. 

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  1.4m - unlimited
Projection:  0.8m – 2.5m

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied in a choice of 7 
colours. Alternative colours are available but 
may incur additional costs.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The frame is manufactured from T5 grade 
aluminium to ensure a long lasting, solid 
construction.

PANELS:
Covered with solid polycarbonate panels that 
are 4mm thick and are light in weight. These 
panels have a high impact resistance, making 
them ideal for use in well used areas. They are 
supplied in clear as standard.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Integral aluminium guttering is included as 
standard which disperses water through a drip 
spout at the sides of the canopy frame.

LOADING CAPABILITIES:
The Tintern has passed the TÜV tests for 
uniformly distributed up to 170daN/m².

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Waiting shelter 

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Features and Benefits

Tamworth
Entrance Canopies

The Tamworth is a robust aluminium 
entrance canopy with a simple 
modern appearance. It is the most 
cost effective entrance canopy 
within our range, yet it does not 
compromise on quality. The frame is 
constructed from T5 grade aluminium 
which is naturally rust resistant and 
features high impact resistant solid 
polycarbonate roof panels.

Due to its minimalist design, this 
cantilevered entrance canopy is the 
ideal door shelter for new builds at 
schools, nurseries, shops, factories, 
and hospitals. It can also be a quick 
and low cost addition for existing 
builds, creating an attractive contrast 
to traditional styles and settings.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  1.4m – 2m
Projection:  0.8m – 1.2m

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied in a choice of 7 
colours. Alternative colours are available but 
may incur additional costs.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The frame is manufactured from T5 grade 
aluminium to ensure a long lasting, solid 
construction.

PANELS:
Covered with solid polycarbonate panels that 
are 4mm thick and are light in weight. These 
panels have a high impact resistance, making 
them ideal for use in well used areas. They are 
supplied in clear as standard.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Integral aluminium guttering is included as 
standard which disperses water through a drip 
spout at the sides of the canopy frame.

LOADING CAPABILITIES:
The Tamworth has passed the TÜV tests for 
uniformly distributed up to 170daN/m².

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Waiting shelter 

Residential Education Hospitality
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Features and Benefits

Balmoral
Entrance Canopies

The Balmoral is a stunning, low-
cost entrance canopy that features 
attractive ornamental brackets. It is 
constructed from a fully aluminium 
frame with hidden guttering and is 
protected with high impact resistant 
polycarbonate roof sheets.

Because the Balmoral Entrance 
Canopy displays exquisite, ornate 
detailing, it is the ideal entrance 
shelter for historic and well established 
buildings. It can provide effective 
protection from the weather for many 
organisations including schools, 
shops, cafés and restaurants, 
enhancing the appearance of their 
main entrance.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  1.4m – unlimited
Projection:  1.1m – 1.5m

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied in a choice of 7 
colours. Alternative colours are available but 
may incur additional costs.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The frame is manufactured from T5 grade 
aluminium to ensure a long lasting, solid 
construction.

PANELS:
Covered with solid polycarbonate panels that 
are 4mm thick and are light in weight. These 
panels have a high impact resistance, making 
them ideal for use in well used areas. They are 
supplied in clear as standard.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Integral aluminium guttering is included as 
standard which disperses water through a drip 
spout at the sides of the canopy frame.

LOADING CAPABILITIES:
The Balmoral has passed the TÜV tests for 
uniformly distributed up to 170daN/m².

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Waiting shelter 

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
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Features and Benefits

Lexden
Entrance Canopies

The Lexden Entrance Canopy has a 
stylish, minimalist appearance that 
fits in well with many building styles 
and makes entrances stand out 
prominently. It has a strong aluminium 
construction that is covered with high 
strength polycarbonate roof sheets.

Due to its square, edgy design, the 
Lexden Entrance Canopy provides 
stylish shelter for new builds and 
contemporary building designs and 
is particularly popular with offices 
and commercial settings, including 
retail and leisure organisations. Its 
mono-pitch design provides excellent 
protection from the weather and, if 
installed above a window or doors, 
it can also help to keep a buildings 
interior cool on hotter days.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  1.4m – unlimited
Projection:  1.4m – unlimited

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied in a choice of 7 
colours. Alternative colours are available but 
may incur additional costs.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The frame is manufactured from T5 grade 
aluminium to ensure a long lasting, solid 
construction.

PANELS:
Covered with solid polycarbonate panels that 
are 4mm thick and are light in weight. These 
panels have a high impact resistance, making 
them ideal for use in well used areas. They are 
supplied in clear as standard.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Integral aluminium guttering is included as 
standard which disperses water through a drip 
spout at the sides of the canopy frame.

LOADING CAPABILITIES:
The Lexden has passed the TÜV tests for 
uniformly distributed up to 170daN/m².

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Waiting shelter 

Residential Education Hospitality
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Features and Benefits

Fenwick
Entrance Canopies

The Fenwick Entrance Canopy has 
an attractive curve to the roof and 
has been designed for buildings that 
have an existing overhang. It is fixed 
to the overhang with brackets that are 
extended from the canopy roof bars 
for a sleek, minimalistic appearance.

This canopy has an unlimited length 
and a projection of up to 1.5m. It is 
ideal for creating shade and shelter 
above doors, windows, walkways 
and loading bays. It can also offer 
additional protection to buildings that 
have existing integrated canopies 
which do not offer a large enough 
projection.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  1.4m – unlimited
Projection:  0.6m – 1.5m

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied in a choice of 7 
colours. Alternative colours are available but 
may incur additional costs.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The frame is manufactured from T5 grade 
aluminium to ensure a long lasting, solid 
construction.

PANELS:
Covered with solid polycarbonate panels that 
are 4mm thick and are light in weight. These 
panels have a high impact resistance, making 
them ideal for use in well used areas. They are 
supplied in clear as standard.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Integral aluminium guttering is included as 
standard which disperses water through a drip 
spout at the sides of the canopy frame.

LOADING CAPABILITIES:
The Fenwick has passed the TÜV tests for 
uniformly distributed up to 170daN/m².

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Waiting shelter 
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Features and Benefits

Nelson
Entrance Canopies

The Nelson Entrance Canopy 
has a stylish domed frame that is 
constructed from aluminium and is 
covered with curved polycarbonate 
that is 4mm thick. It has been 
designed to fit in with many building 
styles, adding a contemporary feel 
to traditional buildings and fitting in 
seamlessly with modern buildings.

The Nelson is the perfect entrance 
structure for many environments 
including schools, shops, hospitals, 
healthcare surgeries, care homes 
and leisure environments. It can be 
installed above doors and windows to 
extend your existing building overhang 
and offer additional protection from 
the weather.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  1.4m – 2.4m
Projection:  0.8m – 1.5m

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied in a choice of 7 
colours. Alternative colours are available but 
may incur additional costs.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The frame is manufactured from T5 grade 
aluminium to ensure a long lasting, solid 
construction.

PANELS:
Covered with solid polycarbonate panels that 
are 4mm thick and are light in weight. These 
panels have a high impact resistance, making 
them ideal for use in well used areas. They are 
supplied in clear as standard.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Integral aluminium guttering is included as 
standard which disperses water through a drip 
spout at the sides of the canopy frame.

LOADING CAPABILITIES:
The Nelson has passed the TÜV tests for 
uniformly distributed up to 170daN/m².

USES:
›	Entrance canopy 

Residential Education Hospitality
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Features and Benefits

Colwyn
Entrance Canopies

The Colwyn has a simple domed 
design to complement modern 
building styles. Its clean lines give any 
entrance a clean, fresh look whilst 
providing cover and highlighting the 
correct entrance for customers to use.

Its cantilevered design means there 
are no posts to bump into – making it 
a perfect choice for schools, shops, 
leisure and healthcare organisations.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  1.4m – 2.4m
Projection:  0.8m – 2m

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied in a choice of 7 
colours. Alternative colours are available but 
may incur additional costs.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The frame is manufactured from T5 grade 
aluminium to ensure a long lasting, solid 
construction.

PANELS:
Covered with solid polycarbonate panels that 
are 4mm thick and are light in weight. These 
panels have a high impact resistance, making 
them ideal for use in well used areas. They are 
supplied in clear as standard.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Integral aluminium guttering is included as 
standard which disperses water through a drip 
spout at the sides of the canopy frame.

LOADING CAPABILITIES:
The Colwyn has passed the TÜV tests for 
uniformly distributed up to 170daN/m².

USES:
›	Entrance canopy 
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Welford Dome
Welford Dome Junior
Ullswater
Devoke
Devoke Junior
Grange
Grange Junior
Double Grange
Hamilton
Kensington Mono-Pitch
Kensington Dual-Pitch

Tarnhow
Tarnhow Dome
Tarnhow Mono
Tarnhow Curved
The Consiton
Whiteside
Melbury
Kendal
Executive

Free Standing
Canopies

03
With a wide range of Free Standing
Systems on offer including 
monopitch, apex and domed 
structures, we are sure to have a 
stand-alone solution for you.
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Features and Benefits

Welford Dome
Free Standing Dome Canopies

The Welford Dome is an exceptionally 
versatile modular canopy, which can 
be used as a walkway, entrance 
canopy and a free standing canopy. 
With its ability to span across large
areas and its simple yet contemporary 
design, the Welford Dome is the ideal 
canopy for playgrounds and outdoor 
dining areas.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to 
the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Width:  Up to 6 metres
Height:  To your specification

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
Framework and posts can be galvanised and/
or powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

STEEL UNDERSIDE FRAME AND POSTS:
Main frame: 120mm x 60mm x 3mm steel box 
section.

PANELS:
5mm solid/16mm structured vandal and 
shatter resistant polycarbonate with built in 
UV protection. Available in clear or opal.

GUTTERING & DOWNPIPES
Deep flow guttering and downpipes fitted as 
standard.

UNIQUE CORNER STRUCTURE:
Our unique steel corner connection system 
gives ultimate rigidity to the canopy structure.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Secure roller shutters
›	Side panels
›	Safety barriers
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 78-79

USES:
›	Outdoor classroom
›	Covered outdoor dining area
›	Covered outdoor walkway
›	Entrance canopy 

Please note: Images show gable ends which are an 
optional extra.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Welford Dome Junior
Free Standing Dome Canopies

The Welford Dome Junior is a 
cost-effective free standing canopy 
structure which is extremely versatile 
and ideal for many uses such as a 
covered waiting or dining area.

Based on the popular Welford Dome, 
the Welford Dome Junior has been 
streamlined to suit organisations that 
have limited budgets yet still require 
effective and durable outdoor cover
from the weather.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to 
the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Width:  Up to 5 metres
Height:  To your specification

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
Framework and posts can be galvanised and/
or powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

PANELS:
5mm solid/16mm structured vandal and 
shatter resistant polycarbonate with built in 
UV protection. Available in clear or opal.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
See pages 78-79
›	Guttering & downpipes

USES:
›	Playground canopy
›	Outdoor classroom
›	Covered outdoor dining area
›	Covered outdoor walkway

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Ullswater
Free Standing Apex Canopies

The Ullswater Apex Free Standing 
Canopy has an attractive design with 
an apex shaped roof enabling it to fit 
in seamlessly with traditional building 
designs.

This canopy system is designed using 
our unique corner structure which 
provides ultimate strength and allows 
for large self-supporting spans. Its 
robust construction ensures this
canopy is particularly suited to 
areas of heavy use such as school 
playgrounds and public areas.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to 
the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Width:  Up to 6 metres
Height:  2.8m at apex (standard)

ROOF FRAME:
Fully aluminium roof frame, including 
aluminium roof bars, coloured in white as 
standard, other colours available on request.

STEEL UNDERSIDE FRAME AND POSTS:
120mm x 60mm x 3mm steel box section. 
The steel framework can be galvanised and/or 
powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

PANELS:
16mm or 35mm structured polycarbonate roof
panels in clear or opal. Our panels offer
high UV protection.

GUTTERING:
Integral aluminium guttering with uPVC
downpipes.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Secure roller shutters
›	Side & front panels
›	Safety barriers
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 78-79
›	Gable ends

USES:
›	Playground canopy
›	Outdoor classroom
›	Covered outdoor walkway

Please note: Images show gable ends which are an 
optional extra

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Devoke
Free Standing Canopies

The Devoke Free Standing Canopy 
is a striking steel structure that has a 
stylish curved roof.

This free standing canopy provides 
shelter from the sun and rain 
throughout the year and can
be constructed to any length with a 
maximum projection of 6 metres.
The Devoke is ideal for educational 
environments, creating a comfortable 
outdoor dining area or a spacious 
playground shelter.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to 
the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Width:  Up to 6 metres
Height:  To your specification

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The steel framework can be galvanised and/or 
powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

STEEL UNDERSIDE FRAME AND POSTS:
Main frame: 120mm x 60mm x 3mm steel 
hollow section.

PANELS:
5mm solid/16mm structured vandal and 
shatter resistant polycarbonate roofing UV 
coated for high protection from the sun.

GUTTERING:
Fitted with guttering and downpipes
as standard.

UNIQUE CORNER STRUCTURE:
Our unique steel corner connection system 
gives ultimate rigidity to the canopy structure.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Secure roller shutters
›	Side panels
›	Safety barriers
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 78-79

USES:
›	Playground canopy
›	Outdoor classroom
›	Airport shelter/linkway
›	Covered outdoor dining/seating area
›	Covered outdoor walkway

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Devoke Junior
Free Standing Canopies

The Devoke Junior Free Standing 
Walkway is a contemporary styled 
walkway which features a strong steel 
framework and polycarbonate roofing 
panels to create effective cover for 
walkways or pathways. This walkway 
product is part of our Junior range, a 
selection of products which have been 
designed for organisations with limited 
budgets, yet who still require a high 
quality and long lasting structure.

This popular walkway canopy allows 
you to connect two or more buildings 
- giving visitors, students or staff the 
advantage of moving around your 
site without being exposed to the 
elements, it can also double as a 
covered waiting/queuing area which 
is particularly useful at entrances to 
tourist attractions.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to 
the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Width:  Up to 5 metres
Height:  To your specification

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The steel framework can be galvanised and/or 
powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

STEEL UNDERSIDE FRAME AND POSTS:
Main frame: 60mm x 60mm x 3mm
steel hollow section.

PANELS:
Choice of 5mm solid or 15mm structured 
polycarbonate roof which is both vandal and 
shatter resistant and offers high UV protection.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Side panels
›	Safety Barriers
›	Post Pads
›	Signage
›	Rainbow Package
›	Roller Shutters
›	Guttering
›	Downpipes
See pages 78-79

USES:
›	Playground canopy
›	Outdoor classroom
›	Airport shelter/linkway
›	Covered outdoor dining/seating area
›	Covered outdoor walkway

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Grange
Free Standing Mono Pitch Canopies

The Grange Free Standing Mono Pitch 
canopy is perfect for areas where a 
canopy structure cannot be fixed to a 
wall. Using the same roof system as 
the Coniston, which includes 35mm
polycarbonate panels and a fully 
aluminium roof framework, the 
Grange’s roof offers a variable 
pitch of between 2.5 and 30 
degrees. Supported by a strong 
steel underside, the Grange has a 
maximum width of 6 metres and an 
unlimited length.

Due to its unlimited length and robust 
construction, the Grange is ideal for 
many organisations and is great for 
use as a covered meeting/waiting area 
or an outdoor learning area.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to 
the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Width:  Up to 6 metres
Height:  To your specification

UNDERSIDE FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The underside framework and posts can be 
galvanised and/or powder coated to any 
standard RAL colour.

STEEL UNDERSIDE FRAME AND POSTS:
120mm x 60mm x 3mm steel hollow section.

ROOF FRAME:
Extruded aluminium roof bars.

PANELS:
35mm structured polycarbonate roof panels 
which are vandal and shatter resistant and 
offer high levels of UV protection.

GUTTERING & DOWNPIPES
Supplied with integral guttering and uPVC 
downpipes.

UNIQUE CORNER STRUCTURE:
Our unique steel corner connection system 
gives ultimate rigidity to the canopy structure.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Side panels
›	Safety barriers
›	Rainbow package
›	Secure roller shutters
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 78-79

USES:
›	Covered waiting area
›	Meeting point
›	Playground canopy
›	Covered outdoor learning area

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Grange Junior
Free Standing Canopies

The Grange Junior is a cost-effective 
canopy solution that has a practical 
and simple design and is ideal for 
areas where a wall mounted canopy is 
unsuitable.

This canopy can span up to 5 metres 
and has an unlimited length allowing 
you to create a large covered area 
which can be used for many different 
applications including an outdoor
classroom facility, a covered 
playground area, or an outside dining 
area.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to 
the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Width:  Up to 5 metres
Height:  To your specification

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework and posts can be galvanised 
and/or powder coated to any standard RAL 
colour.

STEEL UNDERSIDE FRAME AND POSTS:
60mm x 60mm x 3mm steel hollow section.

ROOF FRAME:
Aluminium Barrel bar.

PANELS:
5mm solid/16mm structured vandal and 
shatter resistant polycarbonate roofing, UV 
coated for high protection from the sun.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	uPVC guttering and downpipes
See pages 78-79

USES:
›	Covered waiting area
›	Meeting point

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Features and Benefits

Double Grange
Free Standing Canopies

The Double Grange is a large span 
free standing canopy which is 
designed to provide shade and shelter 
from the weather over large areas.

The canopy is an adaption of the 
Grange Free Standing Mono-Pitch. 
It maintains all of the benefits of the 
Grange yet has the ability to cover 
larger areas with a maximum span of 
12 metres, making it ideal for event 
venues, large play areas, and outdoor 
learning areas.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to 
the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Width:  Up to 12 metres
Height:  To your specification

UNDERSIDE FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The underside framework and posts can be 
galvanised and/or powder coated to any 
standard RAL colour.

STEEL UNDERSIDE FRAME AND POSTS:
120mm x 60mm x 3mm steel hollow section.

ROOF FRAME:
Extruded aluminium roof bars.

PANELS:
35mm structured polycarbonate roof panels 
which are vandal and shatter resistant and 
offer high levels of UV protection.

GUTTERING & DOWNPIPES
Supplied with integral guttering and 
downpipes supplied as standard.

UNIQUE CORNER STRUCTURE:
Our unique steel corner connection system 
gives ultimate rigidity to the canopy structure.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Side panels
›	Safety barriers
›	Rainbow package
›	Secure roller shutters
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 78-79

USES:
›	Event venue
›	Covered outdoor learning area

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Features and Benefits

Hamilton
Big Span Free Standing Canopies

The Hamilton Big Span Canopy is one 
of our largest free standing canopies, 
spanning up to 11 metres in width, 
with an unlimited length. It provides 
exceptional cover from the weather
and is perfect for providing shelter for 
large outdoor dining areas or open air 
seating areas.

The Hamilton is also a great solution 
for playgrounds or venues which hold 
outdoor events.

This big span canopy has been 
designed for use in busy areas 
with a high footfall, such as school 
playgrounds or large open air venues, 
and so has been constructed to 
withstand knocks and every day wear 
and tear.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to 
the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Width:  Up to 11 metres
Height:  To your specification

HIGH UV PROTECTION:
During the manufacture of our polycarbonate 
panels, a layer of UV absorber is coextruded 
on both sides to form a barrier, giving high UV
protection from the sun.

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The steel framework can be galvanised and/or 
powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

STEEL FRAME AND POSTS:
Main frame: 150mm x 100mm x 5mm
steel hollow section.

PANELS:
16mm structured vandal and shatter
resistant polycarbonate roofing.

GUTTERING:
Deep flow uPVC guttering and downpipes
included as standard.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Secure roller shutters
›	Side panels
›	Safety barriers
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 78-79

USES:
›	Covered outdoor dining area
›	Outdoor event cover
›	Outdoor seating cover
›	Courtyard cover

Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Features and Benefits

Kensington Mono-Pitch 
Free Standing Canopies

The Kensington Free Standing Canopy 
range features a stunning selection 
of luxury steel canopies which can 
be covered with a choice of glass, 
polycarbonate or Ascot Solar Glass
panels which allow you to generate 
energy from sunlight whilst giving a 
smooth glass finish.

The Kensington Mono-Pitch Free 
Standing Canopy is particularly suited 
to the retail and hospitality sectors, 
and is perfect for organisations looking 
to provide a high end shelter solution.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to 
the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Width:  Up to 3 metres
Height:  To your specification

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The steel framework can be galvanised and/or 
powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

STEEL UNDERSIDE FRAME & POSTS:
Main frame: 200mm x 200mm x 6mm steel
box section.

STEEL FRAME AND POSTS:
Main frame: 150mm x 100mm x 5mm
steel hollow section.

PANELS:
A choice of:
›	10.8mm toughened laminated glass
›	5mm solid/16mm structured vandal and  
 shatter resistant polycarbonate
›	Solar Panels - Integrated Photovoltaic (IPV)  
 glass solar panels.

GUTTERING:
Fitted with aluminium guttering and
downpipes as standard.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Post pads
See pages 78-79

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Covered walkway
›	Airport shelter/linkway

Education Retail &
Commercial
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Features and Benefits

Kensington Dual-Pitch
Free Standing Canopies

The Kensington Dual-Pitch Free 
Standing Canopy is a striking 
free standing canopy that fits in 
effortlessly with new builds and adds 
a contemporary look to existing 
buildings.

This canopy is ideal for a range 
of different functions including 
walkways, waiting areas and outdoor 
dining cover, and is suited to many 
organisations throughout the public 
and private sectors.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to 
the chosen finish.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited (6 metres
  between posts)
Width:  Up to 5.5 metres
Height:  To your specification

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The steel framework can be galvanised and/or 
powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

STEEL UNDERSIDE FRAME & POSTS:
Main frame: 200mm x 200mm x 6mm steel
box section.

STEEL FRAME AND POSTS:
Main frame: 150mm x 100mm x 5mm
steel hollow section.

PANELS:
A choice of:
›	10.8mm toughened laminated glass
›	5mm solid/16mm structured vandal and  
 shatter resistant polycarbonate
›	Solar Panels - Integrated Photovoltaic (IPV)  
 glass solar panels.

GUTTERING:
Fitted with aluminium guttering and
downpipes as standard.

DESIGN:
Elegant, modern design; creates an
aesthetically pleasing focal point to
your building or outdoor area.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Post pads
See pages 78-79

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Covered walkway
›	Airport shelter/linkway

Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Benefits of Timber

The Tarnhow Range
Sustainable Timber Canopies

Our Tarnhow canopies are 
constructed from glue-laminated 
(glulam) timber frames to create
stunning tactile structures which add 
a modern yet natural feel to your 
environment.

All glulam timber framework is finished 
with a natural timber stain for added 
protection, however, you can choose 
to have your canopy stained in a 
wide choice of colours to match or 
complement your surroundings.

›	Environmentally Friendly – a standard   
 steel beam takes 6 times the energy cost to  
 produce

›	Economical – Glulam is lighter in weight  
 than similar materials resulting in less   
 transport emissions

›	Flawless Timber Finish - all visible fixings  
 are constructed from timber

›	Timber frame is fire resistant to BS 5268

›	Choice of Roof Material – choose from a  
 polycarbonate or waterproof tensile fabric  
 roof system

›	Approved Timber - complies with the
 requirements of British Standard
 BS EN 386: 2001

›	Sustainable Materials - Glulam timber   
 frame sourced from PEFC accredited timber  
 merchants. 

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Features and Benefits

Tarnhow Curved
Free Standing Timber Canopies

The Tarnhow Curved Free Standing 
Canopy has a maximum span of 6 
metres and can be installed to any 
length required. Its asymmetric curved 
roof creates an attractive canopy
which adds style to any environment, 
and its glulam frame makes this 
canopy an ideal addition to a natural 
garden or park area.

This canopy is very popular with 
schools and is suitable for a variety 
of applications, including a covered 
walkway, a playground shelter or a 
spacious outdoor classroom.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Width:  Up to 6 metres
Height:  To your specification

ROOF OPTIONS:
Choice of:
›	Waterproof tensile fabric
›	5mm solid or 16mm structured vandal and  
 shatter resistant polycarbonate roofing.

UNDERSIDE FRAME AND POSTS:
Bespoke Glulam timber and natural
timber sections, with a natural wood
stain finish, alternatively the timber can
be painted, if required.

GUTTERING & DOWNPIPES
uPVC guttering & downpipes fitted as 
standard.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 78-79
›	Fabric side panels -  see page 147

USES:
›	Play canopy
›	Medium/large freestanding canopy
›	Covered outdoor dining area
›	Covered outdoor walkway
›	Entrance canopy

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Features and Benefits

Tarnhow Mono-Pitch
Free Standing Timber Canopies

The Tarnhow Mono-Pitch Free 
Standing Canopy is constructed with 
a mono-pitch roof which blends in
easily with existing roofing styles.

This striking timber structure can 
be used in a variety of applications 
including covered play areas, 
walkways and waiting areas within 
commercial settings.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Width:  Up to 6 metres
Height:  To your specification

ROOF OPTIONS:
Choice of:
›	Waterproof tensile fabric
›	5mm solid or 16mm structured vandal and  
 shatter resistant polycarbonate roofing.

UNDERSIDE FRAME AND POSTS:
Bespoke Glulam timber and natural
timber sections, with a natural wood
stain finish, alternatively the timber can
be painted, if required.

GUTTERING & DOWNPIPES
uPVC guttering & downpipes fitted as 
standard.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 78-79
›	Fabric side panels -  see page 147

USES:
›	Play canopy
›	Medium/large freestanding canopy
›	Covered outdoor dining area
›	Covered outdoor walkway
›	Entrance canopy

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Features and Benefits

Tarnhow Dome
Free Standing Timber Canopies

The Tarnhow Dome Free Standing 
Timber Canopy is a spectacular timber 
structure that creates an eye-catching
focal point to your outdoor area with 
a modern touch. It is ideal for making 
use of large areas that are in need
of year round cover from the weather.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Width:  Up to 6 metres
Height:  To your specification

ROOF OPTIONS:
Choice of:
›	Waterproof tensile fabric
›	5mm solid or 16mm structured vandal and  
 shatter resistant polycarbonate roofing UV  
 coated for high protection from the sun.

UNDERSIDE FRAME AND POSTS:
Bespoke Glulam timber and natural
timber sections, with a natural wood
stain finish, alternatively the timber can
be painted, if required.

GUTTERING & DOWNPIPES
uPVC guttering & downpipes fitted as 
standard.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 78-79
›	Fabric side panels - see page 147

USES:
›	Play canopy
›	Medium/large freestanding canopy
›	Covered outdoor dining area
›	Covered outdoor walkway
›	Entrance canopy

Residential Education Hospitality
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Features and Benefits

The Coniston
Free Standing Canopies

The Coniston Wall Mounted Canopy 
which can be found on pages 10 
-19 can be transformed into a free 
standing canopy with the use of rear 
steel goal posts.

The Coniston is a popular, versatile 
canopy that is strong, long lasting and 
aesthetically pleasing. It features a 
strong aluminium frame with rear steel 
posts and hidden integral guttering. 

It is ideal for those that would like a 
wall mounted canopy but do not have 
a suitable wall to fix to. This canopy 
gives the wall mounted canopy 
effect whilst being completely self-
supporting.

10 YEAR GUARANTEE:
The Coniston carries a full 10 year insurance 
backed guarantee and the rear steel goal 
posts carry a 5 year guarantee so you can 
rest assured that your canopy is of the highest 
quality.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
The Coniston on rear steel goalposts has a 
life expectancy of up to 25 years, giving you 
peace of mind that our products are made to 
last.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Projection:  Up to 6m

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied powder coated 
in Hipca White as standard, however it can 
be finished in any other RAL colour at an 
additional cost.

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The frame is manufactured from T5 grade 
aluminium to ensure a long lasting, solid 
construction.

PANELS:
Covered with 35mm structured polycarbonate 
roof panels that are vandal and shatter resistant 
and block in excess of 98% of harmful UV rays 
from those underneath.

INTEGRAL GUTTERING:
Integral aluminium guttering is included as 
standard for a clean, sleek appearance and for 
minimal maintenance. With uPVC downpipes 
as standard.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Rainbow Package
›	Secure Roller Shutters
›	The Victorian Upgrade
›	Safety Barriers
›	Side & Front Fills
›	Signage
›	Post Pads
See pages 78-79

USES:
›	Playground canopy
›	Covered waiting & learning areas
›	Entrance area
›	To reduce heat inside buildings

Residential Education Hospitality
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Features and Benefits

Whiteside
Free Standing Canopies

The Whiteside Free Standing Canopy 
is a cost effective structure which has 
a stylish curved roof, allowing you to 
create a contemporary covered area 
outside.

Due to its design, this canopy can 
create a large sheltered area within 
your grounds that is protected from 
the weather, allowing your pupils, 
customers or staff to spend more time 
outdoors. The Whiteside can be wall 
mounted or free standing to suit your 
needs.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
The Whiteside has a life expectancy of up to 
25 years, giving you peace of mind that our 
products are made to last.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Projection:  Up to 4 metres

STEEL FRAME:
The frame is made from galvanised and 
powder coated steel.

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The steel framework can be galvanised and/or 
powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

PANELS:
Covered with a choice of 5mm solid 
polycarbonate or 16mm structured 
polycarbonate.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Side panels
›	Post Pads
See pages 78-79
›	uPVC guttering & downpipes

USES:
›	Free standing canopy
›	Entrance canopy
›	Outside dining canopy 
›	Playground canopy
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
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Features and Benefits

Melbury
Free Standing Canopies

The Melbury Free Standing 
Canopy can be used for a variety 
of applications including a covered 
outdoor seating space, where 
customers, pupils or visitors can wait 
outside while being protected from the 
weather.

It is constructed from a strong steel 
frame that can be coloured to almost 
any RAL colour and is galvanised for 
ultimate corrosion protection. The roof 
is covered with 8mm thick toughened 
glass that has a high breakage 
resistance.

2 YEAR GUARANTEE:
Due to the high strength and high quality 
construction materials, we are able to offer a 2 
year guarantee on the canopy frame.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
The Melbury frame has a life expectancy of up 
to 25 years, giving you peace of mind that our 
products are made to last.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  3m (can be extended in  
  sections on 1.5m)
Projection:  2.08m
Height:  2.3m

STEEL FRAME:
Made from strong steel sections that are 
89.4mm/139mm (spending on model) x 4mm.

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The steel frame is galvanised as standard and 
can be coloured to any RAL colour except 
Pearl or Signal colours.

PANELS:
Covered with 8mm thick laminated safety 
glass

INTEGRATED GUTTERING:
Integrated guttering is hidden within the 
shelter frame and posts. Water is dispersed 
along the inside of the back posts and out 
through water spouts.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Side panels
›	Safety stickers or glass panels
›	Post Pads
See pages 78-79

USES:
›	Free standing canopy
›	Entrance canopy
›	Trolley shelter
›	Waiting shelter
›	Cycle shelter
›	Smoking shelter 
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Features and Benefits

Kendal
Free Standing Canopies

The Kendal is a striking tensile free 
standing structure which can be 
constructed to an unlimited length 
with a maximum projection of 5 
metres.

The waterproof tensile fabric 
combined with the steel frame makes 
this a robust system which provides 
effective cover from the weather.

25 YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY:
The Kendal frame has a life expectancy of up 
to 25 years, giving you peace of mind that our 
products are made to last.

5 YEAR GUARANTEE:
Tensile fabric has a 5 year guarantee against  
UV degradation

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Unlimited
Projection:  Up to 5 metres

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The steel framework can be galvanised and/or 
powder coated to any standard RAL colour.

ROOF:
100% waterproof tensile roof available in 40  
vibrant colours, see page 148.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Post pads
See pages 78-79
›	Fabric rear wall panels
See pages 147

USES:
›	Covered outdoor walkway
›	Outdoor classroom
›	Waiting area
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Roller ShuttersSide and Front Fills
The majority of our Free Standing canopies 
can be combined with roller shutters to
give a lockable enclosed area.
This can be used to create a secure storage 
area where equipment can be stored safely.
Made from steel or aluminium, these shutters 
can be coloured to any BS or RAL colour.

Able Canopies Roller Shutters are 
available on the following products:

›	Grange
›	Double Grange
›	Ullswater
›	Devoke
›	Hamilton
›	Codale Conic
›	Welford Dome
›	Coniston

Our Side Fills and Front Fills allow you to 
create a more enclosed canopy, giving
protection from the wind and driving rain.

Constructed from 5mm solid polycarbonate,
these panels are UV, vandal, shatter and fire 
resistant.
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Optional Extras
Free Standing Canopies



Safety Barriers Signage Post Pads
Add uPVC safety barriers to your Free 
Standing Canopy to create a more 
enclosed area. 

These can be added at time of install or 
retrofitted. Our safety barriers can help
split your canopy into sections and provide 
some additional protection from driving rain 
and wind.

Signage can be added to the majority of our 
free standing canopies enabling you to
communicate messages to visitors, pupils or 
staff or display your logo or branding. This is a
particularly popular option for free standing 
canopies that are used as entrance canopies.

Post pads wrap around your canopy posts to 
protect those underneath from knocks and 
bumps when moving around the posts.

Our post pads are available in 15 colours – 
view our colour chart on page 17.
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Optional Extras
Free Standing Canopies
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Imperial Junior
Imperial Senior
Imperial Grand
Kesgrave

Executive 
Range

04
The Executive range features a 
selection of wall mounted and free 
standing canopies that are stunning, 
high-end shade and shelter structures.

There is a total of four products 
within the range which consist of 
superior aluminium frames with either 
retractable fabric roofs or aluminium 
roof slats that can be opened and 
closed as required.
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Features and Benefits

Imperial Junior
Executive Canopies

The Imperial Junior is a highly 
attractive canopy that is available 
as a free standing or wall mounted 
structure. It features electronic roof 
slats that can be adjusted from an 
angle of 0° to 120° with the Somfy 
remote control supplied.

You can block 100% of the Sun’s 
harmful UV rays when the roof 
slats are closed as well as create 
a watertight seal and protect from 
rainfall. Alternatively, when it is a 
pleasant summers day, you can 
choose to have the roof slats open 
at the angle of your choice to allow a 
cool breeze to flow through as well as 
partial shade.

5 YEAR GUARANTEE:
The Imperial Junior is supplied with a 5 year 
guarantee for the frame and roof slats and 2 
years for electrical components for complete 
peace of mind. 

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Up to 6 metres
Width:  Up to 4 metres
Multiple structures can be connected to cover 
much larger areas.

ALUMINIUM FRAME & ROOF:
The canopy frame and roof slats are made 
from high grade aluminium for the ultimate 
strength and longevity.

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The roof frame and slats are supplied powder 
coated in a choice of three colours as 
standard. Other RAL colours are available at 
an additional cost.

100% UV PROTECTION:
When the roof slats are completely closed, 
they offer 100% UV protection.

INTEGRATED GUTTERING:
Integral guttering is included as standard.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Roller Blinds
›	Glass Panels
›	Sliding Panels
›	LED Lights
›	Heaters
›	Sensors
See pages 86-87

USES:
›	Spa canopy
›	Leisure canopy
›	Courtyard shelter
›	Relaxation Shelter
›	Alfresco dining canopy within restaurants 
 & bars
›	Hotel canopy

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
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Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Imperial Senior
Executive Canopies

The Imperial Senior is a mid-range 
Executive Canopy that is perfect 
for your outdoor shade and shelter 
requirements. This stunning canopy 
will enable your customers and visitors 
to enjoy your outside space all year 
round with the UK’s ever changing 
weather.

Using the Somfy motor and remote 
control supplied, you can adjust the 
angle of the roof slats from 0° to 120° 
to enable a pleasant and cooling 
breeze to flow through with partial 
shade. You can also completely close 
the roof slats when you require full 
shade or shelter from the rain.

5 YEAR GUARANTEE:
The Imperial Senior is supplied with a 5 year 
guarantee for the frame and roof slats and 2 
years for electrical components for complete 
peace of mind.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Up to 7 metres
Width:  Up to 4 metres
Multiple structures can be connected to cover 
much larger areas.

ALUMINIUM FRAME & ROOF:
The canopy frame and roof slats are made 
from high grade aluminium for the ultimate 
strength and longevity.

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The roof frame and slats are supplied powder 
coated in a choice of three colours as 
standard. Other RAL colours are available at 
an additional cost.

100% UV PROTECTION:
When the roof slats are completely closed, 
they offer 100% UV protection.

INTEGRATED GUTTERING:
Integral guttering is included as standard.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Roller Blinds
›	Glass Panels
›	Sliding Panels
›	LED Lights
›	Heaters
›	Sensors
See pages 86-87

USES:
›	Spa canopy
›	Leisure canopy
›	Courtyard shelter
›	Relaxation Shelter
›	Alfresco dining canopy within restaurants 
 & bars
›	Hotel canopy

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Imperial Grand
Executive Canopies

The Imperial Grand features the 
highest spec from the Imperial 
Executive Canopy range. It features 
slightly larger roof profiles and roof 
slats which makes the frame look a 
little more stocky yet still extremely 
aesthetically pleasing.

As with the Junior and Senior, you can 
also adapt the roof slats from an angle 
of 0° to 120° to create the weather 
protection required. The Somfy remote 
control allows you to open and close 
the slats quickly and conveniently if 
the weather changes suddenly. This 
allows your guests to enjoy their time 
in your outside area for longer.

5 YEAR GUARANTEE:
The Imperial Grand is supplied with a 5 year 
guarantee for the frame and roof slats and 2 
years for electrical components for complete 
peace of mind. 

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  Up to 7 metres
Width:  Up to 5 metres
Multiple structures can be connected to cover 
much larger areas.

ALUMINIUM FRAME & ROOF:
The canopy frame and roof slats are made 
from high grade aluminium for ultimate 
strength and longevity.

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The roof frame and slats are supplied powder 
coated in a choice of three colours as 
standard. Other RAL colours are available at 
an additional cost.

100% UV PROTECTION:
When the roof slats are completely closed, 
they offer 100% UV protection.

INTEGRATED GUTTERING:
Integral guttering is included as standard.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Roller Blinds
›	Glass Panels
›	Sliding Panels
›	LED Lights
›	Heaters
›	Sensors
See pages 86-87

USES:
›	Spa canopy
›	Leisure canopy
›	Courtyard shelter
›	Relaxation Shelter
›	Alfresco dining canopy within restaurants 
 & bars
›	Hotel canopy

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Features and Benefits

Kesgrave
Executive Canopies

Add a striking feature point to your 
outside area whilst also offering 
protection from the weather.

The Kesgrave Retractable Shade 
Sail has a unique design that creates 
a stunning feature to any outside 
area. The high density fabric can be 
retracted when the sail is not in use 
or when weather protection is not 
required to protect the fabric. Impress 
your guests as you retract or extend 
the fabric electronically with the 
remote control supplied.

Due to the unique and stylish design, 
and the ability to retract the roof when 
required, the Kesgrave is the perfect 
addition to gardens and outside areas 
within hotels, spas, leisure resorts and 
restaurants.

5 YEAR GUARANTEE:
The Kesgrave is supplied with a 5 year 
guarantee for compete peace of mind.

SIZE: To your specification.
Length:  4 - 11 metres
Width:  4 - 9 metres

ALUMINIUM FRAME:
The framework is made from high grade 
aluminium for ultimate strength and longevity.

FRAMEWORK FINISH:
The framework is supplied powder coated in 
Iron Grey as standard. Other RAL colours are 
available at an additional cost.

ROOF MATERIAL:
Covered with a polyester, high fibre density 
fabric that has a special Ripstop weft to 
increase the tilted tightness of the sail. The 
fabric can be fully retracted around the roller 
that is located in the centre of the structure.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Spot Light
›	Wind Sensors
See pages 87

USES:
›	Courtyard shelter
›	Alfresco dining canopy within restaurants
›	Hotel canopy
›	Spa canopy
›	Leisure canopy
›	Events shelter
›	Sheltered Pool-side retreats

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Healthcare
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Optional Extras
Executive Canopies

Roller Blinds

Glass Panels

Create a private experience which is perfect 
for alfresco dining and outdoor exercise 
classes with our Roller Blinds which are 
available in a choice of three different fabrics 
with many choices of colours. 

They are electronically controlled with the 
Somfy motor and remote control supplied.

You can create a glass room with your 
Imperial by adding glass panels that slide 
open and shut on smooth guides.
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Optional Extras
Executive Canopies

Sliding Panels

Heaters

Sensors

LED Lighting

Sliding panels allow you to create a screen 
between the outside and the inside of your 
canopy whilst still offering visibility and a cool 
breeze to flow through. Choose from a choice 
of aesthetically pleasing materials including 
woods slats, aluminium slats and fabric 
screens.

Warm up your guests and encourage use of 
your outside area on colder days or evenings 
by incorporating heaters into your canopy. 
The heaters are 1500 WATT and are fully 
waterproof, making them perfect for outdoor 
use all year round.

Wind, rain, temperature and presence sensors 
can be incorporated into your canopy so that 
roof slats automatically open and close when 
a particular element or setting is sensed. 

Gain as much use as possible from your 
canopy by adding LED lighting to enable your 
customers and visitors to stay outside long 
into the night, perfect for those late summer 
evenings. Choose from strip lights or spot 
lights, both of which are LED. 

Sensors LED Lighting

Heaters
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Ullswater
Coniston
Welford
Welford Junior
Ennerdale Junior
Devoke Junior
Orwell
Earlswood
Redford

Abberton
Ferndale
Tintern
Beck
Tamworth
Balmoral
Lexden
Fenwick

Walkways

05
We offer cost effective covered
walkways to suit all locations, from
universities to shopping arcades,
giving your customers or students 
a safe and dry walk between 
buildings.
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Features and Benefits

Ullswater
Free Standing Apex Walkways

The Ullswater walkway system is 
completely modular in design, allowing 
it to be constructed to any length, 
enabling you to provide covered 
walkways of any size. The Ullswater is 
one of our most flexible free standing 
walkways, with the ability to turn 
corners and it can be fitted over areas 
of varying ground levels.

›	Constructed to your specification with a
 maximum width of 6 metres and an   
 unlimited length

›	Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to  
 chosen finish, giving you peace of mind that  
 our products are made to last

›	16mm vandal and shatter resistant
 polycarbonate roof system

›	All aluminium roof frame, including   
 aluminium roof bars which can be powder  
 coated to any RAL colour

›	Our polycarbonate roofing panels offer up to  
 99% UV protection

›	Deep flow guttering fitted as standard

›	Steel underside framework features a   
 unique corner system for ultimate rigidity

›	Underside framework can be galvanised  
 and/or powder coated to any RAL colour.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Secure roller shutters
›	Side panels
›	Safety barriers
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 16-17
›	Gable ends

USES:
›	Covered outdoor walkway
›	Outdoor classroom
›	Medium/large free standing canopy
›	Covered outdoor dining area
›	Entrance canopy

Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Coniston
Wall Mounted Walkways

The Coniston Wall Mounted Walkway 
is the most versatile walkway in our 
range. Due to its design, the Coniston 
can be constructed to any length and 
can even be constructed to fix around 
corners, or wrap around the shape 
of your building, making it an ideal 
walkway solution.

Due to its wall mounted design, 
the Coniston is ideal for creating a 
walkway which extends around the 
exterior of your building, creating 
continuous shelter that connects all 
entrance and exit points.

›	Constructed to your specification with a
 maximum width of 6 metres and an   
 unlimited length

›	35mm vandal and shatter resistant   
 polycarbonate roof system

›	 Integral aluminium guttering for enhanced  
 durability

›	Aluminium framework is coloured white as
 standard but can be coloured in any   
 standard RAL colour

›	10 year guarantee and 25 year life
 expectancy.

For more information on The Coniston see 
pages 10-17.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Welford Dome
Free Standing Dome Walkways

The Welford Dome Walkway is an 
exceptionally versatile canopy system 
which can be used as a walkway, 
entrance canopy or a free standing 
canopy.

Ideal for all commercial settings, the 
Welford Walkway can be constructed 
to any length with a width of up to 6 
metres, giving you superb cover from 
building to building.

›	Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to  
 chosen finish

›	Constructed to your specification with a 
 maximum width of 6 metres and an   
 unlimited length

›	Choice of 5mm solid or 16mm structured  
 polycarbonate roof which is both vandal and 
 shatter resistant and offers high UV   
 protection

›	Deep flow guttering fitted as standard

›	The steel framework can be galvanised 
 and/or powder coated to any standard RAL  
 colour

›	Constructed from steel with a unique
 corner system for ultimate rigidity.
 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Secure roller shutters
›	Side panels
›	Safety barriers
›	Rainbow package
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 16-17
›	Gable ends

USES:
›	Covered outdoor walkway
›	Outdoor classroom
›	Covered outdoor dining area
›	Waiting canopy
›	Entrance canopy

Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Welford Dome Junior
Free Standing Dome Walkways

The Welford Junior Walkway can be 
constructed to any length to create 
a stylish covered walkway and has a 
maximum width of 5 metres. It has a 
strong steel framework and is covered 
with a choice of 5mm solid or 16mm 
structured polycarbonate roof panels.

As one of our most cost effective 
walkways, the Welford Junior is ideal 
for organisations who have limited 
funds, yet require a high quality 
covered walkway solution.

›	Constructed to your specification with a  
 width of 5 metres and an unlimited length

›	Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to  
 chosen finish

›	Choice of 5mm solid or 16mm structured  
 polycarbonate roof which is both vandal and 
 shatter resistant and offers high UV   
 protection

›	All aluminium roof frame, including   
 aluminium roof bars which can be powder  
 coated to any RAL colour

›	The steel framework can be galvanised 
 and/or powder coated to any standard RAL  
 colour.
 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Side panels
›	Safety barriers
›	Post pads
›	Signage
See pages 16-17
›	Guttering

USES:
›	Covered outdoor walkway
›	Outdoor classroom
›	Covered outdoor dining area
›	Waiting canopy

Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Ennerdale Junior
Cantilever Walkways

The Ennerdale Junior is a cost-
effective cantilever walkway system. 
This versatile canopy structure is 
modular in design, allowing the 
walkway to be easily extended at any 
time.

Ideal for schools and commercial 
settings, this canopy offers stylish 
aesthetics and effective cover for 
organisations with smaller budgets.

›	Unlimited length with a maximum projection  
 of 3 metres

›	Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to  
 chosen finish

›	Choice of 5mm solid or 16mm structured  
 polycarbonate roof which is both vandal and 
 shatter resistant and offers high UV   
 protection

›	The steel framework can be galvanised 
 and/or powder coated to any standard RAL  
 colour

›	Robust steel framework.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Post pads
See pages 17

USES:
›	Covered outdoor walkway
›	Freestanding canopy
›	Waiting canopy

Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Devoke Junior
Free Standing Walkways

The Devoke Junior Free Standing 
Walkway is a contemporary styled 
walkway which features a strong steel 
framework and polycarbonate roofing 
panels to create effective cover for 
walkways or pathways. This walkway 
product is part of our Junior range, a 
selection of products which have been 
designed for organisations with limited 
budgets, yet who still require a high 
quality and long lasting structure.

This popular walkway canopy allows 
you to connect two or more buildings 
- giving visitors, students or staff the 
advantage of moving around your 
site without being exposed to the 
elements. It can also double as a 
covered waiting/queuing area which 
is particularly useful at entrances to 
tourist attractions.

›	Constructed to your specification with a  
 width of up to 5 metres and an unlimited  
 length

›	Life expectancy of up to 25 years, subject to  
 chosen finish

›	Choice of 5mm solid or 16mm structured  
 polycarbonate roof which is both vandal and 
 shatter resistant and offers high UV
 protection

›	The steel framework can be galvanised and
 or powder coated to any standard RAL
 colour.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Side panels
›	Safety Barriers
›	Post Pads
›	Signage
›	Rainbow Package
›	Roller Shutters
See pages 16-17
›	Guttering

USES:
›	Covered outdoor walkway
›	Freestanding canopy
›	Waiting canopy

Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Orwell
Wall Mounted Walkways

The Orwell walkway canopy has a 
smooth, slightly curved design that 
provides effective cover from the 
weather. The minimal appearance 
of the canopy enables it to create a 
feature point of your building whilst still 
allowing it to blend in with your outside 
aesthetics.

It is perfect for covering extra-long 
walkways and it can also create cover 
around corners and above outside 
stairways as it can be manufactured 
with varying heights that match the 
incline of the stairs.

As this cost effective canopy is 
cantilevered and has no canopy posts, 
it is ideal for creating cover in busy 
environments such as schools, shops, 
leisure centres and hospitals.

›	Constructed to your specification with an  
 unlimited length and a projection between  
 0.8m and 2.5m

›	Made from an aluminium frame that can  
 be powder coated in the RAL colour of your  
 choice except pearl or signal colours

›	Roof panels are 4mm solid polycarbonate  
 that are light in weight and have a high  
 impact resistance

›	The canopy features integral guttering that  
 disperses water through drip spouts.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Side panels
›	Safety Barriers
›	Post Pads
›	Signage
›	Rainbow Package
›	Roller Shutters
See pages 16-17

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	External stairway shelter
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Earlswood
Wall Mounted Walkways

The Earlswood covered walkway 
has a delicate curve and stunning 
decorative wall brackets. It will 
enhance the exterior of any building 
and will fit in seamlessly with traditional 
buildings and rural settings.

As this canopy is cantilevered, it 
is ideal for those that would like a 
cost-effective covered walkway with 
quick installation times and no canopy 
posts, such as shops, hospitals, 
schools, cafés and bars.

›	Constructed to your specification with an  
 unlimited length and a projection between  
 0.9m and 1.5m

›	Made from an aluminium frame that can  
 be powder coated in the RAL colour of your  
 choice except pearl or signal colours
  
›	Roof panels are 4mm solid polycarbonate  
 that are light in weight and have a high  
 impact resistance

›	The canopy features integral guttering that  
 disperses water through drip spouts.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Side panels
›	Safety Barriers
›	Post Pads
›	Signage
›	Rainbow Package
›	Roller Shutters
See pages 16-17

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	External stairway shelter
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial
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Features and Benefits

Redford
Wall Mounted Walkways

The Redford extra-deep curve, allows 
it to offer additional protection from the 
weather such as rain and wind whilst 
still offering high protection from the 
sun. It is therefore ideal for those that 
would like to receive full protection 
from the weather with a small shelter 
structure.

Due to the simple, cantilevered design, 
this covered walkway is perfect 
for weather protection at schools, 
hospitals, shops and those in the 
leisure industry.

›	Constructed to your specification with an  
 unlimited length and a projection between  
 0.8m and 1.5m

›	Made from an aluminium frame that can  
 be powder coated in the RAL colour of your  
 choice except pearl or signal colours

›	Roof panels are 4mm solid polycarbonate  
 that are light in weight and have a high  
 impact resistance

›	The canopy features integral guttering that  
 disperses water through drip spouts.
  

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	External stairway shelter
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Abberton
Wall Mounted Walkways

The Abberton is a contemporary 
styled cantilevered walkway canopy, 
with perforated steel wall brackets to 
give an industrial appearance. The 
main frame is constructed from T5 
grade aluminium and is covered with 
high impact resistant polycarbonate.

It is covered with polycarbonate roof 
panels that offer high protection from 
the sun, wind and rain and the panels 
will not discolour or fade over time 
due to the special UV coating that 
is applied during the manufacturing 
process.

The Abberton’s stylish design makes 
it ideal for many settings, particularly 
new builds, healthcare or commercial 
buildings.

›	Constructed to your specification with an  
 unlimited length and a projection between  
 0.9m and 1.5m

›	Made from an aluminium frame that can  
 be powder coated in the RAL colour of your  
 choice except pearl or signal colours

›	Roof panels are 4mm solid polycarbonate  
 that are light in weight and have a high  
 impact resistance

›	The canopy features integral guttering that  
 disperses water through drip spouts.

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Ferndale
Wall Mounted Walkways

The Ferndale Walkway benefits 
from a strong curved roof design to 
offer enhanced protection from the 
weather. The roof panels are robust 
polycarbonate sheets that offer high 
UV protection, making this canopy 
the ultimate weather shield for outside 
walkways.

The frame is constructed from 
aluminium which is naturally rust 
resistant and is coated with polyester 
powder that is available in a choice of 
7 colours as standard. It is fixed to the 
wall with supporting aluminium arms 
and small brackets for an elegant, 
minimal appearance.

The contemporary design of this 
canopy makes it ideal for leisure 
centres and shops.

›	Constructed to your specification with an  
 unlimited length and a projection between  
 0.8m and 1.5m

›	Made from an aluminium frame that can  
 be powder coated in the RAL colour of your  
 choice except pearl or signal colours
  
›	Roof panels are 4mm solid polycarbonate  
 that are light in weight and have a high  
 impact resistance

›	The canopy features integral guttering that  
 disperses water through drip spouts.

  

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Tintern
Wall Mounted Walkways

The Tintern Walkway features a simple 
curved roof with stainless steel tie rod 
fixings to create a sophisticated yet 
unobtrusive addition to a building.

This canopy can project up to 2.5 
metres from the wall and can be 
constructed to an unlimited length - 
making it perfect for extended cover 
to outside areas such as retail loading 
bays and busy school or hospital 
walkways. 

The Tintern can be installed with 
internal and external corners to allow 
it to follow the shape of your building; 
perfect for creating a covered walkway 
around the whole perimeter of your 
building.

›	Constructed to your specification with an  
 unlimited length and a projection between  
 0.8m and 2.5m

›	Made from an aluminium frame that can  
 be powder coated in the RAL colour of your  
 choice except pearl or signal colours

›	Roof panels are 4mm solid polycarbonate  
 that are light in weight and have a high  
 impact resistance

›	The canopy features integral guttering that  
 disperses water through drip spouts.

  

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Beck
Wall Mounted Walkways

The Beck is a stylish walkway that 
fits in perfectly with architectural and 
modern buildings. It has a smooth, 
mono pitch design with a slight pitch 
angle to allow for water drainage 
though the integral guttering.

It is fixed to the building with 
contemporary stainless steel tie rods 
that are encased within aluminium 
tubes for added strength and 
durability. This canopy also benefits 
from trendy perforated stainless steel 
brackets beneath the roof bars.

With an unlimited length and a 
maximum projection of 1.5m from the 
wall, the Beck is the ideal walkway, 
entrance or stairway canopy for 
hospitals, schools, shops and leisure 
environments.

›	Constructed to your specification with an  
 unlimited length and a projection between  
 1m and 1.5m

›	Made from an aluminium frame that can  
 be powder coated in the RAL colour of your  
 choice except pearl or signal colours

›	Roof panels are 4mm solid polycarbonate  
 that are light in weight and have a high  
 impact resistance

›	The canopy features integral guttering that  
 disperses water through drip spouts.

  

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Stairway canopy
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Tamworth 
Wall Mounted Walkways

The Tamworth is a robust aluminium 
covered walkway with a simple 
modern appearance. It is the most 
cost effective walkway canopy 
within our range, yet it does not 
compromise on quality. The frame is 
constructed from T5 grade aluminium 
which is naturally rust resistant and 
features high impact resistant solid 
polycarbonate roof panels.

Due to its minimalist design, this 
cantilevered walkway canopy is the 
ideal shelter for new builds at schools, 
nurseries, shops, factories, and 
hospitals. It can also be a quick and 
low cost addition for existing builds, 
creating an attractive contrast to 
traditional styles and settings.

›	Constructed to your specification with an  
 unlimited length and a projection between  
 0.8m and 1.2m

›	Made from an aluminium frame that can  
 be powder coated in the RAL colour of your  
 choice except pearl or signal colours

›	Roof panels are 4mm solid polycarbonate  
 that are light in weight and have a high  
 impact resistance

›	The canopy features integral guttering that  
 disperses water through drip spouts.

  

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Balmoral
Wall Mounted Walkways

The Balmoral is a stunning, low-
cost walkway canopy that features 
attractive ornamental brackets. It is 
constructed from a fully aluminium 
frame with hidden guttering and is 
protected with high impact resistant 
polycarbonate roof sheets.

Because the Balmoral displays 
exquisite, ornate detailing, it is the 
ideal wall mounted shelter for historic 
and well established buildings. It 
can provide effective protection from 
the weather for many organisations 
including schools, shops, cafés 
and restaurants, enhancing the 
appearance of their buildings.

›	Constructed to your specification with an  
 unlimited length and a projection between  
 1.1m and 1.5m

›	Made from an aluminium frame that can  
 be powder coated in the RAL colour of your  
 choice except pearl or signal colours

›	Roof panels are 4mm solid polycarbonate  
 that are light in weight and have a high  
 impact resistance

›	The canopy features integral guttering that  
 disperses water through drip spouts.

  

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial
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Features and Benefits

Lexden 
Wall Mounted Walkways

The Lexden Walkway Canopy has a 
stylish, minimalist appearance that 
fits in well with many building styles. It 
has a strong aluminium construction 
that is covered with high strength 
polycarbonate roof sheets.

Due to its square, edgy design, 
the Lexden Walkway provides 
stylish shelter for new builds and 
contemporary building designs and 
is particularly popular with offices 
and commercial settings, including 
retail and leisure organisations. Its 
mono-pitch design provides excellent 
protection from the weather and, if 
installed above a window or door, 
it can also help to keep a building’s 
interior cool on hotter days.

›	Constructed to your specification with an  
 unlimited length and a projection between  
 0.6m and 1.3m

›	Made from an aluminium frame that can  
 be powder coated in the RAL colour of your  
 choice except pearl or signal colours

›	Roof panels are 4mm solid polycarbonate  
 that are light in weight and have a high  
 impact resistance

›	The canopy features integral guttering that  
 disperses water through drip spouts.

  

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Fenwick
Wall Mounted Walkways

The Fenwick has an attractive curve 
to the roof and has been designed 
for buildings that have an existing 
overhang. It is fixed to the overhang 
with brackets that are extended from 
the canopy roof bars for a sleek, 
minimalistic appearance.

This canopy has an unlimited length 
and a projection of up to 1.5m. It is 
ideal for creating shade and shelter 
above doors, windows, walkways 
and loading bays. It can also offer 
additional protection to buildings that 
have existing integrated canopies 
which do not offer a large enough 
projection.

›	Constructed to your specification with an  
 unlimited length and a projection between  
 0.6m and 1.5m

›	Made from an aluminium frame that can  
 be powder coated in the RAL colour of your  
 choice except pearl or signal colours

›	Roof panels are 4mm solid polycarbonate  
 that are light in weight and have a high  
 impact resistance

›	The canopy features integral guttering that  
 disperses water through drip spouts.

  

USES:
›	Entrance canopy
›	Walkway canopy
›	Waiting shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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The Albedo Effect
Grange Mono-Pitch
Grange Apex
Kensington Mono-Pitch
Kensington Dual-Pitch

Integrated Solar
Canopies

06
Generate free electricity and earn an 
additional income with a solar canopy. 
Solar canopies enable you to provide 
shade from the sun and shelter from 
the rain whilst collecting clean energy 
for your school or business. They 
are perfect for organisations that are 
unable to have solar panels installed 
on their roof due to the direction that 
the building is facing, or if shading is a 
problem. We can position our canopies 
to ensure that you get the best from 
your solar panels.
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Able Solar Canopies

Energy Security

Colours

Generate free electricity and earn an additional income with a solar canopy. Solar canopies enable you to provide shade 
from the sun and shelter from the rain whilst collecting clean energy for your school or business. They are perfect for 
organisations that are unable to have solar panels installed on their roof due to the direction that the building is facing, or if 
shading is a problem. We can position our canopies to ensure that you get the best from your solar panels.

In a changing world, energy security is 
becoming an important issue. Fitting a solar 
canopy will not only pay for the canopy over 
time but will also contribute to:

›	 Significantly reducing overheads
›	 Protect against rising energy prices with  
 fixed unit cost 
›	 Reduce on-site energy usage and   
 reliance on the grid
›	 Reduce your carbon footprint, increase  
 sustainability credentials and enhance  
 your reputation.

We offer a vast range of colours which can 
be chosen to blend in or contrast with any 
existing environment and colour scheme.

For those canopies constructed using steel, 
the posts can be galvanised, powder coated 
to any standard RAL colour or galvanised 
and powder coated. Other non-standard RAL 
colours are available at an additional cost.

The aluminium frame is supplied powder 
coated to any standard RAL colour, non-
standard RAL colours are available at an 
additional cost. 

There are five designs of solar canopies 
within our range for you to choose from, all 
of which are robust free standing structures 
constructed from steel frames and covered 
with high quality solar panels. The solar panels 
are integrated into the canopy itself using a 
glass panel design which is like nothing else 
on the market.

Our solar canopies are energy efficient 
structures that have a triple purpose of providing 
shade and shelter whilst also generating free 
electricity for your organisation; they are perfect 
for reducing your carbon footprint and saving 
costs on electricity bills. These canopies will 
also pay for themselves over the years through 
the electricity they generate.

Our solar canopies can be used for covered 
waiting areas and walkways, playgrounds, trolley 
shelters, car parks, alfresco dining and much 
more. They are also brilliant for outdoor learning 
areas, offering the perfect opportunity to teach 
pupils about how solar energy is generated and 
how it can help to save the environment.



Bespoke Solar Canopy installed at Capel Manor Primary School in Enfield, Middlesex
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The Albedo Effect
Solar Canopies

The Albedo Effect Solar Canopy is 
a stunningly modern free standing 
canopy structure and its unique 
design will be a talking point in any 
setting. With a projection of up to 5 
metres and unlimited length it can 
easily cover large areas and generates 
even more energy by utilising the light 
that is reflected back from the ground 
surface.

It is covered with superior bifacial solar panels 
that converts sunlight into solar energy from 
both sides of the panels. This enables the 
structure to absorb as much solar energy as 
possible, converting it into renewable energy 
that you can use and sell any leftover energy 
to the National Grid.

The posts are constructed from strong steel 
box sections that can be galvanised and 
powder coated in the standard RAL colour 
of your choice – see our website for more 
information. The roof frame and integrated 
guttering and downpipes are manufactured 
from aluminium which is naturally rust 
resistant and can also be powder coated to 
any standard RAL colour.

This glass technology ensures high durability 
and degradation resistance.

This attractive and innovative solar canopy 
is ideal for a whole range of applications for 
schools, colleges and universities, airports, 
retail outlets and hospitals and can be 
configured as a carpark canopy, waiting 
shelter, cycle shelter, outside dining canopy 
and much more.

See more at: www.ablecanopies.co.uk/
canopies/solar-canopies/

The Albedo Effect Solar Canopy is a modern free standing 
canopy that's suitable for car parks, waiting & cycle shelters 
and outside dining.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Grange Mono-Pitch
Solar Canopies

Create attractive shade and shelter 
in your outside area whilst generating 
free energy and earning an added 
revenue from any leftover energy you 
don’t use.

The Grange Mono-Pitch Solar Canopy has 
a simple yet effective design that allows you 
to create the shade and shelter required 
for your pupils, customers or visitors whilst 
your school or company benefit from the 
government backed Feed in Tariff (FIT).

The design of the Grange Mono-Pitch Solar 
Canopy works perfectly against a building, 
making it look like a wall mounted canopy 
– ideal for those that do not have a building 
that is suitable for use as a support. It can 

also be installed away from buildings to offer 
protection in your playground, carpark or over 
your outside dining area.

The canopy is constructed from a strong steel 
frame, integrated with the highest quality 
glass solar panels.

See more at: www.ablecanopies.co.uk/
canopies/solar-canopies/

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Grange Apex
Solar Canopies

Offer your pupils, staff or customers 
shade and shelter from the weather 
whilst generating electricity that you 
can use and sell – earning you an 
additional income!

The Grange Apex Solar Canopy features solar 
panels on both sides of the apex roof, making 
it perfect for east/west elevations, ensuring 
you generate high levels of solar energy all 
day long.

A solar canopy enables you to benefit from 
the government backed FIT scheme (Feed in 
Tariff) by getting paid for using the energy you 
generate and for exporting any leftover energy 
to the National Grid.

The Grange Apex Solar Canopy can cover 
extra-large areas making it perfect for creating 
cover for outdoor sports areas at leisure 
centres, outdoor learning areas at schools, 
cover for car parks and covered walkways 
or picnic areas at retail centres and visitor 

attractions. It is also an excellent teaching 
aid within schools, allowing you to teach your 
pupils about solar energy whilst sitting under a 
solar canopy.

The canopy frame is constructed from strong 
steel box sections that can be powder coated 
to any RAL colour, the frame can also be 
galvanised for ultimate corrosion protection. 
The toughened glass solar panels offer the 
highest quality and a long life span.

See more at: www.ablecanopies.co.uk/
canopies/solar-canopies/

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Kensington Mono-Pitch
Solar Canopies

The Kensington Mono-Pitch Solar 
Canopy is a stylish shade and shelter 
structure that looks great in any 
environment. The Kensington range is 
constructed from steel and features a 
chunky frame which gives it a modern, 
industrial look. The Kensington Mono- 
Pitch is a cantilevered structure that
only has one set of posts, making it 
ideal for those that require minimal 
amount of supports, it also makes the 
design less obtrusive to your outside 
area.

The Kensington Mono-Pitch Solar Canopy 
offers effective protection from rain, sun and 
snow. The Canopy is constructed from a 
strong steel frame that has a life expectancy 
of up to 25 years depending on the chosen 
finish. It is integrated with high quality solar 
panels. The solar panels are encased with 
toughened glass on both sides of the modules 
and features an above average resistance to 
the weather.

Choosing a solar canopy for your site will 
enable you to protect your pupils, staff, 
visitors or customers from the weather whilst 
becoming an eco-friendly establishment that 
lowers carbon emissions by generating solar 
energy and earning an additional income at 
the same time.

The Kensington Mono-Pitch is perfect for a 
range of applications within schools, leisure 
centres, retail parks and visitor attractions 
including an outdoor play canopy, an outdoor 
classroom, an al fresco dining shelter, a 
carpark canopy, covered waiting collection 
points and more. 

See more at: www.ablecanopies.co.uk/
canopies/solar-canopies/

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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The Kensington Mono-Pitch Solar Canopy 
offers effective protection from rain, sun and 
snow. The Canopy is constructed from a strong 
steel frame that has a life expectancy of up to 
25 years depending on the chosen finish.
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Kensington Dual-Pitch
Solar Canopies

The Kensington Dual-Pitch Solar 
Canopy is a stylish shade and shelter 
structure that looks great in any 
environment. The Kensington range 
is constructed from steel and features 
large posts which gives it a modern, 
industrial look. The Kensington Dual-
Pitch is a cantilevered structure that 
only has one set of posts, making it 
ideal for those that require minimal 
amount of posts, it also makes the 
design less obtrusive to your outside 
area. 

The Kensington Dual-Pitch Solar Canopy 
offers effective protection from rain, sun and 
snow. The Canopy is constructed from a 
strong steel frame that has a life expectancy 
of up to 25 years depending on the chosen 
finish. It is integrated with high quality solar 
panels. The solar panels are encased with 
toughened glass on both sides of the modules 
and features an above average resistance to 
the weather.

Choosing a solar canopy for your site will 
enable you to protect your pupils, staff, 
visitors or customers from the weather whilst 
becoming an eco-friendly establishment that 
lowers carbon emissions by generating solar 
energy and earning an additional income at 
the same time.

The Kensington Dual-Pitch is perfect for a 
range of applications within schools, leisure 
centres, retail parks and visitor attractions 
including an outdoor play canopy, an outdoor 
classroom, an al fresco dining shelter, a 
carpark canopy, covered waiting collection 
points and more. 

See more at: www.ablecanopies.co.uk/
canopies/solar-canopies/

The Kensington Dual-Pitch 
is the perfect solar canopy 
for many businesses 
including visitor attractions, 
leisure resorts, sports 
clubs and hotels as well as 
schools and colleges.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Healthcare
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Design & Build
Glass Canopies

Bespoke
Canopies

07
In addition to our comprehensive
range of standard canopy and
shelter designs, we can also create
structures designed to your specific
requirements, allowing you to bring an
idea to reality and create a truly
unique structure.
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Design & Build
Bespoke Canopies

At Able Canopies, we have a 
dedicated Design & Build team 
who have extensive expertise in 
creating unique canopies to meet our 
customers' individual needs.

With exceptional CAD capabilities and 
a flair for design, our Design & Build 
engineers ensure we are light years 
ahead of our competitors with our 
ability to create real, practical, and 
cost effective solutions combined with 
eye catching and original designs.

We regularly work alongside architects,
designers and specifiers to create structures 
to fit the requirements of specific projects.

Our design engineers can work from hand 
sketches or CAD drawings to create technical 
drawings in a range of formats, plus 3D 
renders of the structure in situ to allow you to 
gain an understanding of the impact the
structure will have to the aesthetics of its
surroundings.

Whether money is no object or your budget 
is very tight, our design team can work 
alongside you to create a structure that fits 
with your budget and project deadlines. So if 
you have a unique canopy structure in mind,
please do not hesitate to contact us to find 
out how we can turn your vision into reality.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Glass Canopies
Bespoke Canopies

Our Design & Build team have 
particular expertise in creating 
bespoke glass structures; using 
cutting edge 3D CAD design, our 
engineers can design, manufacture 
and install unique glass entrance, 
freestanding, walkway or wall 
mounted canopies which have been 
constructed to meet your individual 
requirements.

Glass canopies provide excellent cover from 
the weather; they have a modern, sleek 
design, are easy to clean and extremely long 
lasting, which in turn will enable you to use 
your outside space more effectively for many 
years to come.

Glass canopies also have improved acoustic 
properties when compared with polycarbonate 
roofing, making them ideal for areas where 
ambient noise needs to be kept to a minimum.

Our glass canopies are very popular with 
Contractors, Schools, Councils, Architects 
and Specifiers and they are perfectly suited 
for all commercial sectors including Retail, 
Leisure and the Education sectors.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Able Shade 
Sails

08
The Able Canopies Shade Sail 
range offers almost unlimited 
design and shape potential 
allowing you to create a stylish and 
effective shading system. They are 
ideal for a variety of applications 
including creating shade for play 
areas, parks, picnic areas, car 
parks and outside dining areas for 
restaurants, pubs or bars.

Our shade sail systems are 
premium products designed 
specifically for commercial use and 
are available in a wide range of 
fabric colours. 

Able Shade Sail systems are long 
lasting and extremely durable 
structures which protect those 
underneath from the sun's 
powerful UV rays. They are 
designed specifically to be left 
outdoors 365 days a year and will 
not need retensioning.
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Features and Benefits

Able Shade Sails

Able Shade Sails are versatile, 
practical and easily maintained. They 
are available in a wide range of colours 
and offer extremely high levels of UV 
protection combined with strength and
durability.

Our Shade Sails offer great potential 
within the retail, leisure and education 
sectors to create visually stunning 
structures whilst enhancing the 
comfort and safety of customers and 
staff.

STRONG STRUCTURES:
Able Shade Sails are permanent structures 
supported by galvanised steel posts which 
are installed into a concrete base with anchor 
bars. The posts can be up to 4.5 metres in
height (above ground level) and are set in 
concrete to a maximum depth of 2 metres.
Anti-climb cones can be fitted if required to 
deter vandals - please see page 131.

FABRIC:
The shade sail cloth is made from 340gsm 
knitted polyethylene fabric which will not 
absorb moisture. It is lock stitched using 
advanced technology for more air movement 
and better channeling of cooling breezeways. 
It is also recyclable, tear resistant and will not 
crack, rot or fade. 

›	Post structures have a life expectancy of up  
 to 25 years

›	10 year warranty given against UV   
 degradation of the shade sail fabric

›	Shade sail fabric blocks up to 98.8% of UV  
 rays 

›	Rectangle, square and triangular sails are  
 available

›	Maximum sail size is 6 metres x 6 metres.

›	Steel posts galvanised as standard 

›	Our shade sail fabric is available in 16  
 contemporary colours to enhance your  
 surroundings - see page 130.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Anti-climb cones
›	Post pads
See pages 130-131

USES:
›	Playground canopy
›	Outdoor classroom
›	Large shaded area
›	Covered outdoor dining/seating area

Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Plastic top cap

Steel eye

Galvanised
steel posts

Anchor bars

80°

Concrete
bases

Up to 2m

Up to 4.5m 
in height

GROUND LEVEL
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Our Shade Sail fabric is available in 16 colours 
to compliment your surroundings.

Shade and UVR properties chart

Fabric Information
Shade Sails

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:

Weight  340gsm

Thickness  1.6mm

Construction:  Monofilament & tape

Yarn:  UV stabilised HDPE

Temperature  -30°C to +75°C
Range

SHADE AND UVR PROPERTIES:

Colour % UVR Block
Aquatic Blue  94.2%
Black 95.1%
Brunswick Green  96.9%
Gun Metal  97.7%
Cherry Red  91.0%
Deep Ochre  96.7%
Desert Sand  94.8%
Natural  95.1%
Navy Blue  98.8%
Rivergum  93.0%
Sky Blue  96.8%
Steel Grey  96.7%
Cayenne  94.0%
Turquoise  95.4%
Yellow  93.2%

Tested according to AS 4174 synthetic 
shade cloth.

Shade Sail Fabric 
colour options

Cayenne

Cherry 
Red

Black

Steel Grey

Desert 
Sand

Rivergum

Dark 
Grey

Natural

Brunswick
Green

Aquatic
Blue

Yellow

Navy 
Blue

Sky Blue

Deep 
Ochre

Turquoise

Gun 
Metal
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Anti Climb Cones

Post Pads

Fabric Side Panels

Anti Climb Cones are excellent additions 
to your shade structure purchase and are 
designed to prevent vandals climbing the
posts. They are available hot dipped 
galvanised or powder coated to any standard 
RAL colour of your choice.

Our post pads are a popular choice for 
schools and nurseries as they provide 
protection from everyday knocks and bumps. 
They can be fitted to all our Shade Sails and 
contain the finest non absorbent foam to offer 
superb protection. They also feature fixing
straps and drain holes to maximise the life of 
the post pads.

›	Protect your children as they run and play
›	Easy to fit, they just wrap around the post  
 using industrial Velcro
›	Filled with high impact absorbing foam for  
 safety
›	Can be removed easily for cleaning
›	Reinforced PVC outers
›	Breathable waterproof lining
›	1 year guarantee.

Fabric side panels are available on all our 
shade sails structures. These side panels
help to shelter occupants from the wind and 
create a more enclosed canopy.

• Fabric sample

Optional Extras
Shade Sails

Colour options

Navy

Light
Purple

Light
Blue

Maroon

Amber

Red

Bottle 
Green

Pink

Black

Light
Green

Bright
Orange

Green

Brown

Yellow

Mid Blue
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Codale Conic
Codale Junior
Ulverston Umbrella
Blenheim Umbrella
Dallington Umbrella
Keswick Umbrella
Windsor

Tensile 
Fabric 
Structures

The Able Canopies Shade Sail range 
offers almost unlimited design and shape 
potential allowing you to create a stylish 
and effective shading system. They are 
ideal for a variety of applications including 
creating shade for play areas, parks, picnic 
areas, car parks and outside dining areas 
for restaurants, pubs or bars.

Our shade sail systems are premium 
products designed specifically for 
commercial use and are available in a wide 
range of fabric colours. Our posts can 
also be powder coated to a choice of RAL 
colours.

Able Shade Sail systems are long lasting 
and extremely durable structures which 
protect those underneath from the sun's 
powerful UV rays. They are designed
specifically to be left outdoors 365 days a 
year and will not need retensioning.

All our shade sail products are installed 
by our fully trained and DBS checked 
installation teams.

Evershade
Drayton Umbrella
Richmond Umbrella
Kendal
Fabric Options
Upgrade Options

09
Our range of high quality 
waterproof tensile fabric structures 
are perfect for use as outdoor 
classrooms, play areas, walkways, 
alfresco dining areas and creating 
covered car parking.

Able Canopies are committed 
to providing you with the perfect 
outdoor cover solution. We have 
ten tensile structures to choose 
from along with a bespoke Design 
& Build service. All structures 
are designed to independent 
engineer’s specifications.
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Features and Benefits

Codale Conic
Tensile Fabric Structures

The Codale’s elegant design, with its 
striking curves up to the centre, offers 
stylish and effective cover from the 
weather.

The tensile structure can span up to 
15 metres in length and 15 metres 
wide, and due to its modular design, 
multiple Codales can easily be 
installed together to create a larger 
canopy which can be used to create a 
walkway or large shaded area.

›	The canopy frame is galvanised and powder  
 coated to white as standard, however it  
 can be powder coated to a selection of RAL  
 colours

›	Minimum size: 3m length x 3m width   
 Maximum size: 15m length x 15m width

›	Waterproof tensile fabric available in 17  
 contemporary colours - please contact us  
 for more details

›	Fabric roof offers complete UV protection

›	The Fabric has a 6 year guarantee and a life  
 expectancy of 15 years. The steel frame has  
 a 10 year guarantee, both are subject to  
 terms and conditions.

›	 Integral deep flow guttering - rain water  
 drains down through the leg columns,  
 exiting at a drainage hole at the bottom.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Tensile side panels
›	Post pads
See pages 147
›	Secure roller shutters
See pages 78
›	Heating and lighting fixtures
›	PVCu walls and glazing
›	Terrace screens
›	Lux roof skylight

USES:
›	Play canopy
›	Covered outdoor dining area
›	Outdoor classroom

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Codale Junior
Tensile Fabric Structures

The Codale Junior is a cost effective 
version of the Codale Conic that is 
suited to those that have smaller 
budgets and would like to cover areas 
up to 25m². 

This steel structure has a waterproof 
tensile fabric roof that offers high levels 
of UV protection from the sun and also 
shelters those underneath from the 
rain, wind and snow, making it perfect 
for creating all-year-round outdoor 
cover.

The frame is supplied galvanised and 
matt powder coated in a choice of 
25 RAL colours and the fabric is also 
available in a choice of 16 different 
shades.

›	Available from 3m x 3m to 5m x 5m and can  
 be rectangular or square

›	Made from 80mm x 80mm steel box   
 sections that are galvanised as standard

›	Supplied with integral guttering for ease of  
 maintenance and sleek appearance

›	The fabric is waterproof 650g/sm PVC that  
 is lacquered on both sides for a high gloss  
 appearance and also offers high UV   
 protection from the sun

›	The Fabric has a 6 year guarantee and a life  
 expectancy of 15 years. The steel frame has  
 a 10 year guarantee, both are subject to  
 terms and conditions.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Heating
›	Lighting
›	PVCu fabric walls
›	Terrace screens
›	Seating
See pages 147

USES:
›	Outdoor classrooms
›	Playground canopies
›	Al fresco dining shelters

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Ulverston Umbrella
Tensile Fabric Structures

The Ulverston is a striking tensile 
umbrella structure which is supported 
by a robust tubular steel post. This 
design creates an attractive shade 
and shelter structure which is perfectly 
suited to outdoor seating and dining 
areas and looks stunning in both 
natural and urban landscapes.

This umbrella can be constructed 
to cover an area of up to 6 metres 
square, and creates an attractive 
effect when multiple umbrellas are 
installed next to each other.

›	100% waterproof tensile roof which also  
 offers high UV protection

›	The umbrella frame can be powder coated 
 to any RAL colour of your choice to   
 allow you to match it to the surrounding  
 environment

›	The frame can also be galvanised for   
 ultimate corrosion protection

›	Available sizes are 3, 4, 5, and 6 metres  
 square

›	Tensile fabric available in 40 vibrant colours  
 including metallic finishes, see page 84 for  
 more details

›	The fabric comes with a 5-year guarantee  
 and a life expectancy of 10 - 15 years. The  
 framework has a life expectancy of up to 25  
 years.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Post pads
See pages 147

USES:
›	Covered outdoor dining area
›	Outdoor classroom
›	Courtyard cover
›	Waiting canopy
›	Shaded storytelling area

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Blenheim Umbrella
Tensile Fabric Structures

The Blenheim is a strong waterproof 
umbrella structure that can be 
closed when not in use. This product 
is perfect for everyday use within 
restaurants, pubs & cafés for alfresco 
dining; parks, schools and leisure 
centres for shade and shelter; and 
hospitals and care homes
for relaxing sheltered outside areas.
As an added extra, the Blenheim 
rarely requires structural calculations 
or building regulations as it is a 
collapsible structure, making the 
installation process simple and fast.

›	Available Sizes: 2.8m x 2.8m and 4.2m x  
 4.2m

›	Can be opened and closed as and when  
 required with simple pulley system

›	Unlike Jumbo parasols the Blenheim is  
 designed to be outside all year

›	Simple to maintain and keep clean

›	100% waterproof tensile fabric which offers  
 high UV protection, available in 40 vibrant  
 colours including metallic finishes, see page  
 146 for more details

›	Framework is constructed from a 76mm  
 tubular post which has been precision  
 engineered with either 304 or 316 grade  
 stainless steel

›	Multiple umbrellas can be linked together to  
 create a larger covered area

›	10 year fabric guarantee against UV 
 degradation. Structure has a life expectancy  
 of 10 - 15 years

›	Easily add branding/advertising to your  
 umbrella fabric.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Screen printing/Vinyl branding options
›	Fabric side fills
›	Post Pads
›	Lighting
›	Heating
›	“Fast Bar” (Integrated table)

USES:
›	Alfresco dining
›	Pub garden canopy
›	Playground shelter
›	Collapsible sun

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Dallington Umbrella
Tensile Fabric Structures

The Dallington Umbrella is a beautifully 
styled permanent umbrella structure 
which is supported by a tubular steel 
post and is covered with the highest 
grade waterproof tensile fabric. This
structure is similar to the Ulverston 
Umbrella, yet has an elegant square 
roof design making it a stunning 
addition to any environment.

The Dallington is the perfect shade 
and shelter solution for universities, 
colleges, pubs and restaurants.

›	Can span up to 6 metres x 6 metres

›	Square edged roof to allow umbrellas to be  
 installed adjacent to each other

›	100% waterproof tensile fabric roof that also  
 offers high UV protection

›	Framework can be powder coated to any  
 RAL colour, allowing us to match it to your  
 required colour scheme

›	Framework also available galvanised for  
 ultimate corrosion protection

›	The fabric comes with a 5-year guarantee  
 and a life expectancy of 10 - 15 years. The  
 framework has a life expectancy of up to 25  
 years.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Post pads
See pages 147

USES:
›	Play canopy
›	Covered outdoor dining area
›	Sheltered seating area
›	Outdoor classroom
›	Medium freestanding canopy

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Keswick Umbrella
Tensile Fabric Structures

The Keswick is an attractive cantilever 
umbrella structure which is ideal 
for small or large outdoor spaces 
especially in outdoor learning and play 
environments.

This structure is covered with our 
exclusive waterproof tensile fabric and 
due to its design, offers a spacious 
area underneath the structure which is 
free from a central post.

›	The canopy frame can be galvanised for  
 ultimate corrosion protection and/or powder  
 coated to any RAL colour of your choice

›	Can span up to 4 metres x 4 metres

›	Unique cantilever design

›	100% waterproof tensile roof

›	The tensile fabric has an unmatched   
 strength with a weight of 590gsm and is  
 available in 40 vibrant colours including  
 metallic finishes, see page 146 for more  
 details

›	High UV protection.

›	The fabric comes with a 5-year guarantee  
 and a life expectancy of 10 - 15 years. The  
 framework has a life expectancy of up to 25  
 years.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Post pads
See pages 147

USES:
›	Play canopy
›	Covered outdoor seating area
›	Shaded storytelling area
›	Medium freestanding canopy
›	Shaded waiting area

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Features and Benefits

Windsor
Tensile Fabric Structures

The Windsor is an attractive 
steel canopy that is covered with 
waterproof tensile fabric, which is 
available in 16 vibrant colours. It has a 
modern and fun design and is ideal for 
enabling your pupils to play and learn 
outside all year round whilst keeping 
them protected from the weather.

The steel frame benefits from integral 
guttering and downpipes for a 
seamless, streamlined appearance. 
It is supplied galvanised and powder 
coated in a choice of 25 standard RAL 
colours.

›	Available from 4m x 4m up to 7m x 7m

›	The frame is constructed from 150mm  
 x 100mm steel box sections and 150mm  
 x 150mm posts, however this will change  
 depending on the size of the structure

›	Supplied with integral guttering for ease of  
 maintenance and sleek appearance

›	The fabric is waterproof 650g/sm PVC that  
 is lacquered on both sides for a high gloss  
 appearance and also offers high UV   
 protection from the sun
 
›	The Fabric has a 6 year guarantee and a life  
 expectancy of 15 years. The steel frame has  
 a 10 year guarantee, both are subject to  
 terms and conditions.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Post pads
›	Lighting
›	Heating
›	Skylights
›	PVCu walls and glazing
›	Terrace screens
›	Roller shutters
›	Seating and bins
See pages 147

USES:
›	Outdoor play
›	Outside learning
›	Al fresco dining
›	Events shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Features and Benefits

Evershade
Tensile Fabric Structures

The Evershade is a steel framed 
waterproof tensile structure that is 
perfect for organisations who would 
like a waterproof shade sail but at a 
lower cost.

This product is popular with the 
Education, Hospitality, Sports & 
Leisure sectors. Restaurants and 
cafés use this product often to provide 
covered alfresco dining areas – 
maximising their seating capacity.

The Evershade is a contemporary 
fabric structure that has a striking 
design that will enhance any outside 
environment. It is a well-designed 
steel canopy that is covered with 
commercial grade, waterproof tensile 
fabric. We have also introduced 
reinforced webbing to the edges of the 
fabric for additional strength.

›	Supplied in modular squares from 3m x 3m  
 to 6m x 6m, multiple squares can be added  
 together to cover larger areas

›	The frame is constructed from 150mm x  
 150mm steel box sections

›	The tensile fabric is UV stabilised offering  
 the highest UV protection. It blocks up to  
 99% of the sun’s harmful UV rays.

›	A 25 year life expectancy depending on the  
 chosen finish.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Post pads
›	Seating
See pages 147

USES:
›	Outdoor play
›	Outdoor learning
›	Alfresco dining
›	A study canopy
›	Time-out shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Drayton Umbrella
Tensile Fabric Structures

The Drayton is our classic umbrella 
that is suitable for outdoor eating and 
drinking areas, patios, play-areas, 
decking or any other outdoor setting, 
the Drayton is constructed with a high 
quality aluminium frame and state-of-
the-art gearbox which is guaranteed 
for 5 years.

There’s a wide range of fabrics to 
choose from and the fabric can be 
branded with a logo, image or slogan 
of your choice.

Depending on individual requirements, 
the Drayton can be installed using 
concrete foundations with in-ground 
sleeves, base plates or portable 
bases. Stainless steel fixings are 
also available for coastal or marine 
environments.

›	Supplied in a choice of 3 shapes and a  
 range of sizes:
 Round: up to 6m diameter
 Square: up to 5m x 5m
 Rectangle: up to 6.5m x 4m

›	Can be opened and closed with a crank  
 drive handle which is very smooth

›	The frame is made from extruded aluminium  
 and is supplied in white as standard. Other  
 non-standard RAL colours are available on  
 request

›	Available with a choice of two fabrics;   
 acrylic and polyester which are available in a  
 total of 47 different colours

›	The frame is supplied with a 1 year  
 guarantee and the crank gearbox is supplied 
 with a 5 year guarantee.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Branding
›	Post pads
›	Seating
See pages 147

USES:
›	Alfresco dining
›	Outdoor learning
›	A study canopy
›	Relaxation/time-out shelter

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Features and Benefits

Richmond Umbrella
Tensile Fabric Structures

The Richmond is a strong and sturdy 
umbrella that is suited to windy 
locations such as seaside pubs and 
restaurants. It has been wind tunnel 
tested and is TÜV approved (German 
Technical Inspection Association) and 
is suitable for wind speeds of up to 
102 km/h.

It has a contemporary design that 
can be round, square or rectangular 
and can cover areas up to 36 square 
metres. The umbrella can be opened 
and closed easily with the hand crank 
supplied (which can be removed to 
avoid tampering once open) making 
it ideal for those that would like a 
structure that is not permanently open.

›	Supplied in a choice of 3 shapes and a  
 range of sizes:
 Round: Up to a maximum of 8m
 Square: Up to a maximum of 6m
 Rectangle: Up to a maximum of 7.5 x 4m

›	Can be opened and closed with a crank  
 drive handle which can be removed to avoid  
 pupils/customers tampering with it once  
 open

›	The frame is made from extruded aluminium  
 and is supplied in white as standard. Other  
 non-standard RAL colours are available on  
 request

›	Available with a choice of two fabrics;   
 acrylic and polyester which are available in a  
 total of 47 different colours

›	The frame is supplied with a 1 year  
 guarantee and the crank gearbox is
 supplied with a 5 year guarantee.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Branding
›	Heating
›	Lighting
›	Side panels
›	Rain gutters
›	Post pads
›	Seating
›	Stainless steel fixings are available for  
 coastal and marine environments
See pages 147

USES:
›	Hotel canopy
›	Restaurant canopy
›	Outside bar shelter
›	Shelter at visitor attractions
›	Outdoor play-areas
›	A picnic canopy

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Features and Benefits

Kendal
Tensile Fabric Structures

The Kendal Cantilevered Walkway is a 
stunning freestanding walkway system 
which has a smooth contemporary 
appearance.

This canopy is constructed from a 
robust steel frame which is covered 
with waterproof tensile fabric, creating 
a stylish walkway system which is 
ideal for many sectors including the
Education sector and the Hospitality 
and Leisure industry.

›	Available in 3 metre, 4 metre and 5 metre  
 widths with an unlimited length

›	The canopy frame is available galvanised  
 and/or powder coated to a RAL colour of  
 your choice

›	100% Waterproof tensile roof - available in
 40 vibrant colours including metallic   
 finishes, see page 84 for more details

›	Offers high UV protection.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Tensile side panels
›	Post pads
See pages 147

USES:
›	Play canopy
›	Covered walkway
›	Outdoor classroom
›	Freestanding canopy
›	Waiting canopy

Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Fabric Options
Tensile Fabric Structures

›	100% waterproof

›	Unmatched strength with a weight of   
 590gsm

›	Consistently smooth finish which is easy to  
 maintain

›	High UV protection with 5 year guarantee  
 against UV degradation.

Colour options

Standard options

Additional options

Features and Benefits

Raspberry Poppy

Lagoon

Poppy

Chick

Beetle

Aluminium

Sandy
Beige

Blackcurrant

Champagne Black

Cornflower

Tuscan

Buttercup

Moss
Green

Boulder

Camel

Slate

White

Voilet
Parma

Velvet 
Red

Mandarin

Aniseed

Mastic

Pepper

Navy

Night
Blue

Concrete

Burgundy

Carrot

Cocoa

Turtledove

Gold

Oynx

Tennis

Shifting
Grey

Vanilla

Walnut
Stain

Black

Pale
Pink

Dead
Leaf

Spruce
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Optional Extras
Tensile Fabric Structures

Post Pads Tensile Side Panels
Our post pads are a popular choice for 
schools and nurseries as they provide 
protection from everyday knocks and bumps. 
They can be fitted to all our Shade Sails and 
contain the finest non absorbent foam to offer 
superb protection. They also feature fixing
straps and drain holes to maximise the life of 
the post pads.

›	Protect your children as they run and play
›	Easy to fit, they just wrap around the post  
 using industrial Velcro
›	Filled with high impact absorbing foam for  
 safety
›	Can be removed easily for cleaning
›	Reinforced PVC outers
›	Breathable waterproof lining
›	1 year guarantee.

Tensile side panels are available on a 
selection of our tensile structures,
including the Codale and Kendal. These side 
panels help to shelter occupants from the 
wind and create a more enclosed canopy.

Colour options

Navy

Light
Purple

Light
Blue

Maroon

Amber

Red

Bottle 
Green

Pink

Black

Light
Green

Bright
Orange

Green

Brown

Yellow

Mid Blue

Rainbow Package
Our Rainbow Package will brighten up any 
canopy structure and is very popular within 
nurseries, pre-schools and primary schools. 
This vibrant package includes a colourful 
uPVC banner and post pads. This package 
is also available on the majority of our free 
standing canopies.
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Palladio
Australia
Pergolino
Screener Veranda

Commercial
Awnings

The Able Canopies Shade Sail range 
offers almost unlimited design and shape 
potential allowing you to create a stylish 
and effective shading system. They are 
ideal for a variety of applications including 
creating shade for play areas, parks, picnic 
areas, car parks and outside dining areas 
for restaurants, pubs or bars.

Our shade sail systems are premium 
products designed specifically for 
commercial use and are available in a wide 
range of fabric colours. Our posts can 
also be powder coated to a choice of RAL 
colours.

Able Shade Sail systems are long lasting 
and extremely durable structures which 
protect those underneath from the sun's 
powerful UV rays. They are designed
specifically to be left outdoors 365 days a 
year and will not need retensioning.

All our shade sail products are installed 
by our fully trained and DBS checked 
installation teams.

10
Our range of commercial 
retractable awnings shade 
unwanted heat and light from 
your building's interior, helping to 
keep your office or classroom cool 
whilst cutting down on the need for 
expensive air conditioning.

Our awnings also provide 
temporary cover for external areas, 
allowing you to provide shade on 
hot sunny days.

Popular applications include: 
providing shelter for smoking 
areas, shade for outdoor eating 
and seating areas and providing 
much needed shade in Early Years’ 
play areas.

Due to their durable and robust
construction, all our awnings 
are suited to the rigours of any 
commercial setting, including 
restaurants, schools, nurseries and 
care homes.
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Features and Benefits

Palladio
Commercial Awnings

The Palladio is a stylish awning which 
retracts into a compact cassette when 
not in use. The neat design ensures 
the Palladio is unobtrusive but can be 
easily and quickly extended to create 
a cooling shade during hot, sunny 
weather.

High quality design ensures smooth
and reliable operation of the flyer
chain within the arm. We also ensure
the fabric is stretched evenly by using
special tensioning mechanisms.

GUARANTEE AND WARRANTY:
›	Each Palladio awning comes with a 2 year  
 guarantee, 5 years warranty on fabric and 5  
 years on Somfy motors.

WIDE RANGE OF COLOURS:
›	Choose from our extensive range of colours.  
 Standard colours can be found on page  
 153 and for additional colours please visit  
 our website.

AUTOMATIC OPTIONS:
›	Choose the automation that suits your  
 requirements with our intelligent solar or  
 wind sensor options.

FABRIC PROTECTION:
›	Our unique design means our awnings are  
 tightly rolled and completely protected  
 inside the cassette.

THERMAL GLUING OF FABRICS:
›	The fabric is bonded together with a modern
 hot glue technique using only the highest
 quality PUR-based reactive glue.

VARIO VOLANT:
›	Vario Volant is an unrolling ruffle, which is
 discreetly concealed in the front section of  
 the awning. It provides protection against  
 the low sunset and guarantees privacy and
 comfort. It can be used both with the
 Palladio and Australia awnings.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare

Semi-round bar
up to 3,6  mup to 7 m
reachwidth

m .
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Features and Benefits

Australia
Commercial Awnings

The Australia awning fits seamlessly into 
any setting, creating shade and shelter 
when needed the most. It can also be 
configured with an added feature of being 
able to adjust the inclination of the awning, 
which is useful depending on the angle of 
the sun at different times of the day. 

The Australia is a popular choice for all 
environments due to its elegantly simple 
design and robust construction.

By creating a shaded and sheltered 
outdoor area, you can protect your 
expensive garden furniture which can 
quickly deteriorate if left to the elements. 

GUARANTEE AND WARRANTY:
›	Each Australia awning comes with a 2 year  
 guarantee, 5 years warranty on fabric and 5  
 years on Somfy motors.

WIDE RANGE OF COLOURS:
›	You can choose from a vast range of frame  
 and fabric colours depending on whether  
 you want the awning to blend in, or  
 contrast with the existing architecture
 and surroundings. Standard colours can
 be found on page 153 and for additional
 colours please visit our website.

CONTROL OPTIONS:
›	Choose the best automatic control options  
 to suit your needs. Optional sunlight and  
 wind sensors as well as the ability to   
 manually alter the inclination of the awning.

R-PITCH:
›	R-Pitch is an additional option for the
 Australia awning which enables the
 inclination of the awning to be manually
 adjusted with the use of a crank.

THERMAL GLUING OF FABRICS:
›	The fabric is bonded together with a modern
 hot glue technique using only the highest
 quality PUR-based reactive glue.

VARIO VOLANT:
›	Vario Volant is an unrolling ruffle, which is
 discreetly concealed in a front section of the
 awning. It provides protection against the  
 low sunset and guarantees privacy and  
 comfort. It can be used both with the   
 Palladio and Australia awnings.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare

up to 3,6  mup to 7 m
reachwidth
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Features and Benefits

Pergolino
Commercial Awnings

The Pergolino provides protection 
from bright sunshine as well as light 
rain and is the ideal solution for 
restaurants, bars and cafes as well as 
domestic properties.

Due to its high quality and robust
construction using the best 
components, the Pergolino is a very 
stable structure.

GUARANTEE AND WARRANTY:
›	Each Pergolino awning comes with a 2 year  
 guarantee, 5 years warranty on fabric and 5  
 years on Somfy motors.

COMFORT AND PROTECTION:
›	Summer rain will never again surprise   
 the guests of your restaurant or family at a 
 weekend barbecue. You may enjoy
 additional space around your home,
 protected from sun and rain.

WIDE RANGE OF COLOURS:
›	You can choose from a vast range of colours
 depending on whether you want the awning
 to blend in, or contrast with the existing
 architecture and surroundings.
 Standard colours can be found on page
 153 and for additional colours please visit
 our website.

THERMAL GLUING OF FABRICS:
›	The fabric is bonded together with a modern 
 hot glue technique using only the highest
 quality PUR-based reactive glue.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare

up to 5  mup to 5 m
reachwidth

m
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Standard Colours
For Palladio, Australia and Pergolino Awnings

Dickson Colour Range:

Composition:  Acrylic 100%, solution dyed
Finishing:  Cleangard special dirt-resistant and awning water repellent treatment
Weight: 290g/m2 Width:  120cm
Tensile Strength:  140 daN Wrap / 90 daN Weft
Tear Strength:  4 daN Wrap / 2.3 daN Weft
Water Repellency:  >370mm
Colour Fastness Weather Condition:  4-5 / 5

Standard options

ECRU
ORC-0001

JAUNE
ORC-6316

PERLE
ORC-7972

NOIR
ORC-6028

NATUREL
ORC-7133

DUNE
ORC-0681

FORET
ORC-6687

CARBONE
ORC-U171

GREGE
ORC-6020

SOURIS
ORC-8396

ROUGE
ORC-3914

CHARCOAL 
TWEED
ORC-7330

GRIS
ORC-6088

FLANELLE
ORC-U104

BORDEAUX
ORC-8206

PIERRE
ORC-6196

ARDOISE
ORC-8203
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Screener Veranda
Commercial Awnings

A solid and elegant awning that is designed to be installed on to a
veranda or other large vertical or horizontal glazed area.

The Veranda awning has a specially designed traction bar to guarantee constant 
fabric tension in any position.

The Veranda system ensures efficient air circulation and optimal sun protection 
which minimises overheating.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Fabric Colours
For the Screener Veranda

Soltis 92 Colour Range:

Weight:  420 g/sqm
Thickness:  0.45 mm
Roll-width:  177 cm
Tensile Strength (warp/weft):  310/210 daN / 5cm
Tear Resistance (warp/weft):  40/20 daN
Flame Retardancy (warp/weft):  M1/NFP 92-507 • METHOD 1/NFPA 701 • CSFM T19 • CLASS A/ASTM E84
 B1/DIN 4102-1 • BS 7837 • BS 5867 • LASSE 1/UNI 9177-87 •
 M1/UNE 23.727-90 • VKF 5.2/SN 198898 • 1530.3 /AS/NZS 1530.3 •
 G1/GOST 30244-94
Euroclass: B-s2,d0/EN 13501-1
Quality Management System:  ISO 9001

The technical data shown here are average values, given for information only, and may be modified.

SOLTIS 92-2046
ALU/OAT

SOLTIS 92-2171
BOULDER

SOLTIS 92-2048
ALU/ALU

SOLTIS 92-2045
BEATEN-METAL

SOLTIS 92-2074
ALU-MEDIUM 
GREY

SOLTIS 92-2167
CONCRETE

SOLTIS 92-2047
ANTHRACITE

SOLTIS 92-2053
BLACK
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Langdale
Grasmere
Witton Wall Mounted
Witton Free Standing
Easydale
Coniston
The Albedo

Shelters & 
Compounds

The Able Canopies Shade Sail range 
offers almost unlimited design and shape 
potential allowing you to create a stylish 
and effective shading system. They are 
ideal for a variety of applications including 
creating shade for play areas, parks, picnic 
areas, car parks and outside dining areas 
for restaurants, pubs or bars.

Our shade sail systems are premium 
products designed specifically for 
commercial use and are available in a wide 
range of fabric colours. Our posts can 
also be powder coated to a choice of RAL 
colours.

Able Shade Sail systems are long lasting 
and extremely durable structures which 
protect those underneath from the sun's 
powerful UV rays. They are designed
specifically to be left outdoors 365 days a 
year and will not need retensioning.

All our shade sail products are installed 
by our fully trained and DBS checked 
installation teams.

Darcy
Melbury
Sheldon
Denver
Pembroke
Meadley
Easydale

11
Our shelter range includes steel 
and timber cycle, waiting and 
buggy shelters and large steel 
compounds. From the purely 
functional to the stunningly stylish, 
we are sure to have the ideal 
solution for you.
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Features and Benefits

Langdale
Cycle & Waiting Shelters

The Langdale Shelter has a 
contemporary design which provides 
an attractive shelter solution, ideal for 
colleges and schools, town and city 
centres and shopping centres.

Available as a waiting or cycle shelter, 
the Langdale utilises our unique 
clamping system on the edge of the 
shelter which dramatically reduces the 
need to drill holes, thereby avoiding
water leakage and bulging of the 
panels.

›	Standard size: 4.2 metres length x 3 metres  
 depth

›	Standard sized shelter will hold 10 cycles or  
 seating for 12 adults plus standing room

›	Unique clamping system

›	Robust steel construction fitted with 5mm  
 polycarbonate sheets

›	True modular design allowing you to easily  
 extend the shelter size in the future

›	Up to 25 year life expectancy

›	Supplied galvanised and/or powder coated  
 in a range of standard colours.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Concrete base
›	Available BREEAM compliant, please ask for  
 details.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Grasmere
Cycle & Waiting Shelters

The Grasmere can be installed as a 
cycle shelter or a waiting shelter, with 
a standard shelter holding up to 10 
cycles or seating for 6 people with 
additional standing room.

Constructed from a robust steel 
framework, it is available with a 
choice of polycarbonate or timber 
panelling with a corrugated steel 
roof. Polycarbonate panelling creates 
a clean, simple finish which allows 
for all round visibility into the shelter, 
whilst timber cladding creates a 
stylish, contemporary look to your bike 
storage area.

The Grasmere is also available as a 
bin shelter, for more information see 
page 180.

›	Standard size: 4.1 metres length x 2.1  
 metres depth x 2.3 metres height

›	Standard 2-bay shelter can be fitted with 5  
 cycle racks or seating for 6 adults

›	Unique clamping system

›	Robust steel construction fitted with 5mm  
 polycarbonate sheets, or timber cladding  
 with corrugated steel roofing

›	True modular design, extensions without  
 drilling and welding

›	Up to 25 year life expectancy

›	Base plate fixing to existing concrete foundation

›	Supplied galvanised and/or powder coated  
 in a range of standard colours

›	 Ideal for overlooked areas with or without  
 CCTV.

›	Available cladded in 5mm solid 
 Polycarbonate or timber panelling

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Sliding lockable gate
›	Concrete base
›	BREEAM compliant design available on  
 request. Please ask for details

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Witton Wall Mounted
Cycle & Waiting Shelters

The Witton Wall Mounted Shelter has 
a sleek, modern look and is ideal for 
schools with limited space for cycle 
parking or waiting shelters.

The unique clamping system holds the 
edge of the 5mm solid polycarbonate 
sheeting in place which dramatically 
reduces the need to drill holes, 
thereby avoiding water leakage and 
bulging of the panels.

The Witton Mall Mounted Shelter 
measures 4.2m x 2.1m and can be 
extended by 2.1m bays.

›	Standard size: 4.2 metres length x 2.1  
 metres depth x 2.1 metres height (at the  
 front)

›	A standard 2 bay shelter can be fitted with 
 5 cycle racks to accommodate 10
 bicycles, or seating for 6 adults

›	Unique clamping system

›	Robust steel construction 

›	True modular design, extensions can be  
 easily added without drilling and welding

›	Clear view 5mm polycarbonate roof panels

›	Up to 25 year life expectancy

›	Base plate fixing to existing concrete   
 foundation

›	Supplied galvanised and/or powder coated  
 in a range of standard colours.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Polycarbonate side panels
›	Concrete base
›	BREEAM compliant design available on  
 request. Please ask for details.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Witton Free Standing
Cycle & Waiting Shelters

The Witton Free Standing Shelter 
has a unique and eye-catching look 
to provide an attractive cycle parking 
or waiting shelter solution which is 
particularly suited to modern urban 
settings.

The Witton Free Standing Shelter 
measures 4.2m x 4.2m and can hold 
up to 20 bikes or seating for 12 adults, 
with additional standing room.

›	Standard size: 4.2 metres length x 4.2
 metres depth x 2.2 metres height (at the  
 front)

›	Standard sized shelter can hold 20 cycles or  
 seating for 12 adults plus standing room.

See Features & Benefits on page 160 
(opposite).

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
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Features and Benefits

Easydale
Cycle & Waiting Shelters

The Easydale is our most cost-
effective shelter because of its simple 
design. The Easydale has a robust 
steel and polycarbonate construction 
which can be adapted to offer secure
cycle parking or a comfortable waiting 
area. Due to its slim-line design, 
this shelter is ideal for organisations 
that have limited space yet need the 
maximum possible parking or seating
capacity.

The Easydale Shelter can also be 
installed with 2 secure buggy bars 
to make a secure buggy shelter. For 
more information please see page 
179.

›	Size: 4.1 metres length x 1.7 metres depth x  
 2.1 metres height

›	Standard 2-bay shelter can hold 10 cycles  
 or seating for up to 6 adults

›	Robust steel construction fitted with 5mm  
 polycarbonate sheets

›	True modular design, extensions added  
 without drilling and welding 

›	Up to 25 year life expectancy

›	Base plate fixing to concrete foundation

›	Supplied galvanised and/or powder coated  
 in a range of standard colours.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Polycarbonate side panels
›	Concrete base
›	Available BREEAM compliant, please ask for  
 details.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Features and Benefits

Coniston
Cycle & Waiting Shelters

The Coniston Wall Mounted Canopy 
can be utilised as a cost effective 
cycle shelter by combining it with 
secure cycle racks.

The Coniston is a heavy duty 
aluminium structure which is fitted 
with 35mm structured polycarbonate 
panels and can be constructed to any 
length to cover any number of cycle 
racks.

›	Fitted with 35mm polycarbonate panels that  
 are light in weight and up to 200 times  
 stronger than glass and 10 times stronger  
 than uPVC panels

›	Constructed from aluminium with heavy  
 duty structural aluminium roof bars - for  
 ultimate strength

›	Framework is finished in white as standard,  
 however it can be powder coated to any  
 standard colour on request

›	Up to 25 year life expectancy.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Polycarbonate side panels
›	Available BREEAM compliant, please ask for  
 details.

Residential Education Hospitality
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Features and Benefits

The Albedo Effect Cycle Shelter 
Cycle & Waiting Shelters

The Albedo Effect Solar Cycle Shelter 
is a stylish and contemporary free 
standing structure that can be used 
for a whole range of applications 
including a cycle shelter, waiting 
shelter, carpark canopy, outside dining 
canopy and much more.

It is covered with the highest quality 
duo solar panels that soak up the sun 
from not only the top of the panels 
but the underneath too. Because 
the panels collect solar energy from 
both sides, it can generate even more 
electricity than the standard 1 sided 
panels, boosting energy production by 
up to 25%.

›	Generate free solar energy with the double  
 sided solar panels

›	Constructed to your specification with an  
 unlimited length and a maximum projection 
 of 5m

›	Made from an aluminium underside roof  
 frame that is supported by strong steel  
 posts

›	Supplied with integral guttering for ease of  
 maintenance and sleek appearance

›	All electrical components are installed by  
 MCS accredited installers and the shelter  
 is installed by fully trained, DBS checked  
 installers

›	Supplied with a 30 year linear performance  
 guarantee on the solar panels and a 10 year  
 guarantee on the frame if a galvanised finish  
 is chosen and a 5 year guarantee without a  
 galvanised finish.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Cycle racks
›	Benches and picnic tables
›	Available BREEAM compliant, please ask for  
 details.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure

Retail &
Commercial

Healthcare
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Features and Benefits

Darcy
Cycle & Waiting Shelters

The Darcy Cycle Shelter is a cost 
effective, high quality shelter that is 
covered with a corrugated steel roof 
and is enclosed with toughened safety 
glass side and back panels.

This contemporary and robust 
structure is ideal for creating a dry 
and secure cycle parking or waiting 
area within your premises whether 
it be a school, shopping centre, 
leisure complex or visitor attraction. 
You will be able to offer your visitors, 
customers or pupils a stylish area to 
park their bikes or wait, keeping them 
dry and safe.

›	Standard size: 2.16m wide x 1.8m deep x  
 1.8m high. Multiple modules can be installed
 together to cover much larger areas

›	The Main Frame is constructed from 
 galvanised steel sections that are powder
 coated to any RAL colour of your choice
 (except pearl and signal colours).
 
›	Roof covered with corrugated steel panels  
 that are galvanised as standard and finished  
 in Grey White (RAL 9002). 

›	The side and back panels are made from
 8mm thick toughened safety glass

›	Supplied with integral guttering, the water is
 dispersed through water spouts at the base
 of the rear posts

›	The frame is supplied with a 2 year
 guarantee and a 5 year life expectancy.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Cycle racks
›	Benches
›	Front glass panels
›	Visibility stickers for the glass panels

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Melbury
Cycle & Waiting Shelters

The Melbury Cycle Shelter is a 
contemporary cycle & waiting shelter 
that features clear glass panels which  
are fixed to the steel frame with glass 
locks for a sleek appearance. With its 
understated, yet striking design, the 
Melbury is the perfect cycle shelter 
for a range of settings including town 
centres, schools and colleges, retail 
outlets, leisure and commercial sites.

The steel frame is galvanised as 
standard, giving the frame a life 
expectancy of up to 25 years and a 
guarantee of 2 years. You can choose 
to have it powder coated in any RAL 
colour of your choice, excluding pearl 
and signal colours.

›	Standard size: 3m wide x 2.08m deep x
 2.3m high. The Melbury can be installed
 back to back to create a dual—pitch shelter

›	The Main Frame is constructed from
 galvanised steel sections that are powder  
 coated to any RAL colour of your choice
 (except pearl and signal colours).

›	Enclosed with 8mm laminated safety glass
 on the roof, back and sides

›	Supplied with integral guttering, the water is
 dispersed through water spouts at the base
 of the rear posts

›	The frame is supplied with a 2 year
 guarantee and a 5 year life expectancy.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Cycle racks
›	Benches
›	Front glass panels
›	Visibility stickers for the glass panels
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Sheldon
Cycle & Waiting Shelters

The Sheldon cycle & waiting shelter 
is made from galvanised steel 
round tubing and is covered with a 
corrugated steel sheet roof. It is a cost 
effective and versatile system and 
enclosed with side panels which are 
available in corrugated steel sheets or 
transparent polyester and back panels 
are also available in corrugated steel 
sheets or corrugated PVC.

This model can be expanded very 
easily with adding additional units 
either side by side or back to back 
to create larger shelters of different 
widths and lengths providing 
opportunity to cover large areas easily.

›	Standard size: 2.16m-4.3m wide x 2.33m  
 – 2.5m deep x 2.2m high. Multiple modules  
 can be installed together to cover much  
 larger areas

›	The Main Frame is constructed from 
 galvanised steel sections that are powder  
 coated to any RAL colour of your choice
 (except pearl and signal colours).

›	Covered with corrugated steel panels on the 
 roof and back that are galvanised as
 standard and finished in Grey White (RAL
 9002)

›	Fixed to a suitable concrete base with base  
 plates & bolts for a quicker installation

›	The frame is supplied with a 2 year   
 guarantee.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Cycle racks
›	Benches
›	Side panels
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Features and Benefits

Denver
Timber Cycle & Waiting Shelters

The Denver Timber Shelter features 
a simple curved design that offers 
a compact cycle or waiting shelter 
solution, ideal for customers with 
limited space.

Its Glulam construction creates an 
attractive shelter which looks great 
in green environments such as parks 
and wildlife areas; it also makes a 
stylish addition to urban environments.

›	Standard shelter size: 4.2 metres length x  
 1.6 metres width x 2.1 metres height

›	A standard 2-bay shelter can be fitted with  
 5 cycle racks to accommodate 10 bicycles,  
 or seating for up to 6 adults

›	Has an attractive curved roof/back panel  
 design which is achieved through the use of  
 Glulam timber.

›	5mm polycarbonate panels to provide  
 complete protection from the weather 

›	Steel feet to prevent rot at ground level. Feet  
 are also adjustable to allow shelters to be  
 fitted to uneven ground.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Features and Benefits

Pembroke
Timber Cycle & Waiting Shelters

The Pembroke Timber Shelter has 
an expertly designed framework 
which features curved posts and a 
curved roof to create a striking shelter 
structure.

This contemporary shelter design 
has 8 cycle hoops as standard which 
can park up to 16 cycles or benches 
which seats up to 8 adults. Due to its 
open design there is easy access to 
the shelter, which is ideal for public 
areas such as shopping centres or 
public parks and gardens.

›	Standard shelter size: 4.7 metres length x 3  
 metres width x 2.6 metres height

›	Standard sized shelter will hold up to 16  
 cycles or seating for 8 adults plus standing  
 room

›	High quality Glulam construction   
 incorporating curved posts and roofing to  
 create a modern styled shelter

›	5mm or 16mm polycarbonate panels to  
 provide excellent cover from the weather

›	Steel feet to prevent rot at ground level. Feet  
 are also adjustable to allow shelters to be  
 fitted to uneven ground.

Residential Education Hospitality
& Leisure
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Darcy
Shopping Trolley Shelters

Refresh your retail carpark with 
the Darcy Trolley Shelter. This cost 
effective trolley shelter has an 
attractive, high-class appearance 
that will enhance and refresh any 
outside area. It is constructed from a 
strong steel frame that is galvanised 
and powder coated as standard for 
extra longevity and is covered with 
toughened safety glass that has a high 
breakage resistance.

Supplied with a 2 year guarantee and 
a 25 year life expectancy, the Darcy 
is the perfect, long lasting trolley 
shelter solution for your supermarket, 
superstore or shop.

›	Standard size: 2.16m wide x 1.8m deep x
 1.8m high. Multiple modules can be installed
 together to cover much larger areas

›	The Main Frame is constructed from
 galvanised steel sections that are powder
 coated to any RAL colour of your choice
 (except pearl and signal colours).
 
›	Covered with corrugated steel panels that
 are galvanised as standard and finished in
 Grey White (RAL 9002). 

›	The side and back panels are made from
 8mm thick toughened safety glass

›	Supplied with integral guttering, the water is
 dispersed through water spouts at the base
 of the rear posts

›	The frame is supplied with a 2 year   
 guarantee and a 5 year life expectancy.
 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Front glass panels
›	Visibility stickers for the glass panels
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Melbury
Shopping Trolley Shelters

Make your shopping centre or retail 
outlet stand out with the elegantly 
designed Melbury Trolley Shelter.

The Melbury is constructed from the 
highest quality materials including a 
strong steel frame that is galvanised 
and powder coated in any RAL 
colour as standard. It also features 
toughened glass panels on the roof 
and sides of the shelter for full visibility 
and extra breakage resistance.

The Melbury is the perfect shelter 
for keeping your trolleys dry and 
organised in a neat and tidy 
designated area.

›	Standard size: 3m wide x 2.08m deep x
 2.3m high. The Melbury can be installed
 back to back to create a dual—pitch shelter

›	The Main Frame is constructed from
 galvanised steel sections that are powder
 coated to any RAL colour of your choice
 (except pearl and signal colours).

›	Enclosed with 8mm laminated safety glass
 on the roof, back and sides

›	Supplied with integral guttering, the water is
 dispersed through water spouts at the base
 of the rear posts

›	The frame is supplied with a 2 year
 guarantee and a 5 year life expectancy.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Front glass panels
›	Visibility stickers for the glass panels
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Darcy
Storage Shelters

The Darcy Storage Shelter is ideal for 
storing items when unloading them 
or moving them from one building to 
another. It offers a dry and designated 
place where you can store them until 
you are ready to move them inside.

It is constructed from a strong 
galvanised steel frame which can 
be powder coated to the colour 
of your choice. It is enclosed with 
8mm toughened safety glass for 
extra strength giving it a superior 
appearance.

›	Standard size: 2.16m wide x 1.8m deep x  
 1.8m high. Multiple modules can be installed
 together to cover much larger areas

›	The Main Frame is constructed from   
 galvanised steel sections that are powder  
 coated to any RAL colour of your choice  
 (except pearl and signal colours).

›	Covered with corrugated steel panels that  
 are galvanised as standard and finished in  
 Grey White (RAL 9002). 

›	The side and back panels are made from  
 8mm thick toughened safety glass

›	Supplied with integral guttering, the water is  
 dispersed through water spouts at the base  
 of the rear posts

›	The frame is supplied with a 2 year   
 guarantee and a 5 year life expectancy.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Front glass panels
›	Visibility stickers for the glass panels
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Sheldon
Storage Shelters

The Sheldon Storage Shelter is the 
perfect solution to enable you to 
store bulk items when transferring 
them or moving them from one place 
to another. It provides a dry and 
designated place and protects from 
bad climate conditions such as wind, 
driving rain and snow.

This shelter is a high quality structure 
that is made from galvanised steel 
round tubing to withstand bad 
weather conditions for longer periods 
of time. It can easily be enclosed 
with side and back panels to make a 
secure but still stylish and elegant look 
as well.

›	Standard size: 2.16m-4.3m wide x 2.33m  
 – 2.5m deep x 2.2m high. Multiple modules  
 can be installed together to cover much  
 larger areas

›	The Main Frame is constructed from  
 galvanised steel sections that are powder
 coated to any RAL colour of your choice
 (except pearl and signal colours).

›	Covered with corrugated steel panels on the
 roof and back that are galvanised as
 standard and finished in Grey White (RAL
 9002)

›	Fixed to a suitable concrete base with base  
 plates & bolts for a quicker installation

›	The frame is supplied with a 2 year   
 guarantee.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Side panels
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Darcy
Bus Shelters

The Darcy is a stylish, contemporary 
bus shelter that creates a dry, 
sheltered area for bus passengers to 
stand in whilst waiting for their bus. A 
range of benches can also be added 
to the shelter to offer comfortable 
seating to your customers.

The 8mm toughened safety glass 
panels offer full visibility both inside 
and outside of the shelter for health 
and safety purposes, this makes the 
Darcy particularly perfect for public 
spaces where bus stops are situated.

›	Standard size: 2.16m wide x 1.8m deep x  
 1.8m high. Multiple modules can be installed
 together to cover much larger areas

›	The Main Frame is constructed from 
 galvanised steel sections that are powder
 coated to any RAL colour of your choice
 (except pearl and signal colours).

›	Covered with corrugated steel panels that
 are galvanised as standard and finished in  
 Grey White (RAL 9002). 
 
›	The side and back panels are made from  
 8mm thick toughened safety glass

›	Supplied with integral guttering, the water is  
 dispersed through water spouts at the base  
 of the rear posts

›	The frame is supplied with a 2 year   
 guarantee and a 5 year life expectancy.
  

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Benches
›	Front glass panels
›	Visibility stickers for the glass panels
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Melbury
Bus Shelters

The Melbury Bus Shelter provides the 
ultimate weather protection, keeping 
individuals dry whilst waiting outside.

It features a strong steel frame that 
is galvanised and powder coated for 
extra weather resistance. The frame 
can also be powder coated in the RAL 
colour of your choice to match your 
branding colours (please see colours 
tab for details). The shelter is enclosed 
with 8mm thick toughened glass 
panels that are completely clear and 
can be supplied with visibility stickers 
to add a modern, yet decorative touch 
to your new shelter.

›	Standard size: 3m wide x 2.08m deep x  
 2.3m high. The Melbury can be installed  
 back to back to create a dual—pitch shelter

›	The Main Frame is constructed from 
 galvanised steel sections that are powder
 coated to any RAL colour of your choice
 (except pearl and signal colours).

›	Enclosed with 8mm laminated safety glass  
 on the roof, back and sides

›	Supplied with integral guttering, the water is  
 dispersed through water spouts at the base  
 of the rear posts

›	The frame is supplied with a 2 year   
 guarantee and a 5 year life expectancy.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Benches
›	Front glass panels
›	Visibility stickers for the glass panels
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Features and Benefits

Meadley
Buggy Shelters

The Meadley Buggy Box provides 
a safe and secure place to store 
buggies. It is manufactured from 
steel with vandal and shatter resistant 
polycarbonate panels and is available 
as a single and double shelter.

The Meadley is available with secure 
lockable doors, which can be secured 
with the use of a padlock.

›	Robust steel construction

›	True modular design, extensions added  
 without drilling and welding

›	Fitted with 5mm solid vandal and shatter  
 resistant polycarbonate sheeting

›	Base plate fixing to your existing concrete  
 area. If you do not have a concrete area we  
 can provide a quote for this 

›	Up to 25 year life expectancy, subject to  
 chosen finish

›	Supplied galvanised and/or powder coated  
 in a range of standard colours.

Buggy Box Capacity

SINGLE BUGGY BOX
›	Standard size: 2050mm length x 1200mm  
 depth x 1200mm height
›	Can hold up to 4 buggies

DOUBLE BUGGY BOX
›	Standard size: 4060mm length x 1200mm  
 depth x 1200mm height
›	Can hold up to 8 buggies

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Concrete base
›	Secure lockable doors

Residential Education Hospitality
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Easydale
Buggy Shelters

The Easydale Buggy Shelter is our 
most cost-effective buggy shelter 
because of its simple, yet stylish 
design. It is the perfect shelter solution 
for safe, secure storage for buggies 
and prams, keeping them protected 
from theft, vandalism and poor 
weather conditions.

The Easydale Buggy Shelter is ideal 
for use in nurseries and pre schools, 
providing a secure space for parents 
and staff to store buggies during the 
day.

A standard shelter measures 4.1 
metres x 1.7 metres and can be 
extended by 2 metre bays, as 
required.

›	Supplied with buggy bars for secure pram  
 parking

›	Available with hinged doors as an optional  
 extra for added security

›	Adjustable feet: beneficial when installing to  
 existing concrete surfaces

›	Base plate fixing to your existing concrete  
 area. If you do not have a concrete area we  
 can provide a quote for this

›	Fitted with 5mm solid polycarbonate roof  
 panels available in clear or opal

›	Steel frame is available galvanised and/or 
 powder coated in a range of standard   
 colours

›	High UV protection – helps prevent the  
 colour of the prams fading due to the sun's  
 UV rays

›	Up to a 25 year life expectancy, subject to  
 chosen finish.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Hinged lockable doors
›	Concrete base
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Grasmere
Bin Shelters

The Grasmere Bin Shelter is a cost-
effective storage solution for large 
industrial refuse or recycling bins. It 
can also be used for storing a large 
amount of domestic sized bins. 

This shelter is an ideal solution if you 
need to protect against vandalism and 
bad weather, ensuring a safer, cleaner 
environment. Manufactured to meet 
your requirements, the Grasmere can 
be fitted with lockable doors which 
can be secured with the use of a 
padlock, swipe card or key fob.

›	Standard size: 4.1 metres length x 2.1  
 metres width, this shelter can be easily  
 extended by 2 metre bays
   
›	Standard 2 bay design can fit a maximum of  
 6 standard 240 litre bins or 2 standard 1100  
 litre bins

›	Fitted with 5mm solid polycarbonate panels,  
 available in clear or opal

›	Steel corrugated roof which can be powder  
 coated to a choice of colours

›	Unique clamping system around the edge of  
 the shelter to avoid water leakage

›	Framework can be supplied galvanised and/ 
 or powder coated in a range of standard  
 RAL colours

›	 Ideal for overlooked areas with or without  
 CCTV

›	Up to a 25 year life expectancy, subject to  
 chosen finish.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Hinged lockable gate
›	Concrete base
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Darcy
Bin Shelters

Store your industrial or wheelie bins 
in a stylish bin shelter that can be 
installed in the area of your choice, 
away from the view of visitors, 
customers or clients.

The Darcy is a fully clear view shelter 
due to the glass panels and therefore 
does not provide warm or hidden 
areas where rodents can nest. You will 
also find that if rubbish is accidently 
spilt across the glass panels, they will 
simply wipe clean as they are smooth 
rather than textured, making it very 
hygienic and ideal for use as a bin 
shelter.

›	Standard size: 2.16m wide x 1.8m deep x
 1.8m high. Multiple modules can be installed
 together to cover much larger areas

›	The Main frame is constructed from
 galvanised steel sections that are powder
 coated to any RAL colour of your choice
 (except pearl and signal colours).

›	Covered with corrugated steel panels that
 are galvanised as standard and finished in
 Grey White (RAL 9002). 

›	The side and back panels are made from
 8mm thick toughened safety glass

›	Supplied with integral guttering, the water is
 dispersed through water spouts at the base
 of the rear posts

›	The frame is supplied with a 2 year
 guarantee and a 5 year life expectancy.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Front glass panels
›	Visibility stickers for the glass panels
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Sheldon
Bin Shelters

Keep your area clean and hygienic 
with the installation of a Sheldon Bin 
shelter that is constructed from high 
quality galvanised steel round tubing 
for ultimate corrosion protection and 
mono pitch roof which is covered 
with corrugated steel sheets. It can 
be easily enclosed with side and 
back panels with a choice of different 
materials.

The Sheldon bin shelter is an ideal 
solution to store the wheelie bins 
safely to avoid attracting pests which 
can carry deadly diseases. A bin 
shelter keeps your outside area more 
sanative and avoids the spreading of 
germs.

›	Standard size: 2.16m-4.3m wide x 2.33m  
 – 2.5m deep x 2.2m high. Multiple modules  
 can be installed together to cover much  
 larger areas

›	The Main frame is constructed from  
 galvanised steel sections that are powder
 coated to any RAL colour of your choice
 (except pearl and signal colours).

›	Covered with corrugated steel panels on the 
 roof and back that are galvanised as
 standard and finished in Grey White (RAL
 9002)

›	Fixed to a suitable concrete base with base  
 plates & bolts for a quicker installation

›	The frame is supplied with a 2 year   
 guarantee.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
›	Side panels
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Bicycle Rest System Trust 
Safety Bicycle Rest 
Safety Bicycle Rest Strap 
Safety Bicycle Rest & Lock 
Bicycle Rest System Track 
Bicycle Rest System Galaxy 
Parker with Frame Rests
Vario-Hub Tier Bike Rack 
Semi Vertical Bike Rack 
Hoop Parker 
Stand Parker 
Bow Frame Parker 
Multi Parker Harlekin 

Floor Parker & Wall Mounted 
Parker Bicycle Holder Spacer 
Serial Hanging Parker 
Hanging Parker 
Wall Mounted Bicycle Holder
Pedal Parker 
Advert Bicycle Stand
Advert Bicycle Security Station
Bicycle Stands for Advertising
Bicycle Locker BikeBox 

Bicycle 
Parking

The Able Canopies Shade Sail range 
offers almost unlimited design and shape 
potential allowing you to create a stylish 
and effective shading system. They are 
ideal for a variety of applications including 
creating shade for play areas, parks, picnic 
areas, car parks and outside dining areas 
for restaurants, pubs or bars.

Our shade sail systems are premium 
products designed specifically for 
commercial use and are available in a wide 
range of fabric colours. Our posts can 
also be powder coated to a choice of RAL 
colours.

Able Shade Sail systems are long lasting 
and extremely durable structures which 
protect those underneath from the sun's 
powerful UV rays. They are designed
specifically to be left outdoors 365 days a 
year and will not need retensioning.

All our shade sail products are installed 
by our fully trained and DBS checked 
installation teams.

12
Our range of Bicycle Parking 
Solutions includes wall mounted 
and floor mounted cycle racks and 
stands and are made from high 
strength aluminium profiles.
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System Versatility

Bicycle parking solutions save space within your 
outside area for cycle parking and the elegant designs 
fit in perfectly with public places. There are many 
different systems, allowing us to supply a solution for all 
requirements.

Parking areas and bicycle dimensions can vary 
enormously, so the bicycle stands and parking systems 
from Able Canopies for household use and public 
areas have to be versatile as well. Our range includes: 
The Hoop Parker, Stand Parker, Multiparker, and the 
full range of frame rest parking systems and modular 
parking facilities. However, they all have one thing in 
common; they fit in with the environment and are highly 
functional.
 

Unlimited possibilities for 
carefully parking your bicycle.

Tel: 0800 389 9072       www.ablecanopies.co.uk186
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Our Logistics Service

Able Canopies storage and logistic service is a modern, 
intelligent and pinpoint service. Flexible logistics open up 
economic advantages.

We go to great lengths to make sure your items are in the 
right place at the right time, just how you  
expect it. We do everything possible to ensure that 
ordered goods are safely on their way. Behind all this is 
an efficient infrastructure: modern warehousing, designed 
according to the newest concepts.

State-of-the-art technology 
and trusted partners, 
we aim to fulfil the high 
expectations of our clients 
for prompt delivery.

Our logistic service 
ensures a reliable and 
safe delivery. 
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High Quality Solutions

Cycling is on the rise in all parts of the UK and 
ensuring there is a safe and secure parking solution 
that is easily accessible is important to all cyclists 
who naturally want to protect their bicycle from theft, 
vandalism and the worst of the elements.

We are confident that all our bicycle parking solutions 
will fulfil the requirements of today‘s cyclists offering safe, 
secure and convenient parking and storage. Our mostly 
modular solutions can be expanded to accommodate 
any number of cycles and offer space saving and elegant 
designs to suit any environment.

Parker with Frame Rest 
Model 2600 XBF
See pages 206-207

Parker with 
Frame Rest 
Model 2500 XBF
See pages 204-205
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 Bicycle Locker BikeBox 2
Stylish protection for your bicycle and luggage in all weather. 
Easy parking with the parking guide track, which is designed for 
almost every type and size of bicycle. See pages 252-253

Manufactured to exacting standards
The following minimum distances are maintained between 
each bicycle: 70 cm when the wheels are at the same level 
and 50 cm when the wheels are alternating between high 
and low. For bicycle lockers, a useable width of at least 
75 cm is required. The underlying guidelines pay particular 
attention to the wider tyre sizes on the market, bicycle lock 
measurements and current frame design.

- Modern bicycle parker
With functional frame rests. Protects the bicycle from buckled 
rims through willful twisting. Space-saving bicycle parking  
thanks to alternating low and high hoop positions. Optimised 
anti-theft protection because the frame can be locked to the 
integrated steel eyelets.

Parker with Frame Rest 
Model 4500 XBF
See pages 208-209

Parker with Frame Rest 
Model 4600 XBF
See pages 210-211

 



 Bicycle Locker BikeBox 1
Full protection from theft and vandalism. 
The BikeBox 1 Locker gives your bike the 
protection it deserves. See pages 250-251
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FAHRRAD-
ANLEHNSYSTEME TRUST,
CORNER und LOOP

14

Bicycle Rest
Systems TRUST,
CORNER and LOOP

Der Fahrradparkplatz, der Ihr Vertrauen verdient –
bietet Diebstahlschutz und Standsicherheit.
Lieferbar in 3 Designvarianten.

Günstige Frachtkosten
bei Lieferung im 3er-Set.

�

�

�

�

�

�

Jede Fahrradgröße und jeder Fahrradtyp kann
am Rahmen befestigt werden.

Optimierte Diebstahlsicherung durch
Befestigungsmöglichkeit des Fahrradrahmens
an der integrierten Stahlöse.

Stabiles Stahlrohr, Ø 48 mm. Korrosionsgeschützt
und wertbeständig durch Verzinkung.

Wahlweise zum Einbetonieren oder mit
Fußplatten zum Aufdübeln.

Zerlegt im Karton. Schneller, preiswerter Versand
per Paketdienst.

Versand in recycelbarer Verpackung.

Doppelt gespart:

The upright bike parking option which deserves your
trust offering a secure support and anti-theft
protection. Available in 3 design variatons.

Advantageous freight costs
for the 3-piece set!

�

�

�

�

�

�

Every size and type of bike can be attached to
the frame.

Optimised anti-theft protection through the
possibility of using a lock to attach the bike
frame to the integrated steel eye loops.

Fixed tubular steel construction, 48 mm
diameter. Corrosion-protected using galvanisation;
retains its value.

Can be supplied as options for setting in
concrete or with base plates for bolting.

Supplied dismantled in boxes.

Shipped in recyclable packaging.

Saving twice over:

Modell TRUST 10
Model TRUST 10

tel +49(0) 22 91 / 86 201 · fax +49(0) 22 91 / 86 92 01

Modell CORNER 20
Model CORNER 20

Modell LOOP 30
Model LOOP 30

800
Empfohlene Stellraumtiefeca. 2000 mm

Recommended parking space depth

Modell TRUST 10
Model TRUST 10

Besonders attraktive Preise bei Abnahme von mind. 3 Stk. (siehe Preisliste)
Particularly attractive prices for a purchase of at least 3 pcs. (see price list)
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Der Fahrradparkplatz, der Ihr Vertrauen verdient –
bietet Diebstahlschutz und Standsicherheit.
Lieferbar in 3 Designvarianten.

Günstige Frachtkosten
bei Lieferung im 3er-Set.
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Jede Fahrradgröße und jeder Fahrradtyp kann
am Rahmen befestigt werden.

Optimierte Diebstahlsicherung durch
Befestigungsmöglichkeit des Fahrradrahmens
an der integrierten Stahlöse.

Stabiles Stahlrohr, Ø 48 mm. Korrosionsgeschützt
und wertbeständig durch Verzinkung.

Wahlweise zum Einbetonieren oder mit
Fußplatten zum Aufdübeln.

Zerlegt im Karton. Schneller, preiswerter Versand
per Paketdienst.

Versand in recycelbarer Verpackung.

Doppelt gespart:

The upright bike parking option which deserves your
trust offering a secure support and anti-theft
protection. Available in 3 design variatons.

Advantageous freight costs
for the 3-piece set!

�

�

�

�

�

�

Every size and type of bike can be attached to
the frame.

Optimised anti-theft protection through the
possibility of using a lock to attach the bike
frame to the integrated steel eye loops.

Fixed tubular steel construction, 48 mm
diameter. Corrosion-protected using galvanisation;
retains its value.

Can be supplied as options for setting in
concrete or with base plates for bolting.

Supplied dismantled in boxes.

Shipped in recyclable packaging.

Saving twice over:

Modell TRUST 10
Model TRUST 10

tel +49(0) 22 91 / 86 201 · fax +49(0) 22 91 / 86 92 01

Modell CORNER 20
Model CORNER 20

Modell LOOP 30
Model LOOP 30

800
Empfohlene Stellraumtiefeca. 2000 mm

Recommended parking space depth

Modell TRUST 10
Model TRUST 10

Besonders attraktive Preise bei Abnahme von mind. 3 Stk. (siehe Preisliste)
Particularly attractive prices for a purchase of at least 3 pcs. (see price list)
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   105500006 105500089 105500007 

   105500083 105500010 105500082 

Model   

Length in mm   

Model   

750 1000 1250

             TRUST 11 TRUST 21 TRUST 31

Spartipp: Günstige Frachtkosten 
im 3er-Set.
Savings twice over. Advantageous
freight costs for the 3-piece set!  

Alternativ: 
Fußplatten zum Aufdübeln.

Sicherung des 
kompletten Fahr-
rades möglich.
Securing the complete
bike is possible.

Option: 
Base plate for bolting. 

 8
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Dimensions in mm
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TRUST 

 For bolting  Model   

 For setting in concrete  Model   

Galvanised
Packing unit 1 pcs.

Galvanised 
Packing unit 3 pcs.

Item No.

Item No.

Item No.

Item No.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

   105500081 105500084 105500085 

   105500001 105500002 105500003 

             TRUST 10 TRUST 20 TRUST 30

Galvanised
Packing unit 1 pcs.

Galvanised 
Packing unit 3 pcs.

Model TRUST 10

Model TRUST 20

800

ca. 2000 mm

Recommended parking space depth

The upright bike parking option which deserves your
trust offering a secure support and anti-theft protection. 
› Every size and type of bike can be attached to the  
 frame.
› Optimised anti-theft protection through the
 possibility of using a lock to attach the bike
 frame to the integrated steel eyelets.

› Sturdy tubular steel construction, 48 mm diameter. 
 Corrosion protection and lasting value thanks to 
 galvanising.
› Supplied optionally for setting in concrete or with  
 base plates for bolting.
› Supplied dismantled in boxes.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.
› Available galvanised and RAL colour-coated on   
 request.
  

 SAVINGS TIP

FROM

£68.58
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

ITEM NO. TYPE UNIT PRICE

105500001 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 10 galvanised  1 pcs. £68.58
105500002 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 20 galvanised  1 pcs. £71.03
105500003 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 30 galvanised  1 pcs. £73.56
105500006 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 11 galvanised   3 pcs.  £146.51
105500007 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 31 galvanised  3 pcs.  £189.34
105500010 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 21 galvanised  1 pcs. £80.22
105500081 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 10 galvanised  3 pcs.  £141.76
105500082 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 30 galvanised  1 pcs. £83.47
105500083 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 11 galvanised  1 pcs. £77.69
105500084 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 20 galvanised  3 pcs.  £146.51
105500085 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 30 galvanised  3 pcs.  £158.41
105500089 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 21 galvanised  3 pcs.  £182.20

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

Bicycle Rest System Trust
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Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Auslieferung in 72 Std.
Shipment within 72 hrs.

105500001 105500002 105500003 105500004 105500005

105500081 105500084 105500085 105500086 105500087

105500006 105500089 105500007 105500090 105500091

105500083 105500010 105500082 105500008 105500009

Modell

Model

Länge in mm Length in mm

Modell
Model

750 1000 1250 1500 1750

TRUST 10 TRUST 20 TRUST 30 TRUST 40 TRUST 50

TRUST 11 TRUST 21 TRUST 31 TRUST 41 TRUST 51

Spartipp: Günstige Frachtkosten
im 3er-Set.

Savings twice over. Advantageous
freight costs for the 3-piece set!

Alternativ:
Fußplatten zum Aufdübeln.

Sicherung des
kompletten Fahr-
rades möglich.
Securing the complete
bike is possible.

Option:
Base plate for bolting.
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 Dimensions in mm
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TRUST

Zum Aufdübeln
For bolting

Modell

Model

VE=1 Stck. Packing unit 1 pcs.

VE=3 Stck. Packing unit 3 pcs.

VE=3 Stck. Packing unit 3 pcs.

VE=3 Stck. Packing unit 3 pcs.

VE=3 Stck. Packing unit 3 pcs.

VE=3 Stck. Packing unit 3 pcs.

VE=3 Stck. Packing unit 3 pcs.

VE=1 Stck. Packing unit 1 pcs.

Zum Einbetonieren
For setting in concrete

Modell
Model

Verzinkt Galvanised

Verzinkt Galvanised

Verzinkt Galvanised

Verzinkt Galvanised

Verzinkt Galvanised

Verzinkt Galvanised

Verzinkt Galvanised

Verzinkt Galvanised

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking

1220 1470 1720

LOOP 20 LOOP 30 LOOP 40

Länge in mm Length in mm

LOOP

LOOP 21 LOOP 31 LOOP 41
Zum Aufdübeln
For bolting

Modell

Model

VE=1 Stck. Packing unit 1 pcs.

VE=1 Stck. Packing unit 1 pcs.

Zum Einbetonieren
For setting in concrete

Modell
Model

L

8
2

5

L

1
1

4
0 8
0

0

Verzinkt Galvanised

Verzinkt Galvanised

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

105300001 105300002 105300003

105300004 105300005 105300006

105100001 105100002 105100003

105100029 105100030 105100031

105100032 105100033 105100034

105300009 105300010 105300011

105300012 105300013 105300014

105100004 105100005 105100006

Zum Aufdübeln
For bolting

Modell

Model

VE=1 Stck. Packing unit 1 pcs.

VE=1 Stck. Packing unit 1 pcs.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Zum Einbetonieren
For setting in concrete

Modell
Model

1100 1350 1600

CORNER 20 CORNER 30 CORNER 40

CORNER 21 CORNER 31 CORNER 41

CORNER

L

8
2

5

L

1
1

4
0 8
0

0

Verzinkt Galvanised

Verzinkt Galvanised

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu 15
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Model   

Length in mm   

Model   
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Spartipp: Günstige Frachtkosten 
im 3er-Set.
Savings twice over. Advantageous
freight costs for the 3-piece set!  

Alternativ: 
Fußplatten zum Aufdübeln.

Sicherung des 
kompletten Fahr-
rades möglich.
Securing the complete
bike is possible.

Option: 
Base plate for bolting. 
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TRUST 

 For bolting  Model   

 For setting in concrete  Model   

Galvanised
Packing unit 1 pcs.

Galvanised 
Packing unit 3 pcs.

Item No.

Item No.

Item No.

Item No.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

   105500081 105500084 105500085 

   105500001 105500002 105500003 

             TRUST 10 TRUST 20 TRUST 30

Galvanised
Packing unit 1 pcs.

Galvanised 
Packing unit 3 pcs.
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Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND

Securing the complete 
bike is possible.

Savings tip. Advantageous 
freight costs for a 3 piece set!

Option: Base plate 
for bolting

 SAVINGS TIP

ITEM NO. TYPE UNIT PRICE

105500001 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 10 galvanised  1 pcs. £68.58
105500002 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 20 galvanised  1 pcs. £71.03
105500003 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 30 galvanised  1 pcs. £73.56
105500006 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 11 galvanised   3 pcs.  £146.51
105500007 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 31 galvanised  3 pcs.  £189.34
105500010 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 21 galvanised  1 pcs. £80.22
105500081 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 10 galvanised  3 pcs.  £141.76
105500082 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 30 galvanised  1 pcs. £83.47
105500083 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 11 galvanised  1 pcs. £77.69
105500084 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 20 galvanised  3 pcs.  £146.51
105500085 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 30 galvanised  3 pcs.  £158.41
105500089 Bicycle Rest System TRUST 21 galvanised  3 pcs.  £182.20

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT
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Tried and tested parking facility for bicycles – offer 
stability and anti-theft protection.
› Bicycles of all sizes and types can be locked
 to the frame.
› Sturdy steel tube, 48 mm diameter, 
 corrosion protected and lasting value thanks to 
 galvanising.
› Alternatively available in rustproof stainless 
 steel (V2A) 
› 9100: Stability for your bicycle.
› Supplied with base plates for bolting
› A vertical extension (+200 mm) for paving over is  
 available on request.
› Available galvanised and RAL colour-coated 
 on request.
› Mounting tracks for row extension available 
 on request.

Model 9111

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105900034 Safety Bicycle Rest 9111 galvanised  £87.67
105900102 Safety Bicycle Rest 9111 E stainless steel  £236.11

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£87.67
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Safety Bicycle Rest 9100 and 9200
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Model   

Item No.

Length in mm

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

Galvanised

8
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1
5
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4
8

Dimensions in mm

Fußplatte zum Aufdübeln.
Base plate for bolting.

105900034

 For bolting  

1000

91119100

 1
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5
0 8

0
0

 

L

L

8
0

0
 

Mit zusätzlichem 
Knierohr.
With additional 
crossbar.

Zusätzlicher Rundbogen.
Extra rounded bow.

Stainless steel

Model   

Item No. 105900102

          9111 E

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu 17

Modell
Model

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Modell
Model

Modell
Model

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.
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Dimensions in mm

Fußplatte zum Aufdübeln.

Base plate for bolting.

105900021 105900022 105900023 105900024

105900058 105900059 105900060 105900061

105900034 105900035 105900036 105900037

105900046 105900047 105900050 105900051

Zum Aufdübeln
For bolting

Zum Einbetonieren
For setting in concrete

1000 1200 1500 2000

9110 9120 9130 9140

9111 9121 9131 9141

9100

Auslieferung in 72 Std.
Shipment within 72 hrs.

105900025 105900026 105900027 105900028

105900062 105900063 105900064 105900065

105900038 105900039 105900040 105900041

105900048 105900049 105900052 105900053

Zum Aufdübeln
For bolting

Zum Aufdübeln
For bolting

Zum Einbetonieren
For setting in concrete

Zum Einbetonieren
For setting in concrete

9210 9220 9230 9240

9211 9221 9231 9241

9200

9300

105900029 105900031 105900032 105900033

105900066 105900067 105900068 105900069

105900042 105900043 105900044 105900045

105900054 105900055 105900056 105900057

9310 9320 9330 9340

9311 9321 9331 9341
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Form (Ansicht von oben)
Shape (from above)

Mit zusätzlichem
Knierohr.
With additional
crossbar.

Zusätzlicher Rundbogen.
Extra rounded bow.

Form (Ansicht von oben)
Shape (from above)

The high-quality stainless steel 
version is rustproof and long-
lasting.
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Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND

Base plate for bolting.
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Proven and protective stand for outdoors.
› Protection for bicycles, gardens, parks.
› Marking out parks and paths.
› Sturdy tubular steel, hot dip galvanised.
› For setting in concrete.

Model 9530Model 9430

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105900070 Safety Bicycle Rest 9530 galvanised  £85.99
105900071 Safety Bicycle Rest 9420 galvanised  £71.86
105900072 Safety Bicycle Rest 9430 galvanised  £79.34
105900073 Safety Bicycle Rest 9510 galvanised  £77.69
105900074 Safety Bicycle Rest 9520 galvanised  £80.18
105900081 Safety Bicycle Rest 9410 galvanised  £68.54

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£68.54
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Safety Bicycle Rest 9400 and 9500
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Sturdy, variable and functional – the 9000 model 
range provides security and protection.

FOR SETTING IN CONCRETE                                                                48 mm

Hot galvanised

Length in mm
  

270
 

350 650 
 

  9410 9420 9430Model

Item - No. 105900081 105900071 105900072

Hot galvanised

Length in mm
  

270
 

350 650 
 

  9510 9520 9530Model

Item - No. 105900073 105900074 105900070
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Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND
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Assemble your own bike parking system in a few 
minutes - tailored to your needs. Save time and 
money through intelligent installation.
› Suitable for all types and sizes of bicycle.
› Sturdy tubular steel construction with integrated 
 front wheel bracket.
› Corrosion resistant and long lasting, thanks to 
 hot-dip galvanising. 
› Bike spacing through alternating low/high setting 
 500 mm.
› Fast assembly on optional mounting rail –
 additional cost savings in civil engineering.
› The stand features a post extension of 200 mm 
 for paving over.
› Models for single or double sided bike parking 
 available.

Model strap 12

Connection of the individual 
bicycle stands via the optional 
mounting rail under the paving 
ensures a stable footing.

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105600028 Safety Bicycle Rest STRAP 12 galvanised  £228.18
105600029 Safety Bicycle Rest STRAP 22 galvanised  £244.04
105600030 Safety Bicycle Rest STRAP 12 DS galvanised  £267.83
105600031 Safety Bicycle Rest STRAP 22 DS galvanised  £315.41

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£228.18
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Safety Bicycle Rest Strap
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Optimised anti-theft 
protection: fastens 
to bike frame.

Secure parking for all bicycle 
types and sizes.

105600028

Space-saving row system of models with alternating 
low/high setting.

Extended support 
bracket

Extended support 
bracket

Dimensions in mm Length  1000 mm

Galvanised

strap 12

strap 22

strap 12 DS

strap 22 DS

Galvanised

Galvanised

Galvanised

Model

Item-No.

Single-sided bike parking

Single-sided bike parking

Double-sided bike parking

Double-sided bike parking

450

8
1
0
 

1100

8
1
0
 

450

8
1
0
 

1800

8
1
0
 

105600029

105600030

105600031

Model

Item-No.

Model

Item-No.

Model

Item-No.
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Clear contours – while providing stability and locking 
options for theft prevention.
› Suitable for all types and sizes of bicycle.
› Sturdy steel construction made of flat steel, 
 60 x 10 mm.
› Corrosion protected and long-lasting, thanks to 
 hot-dip galvanising.
› Available in two different lengths (850/1000 mm), 
 height above floor 800 mm.
› Optional for concreting or with base plate to 
 bolt in place.
› Vertical extension of 200 mm for paving 
 over available upon request.
› Design Parker for attractive urban design.
› Model 9800: with additional crossbar.

Model 9720 Model 9820

ITEM NO. TYPE  PRICE

105900105 Safety Bicycle Rest 9710 galvanised   £89.42
105900106 Safety Bicycle Rest 9720 galvanised   £93.19
105900107 Safety Bicycle Rest 9711 galvanised   £97.86
105900108 Safety Bicycle Rest 9721 galvanised   £102.07
105900109 Safety Bicycle Rest 9710 galvanised & colour coated £107.18
105900110 Safety Bicycle Rest 9720 galvanised & colour coated  £109.40
105900111 Safety Bicycle Rest 9711 galvanised & colour coated £111.18
105900112 Safety Bicycle Rest 9721 galvanised & colour coated  £115.39
105900113 Safety Bicycle Rest 9810 galvanised   £107.18
105900114 Safety Bicycle Rest 9820 galvanised   £113.40
105900115 Safety Bicycle Rest 9811 galvanised   £115.62
105900116 Safety Bicycle Rest 9821 galvanised   £123.17
105900117 Safety Bicycle Rest 9810 galvanised & colour coated  £112.42
105900118 Safety Bicycle Rest 9820 galvanised & colour coated  £136.04
105900119 Safety Bicycle Rest 9811 galvanised & colour coated  £138.94
105900120 Safety Bicycle Rest 9821 galvanised & colour coated  £148.26

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£89.42
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Safety Bicycle Rest & Lock 9700 and 9800
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Bow-shaped model available on 
request.
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Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND

With additional crossbar.

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

Model   

Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Length in mm

Item No.

Model   

Galvanised

Galvanised

 Galvanised and colour coated

105900105 105900106     

105900117 105900118

 For setting in concrete  

850 1000

9710 9720

9810 RAL 9820 RAL

105900107 105900108

 For bolting  9711 9721    

 Galvanised and colour coated

Model   

Item No. 1059001198 105900120            

9811 RAL 9821 RAL

9810 9820

105900113 105900114

Item No.

Galvanised

Model   

Model   

9710 RAL 9720 RAL        

Item No.

 Galvanised and colour coated 105900109 105900110

Item No.

Galvanised 105900115 105900116

Model   

9811 9821

 Galvanised and colour coated

Model   

Item No.

105900111 105900112

9711 RAL 9721 RAL  

9700

9800

 1
1
5
0 8
0
0
 10

60
L

 1
1
5
0 8
0
0
 3
5
0  10

60
L

10

60
L

8
0
0
 

10

60
L

8
0
0
 3
5
0  

9700

9800

 1
1
5
0 8
0
0
 10

60
L

 1
1
5
0 8
0
0
 3
5
0  10

60
L

10

60
L

8
0
0
 

10

60
L

8
0
0
 3
5
0  

105900119

ITEM NO. TYPE  PRICE

105900105 Safety Bicycle Rest 9710 galvanised   £89.42
105900106 Safety Bicycle Rest 9720 galvanised   £93.19
105900107 Safety Bicycle Rest 9711 galvanised   £97.86
105900108 Safety Bicycle Rest 9721 galvanised   £102.07
105900109 Safety Bicycle Rest 9710 galvanised & colour coated £107.18
105900110 Safety Bicycle Rest 9720 galvanised & colour coated  £109.40
105900111 Safety Bicycle Rest 9711 galvanised & colour coated £111.18
105900112 Safety Bicycle Rest 9721 galvanised & colour coated  £115.39
105900113 Safety Bicycle Rest 9810 galvanised   £107.18
105900114 Safety Bicycle Rest 9820 galvanised   £113.40
105900115 Safety Bicycle Rest 9811 galvanised   £115.62
105900116 Safety Bicycle Rest 9821 galvanised   £123.17
105900117 Safety Bicycle Rest 9810 galvanised & colour coated  £112.42
105900118 Safety Bicycle Rest 9820 galvanised & colour coated  £136.04
105900119 Safety Bicycle Rest 9811 galvanised & colour coated  £138.94
105900120 Safety Bicycle Rest 9821 galvanised & colour coated  £148.26

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT
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FAHRRAD-
ANLEHNSYSTEM TRACK

18

Bicycle Rest
System TRACK

Das preiswerte und zweckmäßige Fahrrad-
Anlehnsystem. Keine Beton- und
Fundamentarbeiten. Aufstellen – fertig!

�

�

�

�

�

�

Vorbereitet für Reihenverbindung und
Bodenbefestigung, immer wieder erweiterbar.

Optimierte Diebstahlsicherung durch
Befestigungsmöglichkeit des Fahrradrahmens an
der integrierten Stahlöse.

Verschraubbare robuste Stahlrohrkonstruktion,
Ø 48 mm. Montage auf stabilem Grundrahmen
aus Winkelstahl.
Korrosionsgeschützt und wertbeständig durch
Verzinkung.

Minimale Frachtkosten, da zerlegt im Karton.

Schrauben und Montageanleitung beiliegend.

Versand in recycelbarer Verpackung.

The price-favourable and functional upright bike
parking system.
No concreting and no foundations needed.
Just assemble in position – and it's ready to use!

�

�

�

�

�

�

Supplied ready for extending in rows and for
floor fastening. Can be extended as required.

Optimised anti-theft protection through the
possibility of using a lock to attach the bike
frame to the integrated steel eye loops.

Robust screw-fastening steel design,
48 mm diameter. Assembly on fixed base frame
of angle irons. Corrosion protected using
galvanisation; retains ist value.

Minimal freight costs, since the product is
supplied boxed in parts.

Supplied with screws and assembly instructions.

Shipped in recyclable packaging.

Model TRACK 33 

tel +49(0) 22 91 / 86 201 · fax +49(0) 22 91 / 86 92 01

The economical and functional upright bike
parking system.
No concreting and no foundations needed.
Just assemble in position – and it‘s ready to use!
› Supplied ready for extending in rows and for
 floor fastening. Can be extended as required.
› Optimised anti-theft protection through 
 possibility of locking the bike frame to the 
 integrated steel eyelets.
› Robust boltable steel design, 48 mm diameter. 
 Assembly on sturdy angle iron base frame. 
 Corrosion protected and long lasting through 
 galvanisation.
› Available galvanised and RAL colour-coated 
 on request.
› The product is supplied disassembled in boxes.
› Supplied with screws and assembly instructions.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105500019 Bicycle Rest System TRACK 31 galvanised  £102.66
105500020 Bicycle Rest System TRACK 32 galvanised  £179.03
105500021 Bicycle Rest System TRACK 33 galvanised  £269.22
105500022 Bicycle Rest System TRACK 34 galvanised  £345.35
105500023 Bicycle Rest System TRACK 35 galvanised  £447.44
105500024 Bicycle Rest System TRACK 36 galvanised  £516.43

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£102.66
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Bicycle Rest System Track
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FAHRRAD-
ANLEHNSYSTEM TRACK

18

Bicycle Rest
System TRACK

Das preiswerte und zweckmäßige Fahrrad-
Anlehnsystem. Keine Beton- und
Fundamentarbeiten. Aufstellen – fertig!

�

�

�

�

�

�

Vorbereitet für Reihenverbindung und
Bodenbefestigung, immer wieder erweiterbar.

Optimierte Diebstahlsicherung durch
Befestigungsmöglichkeit des Fahrradrahmens an
der integrierten Stahlöse.

Verschraubbare robuste Stahlrohrkonstruktion,
Ø 48 mm. Montage auf stabilem Grundrahmen
aus Winkelstahl.
Korrosionsgeschützt und wertbeständig durch
Verzinkung.

Minimale Frachtkosten, da zerlegt im Karton.

Schrauben und Montageanleitung beiliegend.

Versand in recycelbarer Verpackung.

The price-favourable and functional upright bike
parking system.
No concreting and no foundations needed.
Just assemble in position – and it's ready to use!

�

�

�

�

�

�

Supplied ready for extending in rows and for
floor fastening. Can be extended as required.

Optimised anti-theft protection through the
possibility of using a lock to attach the bike
frame to the integrated steel eye loops.

Robust screw-fastening steel design,
48 mm diameter. Assembly on fixed base frame
of angle irons. Corrosion protected using
galvanisation; retains ist value.

Minimal freight costs, since the product is
supplied boxed in parts.

Supplied with screws and assembly instructions.

Shipped in recyclable packaging.

Model TRACK 33 
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Galvanised Item No.

Model   

850         1700         2550        3400         4250        5100 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

2 4 6 8 10 12 

     TRACK 31 TRACK 32 TRACK 33 TRACK 34 TRACK 35 TRACK 36

105500019   105500020   105500021   105500022   105500023   105500024     

Vorbereitet für Reihen-
verbindung 
und Bodenbefestigung.

Supplied ready for extending 
in rows and floor fastening.

 Model TRACK 32
 

Recommended parking space depth 

ca. 2000 mm

800

No. of spaces

No. of modules

Optimierte Diebstahlsicherung:
Befestigung am Fahrradrahmen.

Optimised anti-theft protection:
fastens to frame of bike.

8
5

0
 

350 

Length in mm   

TRACK

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu 19

Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Modell
Model

850 1700 2550 3400 4250 5100

1 2 3 4 5 6

2 4 6 8 10 12

TRACK 31 TRACK 32 TRACK 33 TRACK 34 TRACK 35 TRACK 36

105500019 105500020 105500021 105500022 105500023 105500024

105500025 105500027 105500026 105500028 105500029 105500030

Supplied ready for extending 
in rows and floor fastening.

Modell TRACK 32
Model TRACK 32

Empfohlene Stellraumtiefeca. 2000 mm

Recommended parking space depth

800

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Anzahl der Module No. of modules

Optimised anti-theft protection: 
fastens to frame of bike.

8
5

0

350

Länge in mm Length in mm

TRACK

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking

GA
LV

A
N

IS
ED

 A
ND COLOUR COATED RA

L A
V

A
ILA

BLE

Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND
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Modell GALAXY 34
Model GALAXY 34

Function and contemporary spirit come as standard!
The lean-to parking option for variable assembly
and use, to protect bikes.
› Supplied ready for extending in rows and for
 floor fastening; can be extended as required. 
› Robust boltable steel design, 48 mm diameter. 
 Corrosion protected and long lasting through 
 galvanisation.
› Supplied with screws and assembly instructions.
› Available galvanised and RAL colour-coated on 
 request.
› The product is supplied boxed in parts.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

Model GALAXY UK

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

Galaxy UK Bicycle Rest System GALAXY UK POA

PRICES

POA

Bicycle Rest System Galaxy
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Modell GALAXY 33
Model GALAXY 33

21

Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Modell
Model

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Anzahl der Module No. of modules

Optimierte
Diebstahlsicherung:
Befestigung am
Fahrradrahmen.

Optimised anti-theft protection:
fastens to frame of bike.

Länge in mm Length in mm

GALAXY

Raumoptimiert für beidseitiges
Einparken.

Werbeschild als Zubehör
lieferbar.

Space optimised to allow parking
on both sides.

Advertising board available as
an accessory.

2170 3020 3870 4720 5570

4 6 8 10 12

2 3 4 5 6

GALAXY 32 GALAXY 33 GALAXY 34 GALAXY 35 GALAXY 36

105200025 105200029 105200003 105200004 105200005

105200027 105200006 105200007 105200008 105200009

750

8
6

0

800

Empfohlene Stellraumtiefeca. 2000 mm

Recommended parking space depth

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

312300006
Werbeschild, weiß, zur Selbstbeschriftung
Advertising board, white, for self-labeling

Zubehör Accessories

Abmessungen Werbeschild in mm
Dimensions of advertising board in mm

2
5
0

663

540

Werbung

GA
LV

A
N

IS
ED

 A
ND COLOUR COATED RA

L A
V

A
ILA

BLE

Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND

21

Galvanised Item No.

Model   

Optimierte 
Diebstahlsicherung:
Befestigung am 
Fahrradrahmen.

Optimised anti-theft protection:
fastens to frame of bike.

Length in mm   

GALAXY

Raumoptimiert für beidseitiges 
Einparken.

Werbeschild als Zubehör
lieferbar.

Space optimised to allow parking 
on both sides. 

Advertising board available as
an accessory.

3800

No. of spaces  10
No. of modules   1

   GALAXY UK 

         Galaxy UK

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

Space optimised to allow 
parking on both sides.

1900

300 800 650
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A modern bicycle parker with functional frame rests. 
You can park an expensive bicycle here without 
concern.
› Protects the bicycle against wilful damage through 
 buckling of wheel rims.
› Multiple parkers can be connected and anchored 
 to the ground.
› Optimised anti-theft protection because frame can 
 be locked to the integrated steel eyelet.
› Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating 
 low and high hoop positions, space between bicycle 
 centres 350 mm.
› Also suitable for mountain bikes. Hoop spacing for 
 bicycles with tyre widths of up to 55 mm.
› Parking space depth approx. 1850 mm in the double 
 sided version approx. 3200 mm.
› Fixings and assembly instructions included.

› Available galvanised and RAL colour-coated on request.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

Model 2500 XBF:
› For one or two-sided parking. 
› Space between bicycle centres 500 mm, two-sided 
 parking 540 mm.
› Floor mounting bracket (set of 2) included.

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu 31

Model   

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF

2500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

2500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

5
0
0
 m

m

  Two-sided parking, 90°

  105700182 105700183 105700184
710

8
0

0

3
2
5

4
1
5

Item No.

2502 2504 2506           

 105700078        105700079   105700101Galvanised

  Two-sided parking, 90°

710

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.

2512 2514 2516

 105700102         105700103                 105700104Galvanised

Model   

Item No.

2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF             One-sided parking, 90°

  105700140 105700153 105700154
550

390

8
0

0

3
2

54
1

5

Galvanised

Galvanised

550

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

390

Model 2502

90°

350mm 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2602  Model 2512   Model 2612

h
ho

 to 55

id
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

th

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

350mm 350mm 
350mm 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

Length in mm 1080 2160 3240

35

Model   

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

  Two-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2502 XBF 2504 XBF 2506 XBF           

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF           

105700138        105700143   105700144

105700182         105700183                 105700184

Anlehnparker Modell 2604 XBF.
Parker with Frame Rest model
2604 XBF.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

550

5
2
5 8

4
5

3
2
5

390

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set) im Lieferumfang enthalten.
Floor mounting angle iron, 
galvanised (set of 2) included in 
the delivery.

710

8
0

0

3
2

5 5
2

5

Item No.

Item No.

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 2514 XBF 2518 XBF 2522 XBF           

105700176         105700177                 105700178
710

5
2
58

4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.Galvanised

Model     One-sided parking, 90° 2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF           

105700140        105700153   105700154550

390

8
0

0

3
2

55
2

5

Item No.Galvanised

Galvanised

 Space betw
een w

heels

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90° 90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

390

 Model 2502 XBF  Model 2602 XBF 

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2512 XBF  Model 2612 XBF 

Space betw
een w

heels 

500 m
m

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90°

Doppelseitige Radeinstellung

auf Anfrage auch mit 500 mm
Radabstand möglich!

No. of spaces 4 8 12

Distance between

hoops for bicycles of

up to 55 mm tyre width

Len
gth

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Len
gth

Len
gth

Len
gth

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

 700 mm
 700 mm

Model 2504 XBF

Space between wheels 500 mm*

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105000002 Floor mounting bracket (set of 2) galvanised  £5.17
105000003 Ground tie-bolts (set of 2) galvanised  £16.34
105700078 Parker with Frame Rest 2502 galvanised  £145.72
105700079 Parker with Frame Rest 2504 galvanised  £286.67
105700101 Parker with Frame Rest 2506 galvanised  £432.37
105700138 Parker with Frame Rest 2502 XBF galvanised  £170.30
105700143 Parker with Frame Rest 2504 XBF galvanised  £340.58
105700144 Parker with Frame Rest 2506 XBF galvanised  £510.88
105700176 Parker with Frame Rest 2514 XBF galvanised  £330.28
105700177 Parker with Frame Rest 2518 XBF galvanised  £612.56
105700178 Parker with Frame Rest 2522 XBF galvanised  £916.07

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£146.72
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Parker with Frame Rest 2500 and 2500 XBF
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Length in mm 1080 2160 3240

35

Model   

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

  Two-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2502 XBF 2504 XBF 2506 XBF           

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF           

105700138        105700143   105700144

105700182         105700183                 105700184

Anlehnparker Modell 2604 XBF.
Parker with Frame Rest model
2604 XBF.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

550

5
2
5 8

4
5

3
2
5

390

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set) im Lieferumfang enthalten.
Floor mounting angle iron, 
galvanised (set of 2) included in 
the delivery.

710

8
0

0

3
2

5 5
2

5

Item No.

Item No.

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 2514 XBF 2518 XBF 2522 XBF           

105700176         105700177                 105700178
710

5
2
58

4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.Galvanised

Model     One-sided parking, 90° 2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF           

105700140        105700153   105700154550

390

8
0

0

3
2

55
2

5

Item No.Galvanised

Galvanised

 Space betw
een w

heels

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90° 90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

390

 Model 2502 XBF  Model 2602 XBF 

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2512 XBF  Model 2612 XBF 

Space betw
een w

heels 

500 m
m

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90°

Doppelseitige Radeinstellung

auf Anfrage auch mit 500 mm
Radabstand möglich!

No. of spaces 4 8 12

Distance between

hoops for bicycles of

up to 55 mm tyre width

Len
gth

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Len
gth

Len
gth

Len
gth

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

 700 mm
 700 mm
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Length in mm 1080 2160 3240

35

Model   

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

  Two-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2502 XBF 2504 XBF 2506 XBF           

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF           

105700138        105700143   105700144

105700182         105700183                 105700184

Anlehnparker Modell 2604 XBF.
Parker with Frame Rest model
2604 XBF.
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550

5
2
5 8

4
5

3
2
5

390

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set) im Lieferumfang enthalten.
Floor mounting angle iron, 
galvanised (set of 2) included in 
the delivery.

710

8
0

0

3
2

5 5
2

5

Item No.

Item No.

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 2514 XBF 2518 XBF 2522 XBF           

105700176         105700177                 105700178
710

5
2
58

4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.Galvanised

Model     One-sided parking, 90° 2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF           

105700140        105700153   105700154550

390

8
0

0

3
2

55
2

5

Item No.Galvanised

Galvanised

 Space betw
een w

heels

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90° 90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

390

 Model 2502 XBF  Model 2602 XBF 

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2512 XBF  Model 2612 XBF 

Space betw
een w

heels 

500 m
m

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90°

Doppelseitige Radeinstellung

auf Anfrage auch mit 500 mm
Radabstand möglich!

No. of spaces 4 8 12

Distance between

hoops for bicycles of

up to 55 mm tyre width

Len
gth

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Len
gth

Len
gth

Len
gth

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

 700 mm
 700 mm
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Model   

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF

2500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

2500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

5
0
0
 m

m

  Two-sided parking, 90°

  105700182 105700183 105700184
710

8
0

0

3
2
5

4
1
5

Item No.

2502 2504 2506           

 105700078        105700079   105700101Galvanised

  Two-sided parking, 90°

710

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.

2512 2514 2516

 105700102         105700103                 105700104Galvanised

Model   

Item No.

2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF             One-sided parking, 90°

  105700140 105700153 105700154
550

390

8
0

0

3
2

54
1

5

Galvanised

Galvanised

550

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

390

Model 2502

90°

350mm 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2602  Model 2512   Model 2612

h
ho

 to 55

id
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

th

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

350mm 350mm 
350mm 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

Length in mm 1080 2160 3240

35

Model   

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

  Two-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2502 XBF 2504 XBF 2506 XBF           

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF           

105700138        105700143   105700144

105700182         105700183                 105700184

Anlehnparker Modell 2604 XBF.
Parker with Frame Rest model
2604 XBF.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

550

5
2
5 8

4
5

3
2
5

390

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set) im Lieferumfang enthalten.
Floor mounting angle iron, 
galvanised (set of 2) included in 
the delivery.

710

8
0

0

3
2

5 5
2

5

Item No.

Item No.

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 2514 XBF 2518 XBF 2522 XBF           

105700176         105700177                 105700178
710

5
2
58

4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.Galvanised

Model     One-sided parking, 90° 2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF           

105700140        105700153   105700154550

390

8
0

0

3
2

55
2

5

Item No.Galvanised

Galvanised

 Space betw
een w

heels

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90° 90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

390

 Model 2502 XBF  Model 2602 XBF 

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2512 XBF  Model 2612 XBF 

Space betw
een w

heels 

500 m
m

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90°

Doppelseitige Radeinstellung

auf Anfrage auch mit 500 mm
Radabstand möglich!

No. of spaces 4 8 12

Distance between

hoops for bicycles of

up to 55 mm tyre width

Len
gth

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Len
gth

Len
gth

Len
gth

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

 700 mm
 700 mm
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Length in mm 1080 2160 3240

35

Model   

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

  Two-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2502 XBF 2504 XBF 2506 XBF           

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF           

105700138        105700143   105700144

105700182         105700183                 105700184

Anlehnparker Modell 2604 XBF.
Parker with Frame Rest model
2604 XBF.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

550

5
2
5 8

4
5

3
2
5

390

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set) im Lieferumfang enthalten.
Floor mounting angle iron, 
galvanised (set of 2) included in 
the delivery.

710

8
0

0

3
2

5 5
2

5

Item No.

Item No.

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 2514 XBF 2518 XBF 2522 XBF           

105700176         105700177                 105700178
710

5
2
58

4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.Galvanised

Model     One-sided parking, 90° 2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF           

105700140        105700153   105700154550

390

8
0

0

3
2

55
2

5

Item No.Galvanised

Galvanised

 Space betw
een w

heels

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90° 90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

390

 Model 2502 XBF  Model 2602 XBF 

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2512 XBF  Model 2612 XBF 

Space betw
een w

heels 

500 m
m

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90°

Doppelseitige Radeinstellung

auf Anfrage auch mit 500 mm
Radabstand möglich!

No. of spaces 4 8 12

Distance between

hoops for bicycles of

up to 55 mm tyre width

Len
gth

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Len
gth

Len
gth

Len
gth

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

 700 mm
 700 mm
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Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND
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Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2612 2614 2616

2500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein-
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

2500: Protection when parking or
removing by means of bright red
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000003

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)
Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000002

5
0
0

m
m

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

105700120 105700121 105700122

105700114 105700115 105700116
710

390

8
0
0

3
2
5

4
1
5

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

2502 2504 2506

105700078 105700079 105700101

105700105 105700106 105700107

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

710

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

2512 2514 2516

105700108 105700109 105700110

105700102 105700103 105700104

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

2602 2604 2606
Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

105700111 105700112 105700113

105700117 105700118 105700119

550

390

8
0
0

3
2
54
1
5

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

550

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

90°

Radabsta
nd

700 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

90°

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een

wheels

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Modell 2502 Model 2502

90°

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een

wheels

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width 90°

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Radabsta
nd

700 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Modell 2602 Model 2602 Model 2512Modell 2512 Modell 2612 Model 2612

Optional galvanised floor-
mounting bracket (set of 2). 2500 
XBF: incl. in scope of delivery.
Item no 105000002

Optional ground tie-bolts, 
galvanised (set of 2).
Item no 105000003

2500: Protection when parking 
or removing by means of bright 
red plastic covering.

Model 2514 XBF
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Model 2604 XBF

A modern bicycle parker with functional frame rests. 
You can park an expensive bicycle here without 
concern.
› Protects the bicycle against wilful damage through 
 buckling of wheel rims.
› Ready-made for row connection and ground   
 anchoring; can be infinitely extended.
› Optimised anti-theft protection because frame can be 
 locked to the integrated steel eyelets.
› Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating low 
 and high hoop positions, space between bicycle  
 centres 350 mm.
› Also suitable for mountain bikes. Hoop spacing for 
 bicycles with tyre widths of up to 55 mm.
› Parking space depth approx. 1850 mm in the 
 double-sided version approx. 3200 mm.
› Bolts and assembly instructions included.
› Available galvanised and RAL colour-coated on request.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging. 

Model 2600 XBF:
› For single or double-sided parking.
› Space between bicycle centres 500 mm, double-sided 
 parking 540 mm.
› Floor mounting bracket (set of 2) included.

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105000002 Floor mounting bracket (set of 2) galvanised  £5.17
105000003 Ground tie-bolts (set of 2) galvanised  £16.34
105700111 Parker with Frame Rest 2602 galvanised  £163.96
105700112 Parker with Frame Rest 2604 galvanised  £326.32
105700113 Parker with Frame Rest 2606 galvanised  £490.26
105700140 Parker with Frame Rest 2602 XBF galvanised  £180.61
105700153 Parker with Frame Rest 2604 XBF galvanised  £361.20
105700154 Parker with Frame Rest 2606 XBF galvanised  £541.80
105700182 Parker with Frame Rest 2614 XBF galvanised  £346.14
105700183 Parker with Frame Rest 2618 XBF galvanised  £652.21
105700184 Parker with Frame Rest 2622 XBF galvanised  £976.33

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£163.96
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Parker with Frame Rest 2600 and 2600 XBF
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Model   

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF

2500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

2500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

5
0
0

 m
m

  Two-sided parking, 90°

  105700182 105700183 105700184
710

8
0
0

3
2
5

4
1
5

Item No.

2502 2504 2506           

 105700078        105700079   105700101Galvanised

  Two-sided parking, 90°

710

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.

2512 2514 2516

 105700102         105700103                 105700104Galvanised

Model   

Item No.

2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF             One-sided parking, 90°

  105700140 105700153 105700154
550

390

8
0
0

3
2
54
1
5

Galvanised

Galvanised

550

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

390

Model 2502

90°

350mm 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2602  Model 2512   Model 2612

h
ho

 to 55

id
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

th

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

350mm 350mm 
350mm 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 
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Model   

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF

2500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

2500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

5
0
0

 m
m

  Two-sided parking, 90°

  105700182 105700183 105700184
710

8
0
0

3
2
5

4
1
5

Item No.

2502 2504 2506           

 105700078        105700079   105700101Galvanised

  Two-sided parking, 90°

710

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.

2512 2514 2516

 105700102         105700103                 105700104Galvanised

Model   

Item No.

2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF             One-sided parking, 90°

  105700140 105700153 105700154
550

390

8
0
0

3
2
54
1
5

Galvanised

Galvanised

550

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

390

Model 2502

90°

350mm 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2602  Model 2512   Model 2612

h
ho

 to 55

id
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

th

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

350mm 350mm 
350mm 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 
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Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND
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Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2612 2614 2616

2500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein-
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

2500: Protection when parking or
removing by means of bright red
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000003

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)
Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000002

5
0
0

m
m

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

105700120 105700121 105700122

105700114 105700115 105700116
710

390

8
0
0

3
2
5

4
1
5

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

2502 2504 2506

105700078 105700079 105700101

105700105 105700106 105700107

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

710

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

2512 2514 2516

105700108 105700109 105700110

105700102 105700103 105700104

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

2602 2604 2606
Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

105700111 105700112 105700113

105700117 105700118 105700119

550

390

8
0
0

3
2
54
1
5

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

550

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

90°

Radabsta
nd

700 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

90°

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een

wheels

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Modell 2502 Model 2502

90°

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een

wheels

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width 90°

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Radabsta
nd

700 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Modell 2602 Model 2602 Model 2512Modell 2512 Modell 2612 Model 2612
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Model   

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF

2500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

2500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

5
0
0
 m

m

  Two-sided parking, 90°

  105700182 105700183 105700184
710

8
0
0

3
2
5

4
1
5

Item No.

2502 2504 2506           

 105700078        105700079   105700101Galvanised

  Two-sided parking, 90°

710

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.

2512 2514 2516

 105700102         105700103                 105700104Galvanised

Model   

Item No.

2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF             One-sided parking, 90°

  105700140 105700153 105700154
550

390

8
0

0

3
2

54
1

5

Galvanised

Galvanised

550

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

390

Model 2502

90°

350mm 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2602  Model 2512   Model 2612

h
ho

 to 55

id
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

th

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

350mm 350mm 
350mm 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 
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Model   

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF

2500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

2500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

5
0
0

 m
m

  Two-sided parking, 90°

  105700182 105700183 105700184
710

8
0
0

3
2
5

4
1
5

Item No.

2502 2504 2506           

 105700078        105700079   105700101Galvanised

  Two-sided parking, 90°

710

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.

2512 2514 2516

 105700102         105700103                 105700104Galvanised

Model   

Item No.

2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF             One-sided parking, 90°

  105700140 105700153 105700154
550

390

8
0
0

3
2
54
1
5

Galvanised

Galvanised

550

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

390

Model 2502

90°

350mm 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2602  Model 2512   Model 2612

h
ho

 to 55

id
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

th

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

350mm 350mm 
350mm 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu 31

Model   

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF

2500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

2500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

5
0
0

 m
m

  Two-sided parking, 90°

  105700182 105700183 105700184
710

8
0
0

3
2
5

4
1
5

Item No.

2502 2504 2506           

 105700078        105700079   105700101Galvanised

  Two-sided parking, 90°

710

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.

2512 2514 2516

 105700102         105700103                 105700104Galvanised

Model   

Item No.

2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF             One-sided parking, 90°

  105700140 105700153 105700154
550

390

8
0
0

3
2
54
1
5

Galvanised

Galvanised

550

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

390

Model 2502

90°

350mm 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2602  Model 2512   Model 2612

h
ho

 to 55

id
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

th

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

Len
gt

 700 mm

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

350mm 350mm 
350mm 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

Space between wheels 

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

Length in mm 1080 2160 3240

35

Model   

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

  Two-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2502 XBF 2504 XBF 2506 XBF           

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF           

105700138        105700143   105700144

105700182         105700183                 105700184

Anlehnparker Modell 2604 XBF.
Parker with Frame Rest model
2604 XBF.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

550

5
2
5 8

4
5

3
2
5

390

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set) im Lieferumfang enthalten.
Floor mounting angle iron, 
galvanised (set of 2) included in 
the delivery.

710

8
0

0

3
2

5 5
2

5

Item No.

Item No.

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 2514 XBF 2518 XBF 2522 XBF           

105700176         105700177                 105700178
710

5
2
58

4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.Galvanised

Model     One-sided parking, 90° 2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF           

105700140        105700153   105700154550

390

8
0

0

3
2

55
2

5

Item No.Galvanised

Galvanised

 Space betw
een w

heels

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90° 90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

390

 Model 2502 XBF  Model 2602 XBF 

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2512 XBF  Model 2612 XBF 

Space betw
een w

heels 

500 m
m

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90°

Doppelseitige Radeinstellung

auf Anfrage auch mit 500 mm
Radabstand möglich!

No. of spaces 4 8 12

Distance between

hoops for bicycles of

up to 55 mm tyre width

Len
gth

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Len
gth

Len
gth

Len
gth

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

 700 mm
 700 mm

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

Length in mm 1080 2160 3240

35

Model   

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

  Two-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2502 XBF 2504 XBF 2506 XBF           

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF           

105700138        105700143   105700144

105700182         105700183                 105700184

Anlehnparker Modell 2604 XBF.
Parker with Frame Rest model
2604 XBF.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

550

5
2
5 8

4
5

3
2
5

390

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set) im Lieferumfang enthalten.
Floor mounting angle iron, 
galvanised (set of 2) included in 
the delivery.

710

8
0

0

3
2

5 5
2

5

Item No.

Item No.

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 2514 XBF 2518 XBF 2522 XBF           

105700176         105700177                 105700178
710

5
2
58

4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.Galvanised

Model     One-sided parking, 90° 2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF           

105700140        105700153   105700154550

390

8
0

0

3
2

55
2

5

Item No.Galvanised

Galvanised

 Space betw
een w

heels

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90° 90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

390

 Model 2502 XBF  Model 2602 XBF 

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2512 XBF  Model 2612 XBF 

Space betw
een w

heels 

500 m
m

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90°

Doppelseitige Radeinstellung

auf Anfrage auch mit 500 mm
Radabstand möglich!

No. of spaces 4 8 12

Distance between

hoops for bicycles of

up to 55 mm tyre width

Len
gth

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Len
gth

Len
gth

Len
gth

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

 700 mm
 700 mm

Optional galvanised floor-
mounting bracket (set of 2). 2600 
XBF: incl. in scope of delivery
Item no 105000002

Optional ground tie-bolts, 
galvanised (set of 2).
Item no 105000003

2600: Protection when parking 
or removing by means of bright 
red plastic covering.

Model 2614 XBF

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

Length in mm 1080 2160 3240

35

Model   

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

  Two-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2502 XBF 2504 XBF 2506 XBF           

2614 XBF 2618 XBF 2622 XBF           

105700138        105700143   105700144

105700182         105700183                 105700184

Anlehnparker Modell 2604 XBF.
Parker with Frame Rest model
2604 XBF.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

550

5
2
5 8

4
5

3
2
5

390

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set) im Lieferumfang enthalten.
Floor mounting angle iron, 
galvanised (set of 2) included in 
the delivery.

710

8
0

0

3
2

5 5
2

5

Item No.

Item No.

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 2514 XBF 2518 XBF 2522 XBF           

105700176         105700177                 105700178
710

5
2
58

4
5

3
2
5
 

390

Item No.Galvanised

Model     One-sided parking, 90° 2602 XBF 2604 XBF 2606 XBF           

105700140        105700153   105700154550

390

8
0

0

3
2

55
2

5

Item No.Galvanised

Galvanised

 Space betw
een w

heels

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90° 90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

390

 Model 2502 XBF  Model 2602 XBF 

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 2512 XBF  Model 2612 XBF 

Space betw
een w

heels 

500 m
m

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 1000 m
m

90°

Doppelseitige Radeinstellung

auf Anfrage auch mit 500 mm
Radabstand möglich!

No. of spaces 4 8 12

Distance between

hoops for bicycles of

up to 55 mm tyre width

Len
gth

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Space betw
een w

heels 

700 m
m 

Len
gth

Len
gth

Len
gth

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

ho
 to 55

idt
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

 mm tyre w

up

h

 700 mm
 700 mm
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Model 4504 XBF

Space between wheels 500 mm*

A modern bicycle parker with functional frame rests. 
You can park an expensive bicycle here without 
concern.
› Protects the bicycle against wilful damage through 
 buckling of wheel rims.
› Ready-made for row connection and ground   
 anchoring; can be infinitely extended.
› Optimised anti-theft protection because frame can be 
 locked to the integrated steel eyelets.
› Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating 
 low and high hoop positions, space between bicycle 
 centres 350 mm.
› Also suitable for mountain bikes. Hoop spacing for 
 bicycles with tyre widths of up to 55 mm.
› Parking space depth approx. 1850 mm in the double 
 sided version approx. 3200 mm.
› Bolts and assembly instructions included.
› Available galvanised and RAL colour-coated on request.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

Model 4500 XBF:
› For single or double-sided parking. 
› Space between bicycle centres 500 mm, double-sided 
 parking 540 mm.
› Floor mounting bracket (set of 2) included.

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105000002 Floor mounting bracket (set of 2) galvanised  £5.17
105000003 Ground tie-bolts (set of 2) galvanised  £16.34
105800057 Parker with Frame Rest 4502 galvanised  £159.20
105800058 Parker with Frame Rest 4504 galvanised  £315.22
105800061 Parker with Frame Rest 4506 galvanised  £476.78
105800088 Parker with Frame Rest 4502 XBF galvanised  £180.61
105800100 Parker with Frame Rest 4504 XBF galvanised  £361.20
105800101 Parker with Frame Rest 4506 XBF galvanised  £541.80
105800135 Parker with Frame Rest 4514 XBF galvanised  £346.14
105800136 Parker with Frame Rest 4518 XBF galvanised  £647.46
105800137 Parker with Frame Rest 4522 XBF galvanised  £968.41

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£159.20
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Parker with Frame Rest 4500 and 4500 XBF
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Galvanised

Galvanised

33

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

4500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

4500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

5
0
0

 m
m

105800057 105800058 105800061Item No.

  Two-sided parking, 90°

4502 4504 4506           

Model   

Item No.

2614XBF 2618XBF 2622XBF

  
105700182 105700183 105700184

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90°

105800135 105800136 105800137Item No.

4514 XBF 4518 XBF 4522 XBF

6
2
0

7
2
0

390

8
4
5

2
2
5

3
2
5

2
2
5

3
2
5

6
2
0

390

8
4
5

7
2
0

6
2
0
 7

2
0

2
2
53
2
5

8
0
0

Galvanised

  One-sided parking, 90° Model   

Item No.

4602 4604 4606

  
105800065 105800066 105800067

2
2
5 3
2
5

6
2
07
2
0

390

8
0
0

390

Model 4502 XBF

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 Model 4512 Model 4612 Model 4602 

500mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

350mm 

h
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm

Space between wheels 

700mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

700mm 

ho ho ho ho

Length

1000mm 

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

Galvanised

Galvanised

33

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

1000 2000 3000

2 4 6

4500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

4500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

5
0
0
 m

m

105800088 105800100 105800101Item No.

  Two-sided parking, 90°

4502 XBF 4504 XBF 4506 XBF           

Model   

Item No.

2614XBF 2618XBF 2622XBF

  
105700182 105700183 105700184

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90°

105800062 105800063 105800064Item No.

4512 4514 4516

6
2

0

7
2

0

390

8
4
5

2
2

5
3

2
5

2
2
5

3
2
5

6
2
0

390

8
4
5

7
2
0

6
2
0
 7

2
0

2
2
53
2
5

8
0
0

Galvanised

  One-sided parking, 90° Model   

Item No.

4602XBF 4604XBF 4606XBF

  
105700140 105700153 105700154

2
2

5 3
2

5

6
2

07
2

0

390

8
0

0

390

Model 4502

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 Model 4512 Model 4612 Model 4602 

350mm 

h
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm

Space between wheels 

350mm 

h
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm

Space between wheels 

700mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

700mm 

ho ho ho ho

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

Galvanised

Galvanised

33

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

1000 2000 3000

2 4 6

4500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

4500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

5
0
0

 m
m

105800088 105800100 105800101Item No.

  Two-sided parking, 90°

4502 XBF 4504 XBF 4506 XBF           

Model   

Item No.

2614XBF 2618XBF 2622XBF

  
105700182 105700183 105700184

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90°

105800062 105800063 105800064Item No.

4512 4514 4516

6
2
0

7
2
0

390

8
4
5

2
2
5

3
2
5

2
2
5

3
2
5

6
2
0

390

8
4
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7
2
0

6
2

0
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2
0

2
2
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2
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8
0
0

Galvanised

  One-sided parking, 90° Model   

Item No.

4602XBF 4604XBF 4606XBF

  
105700140 105700153 105700154

2
2
5 3
2
5

6
2
07
2
0

390

8
0
0

390

Model 4502

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 Model 4512 Model 4612 Model 4602 

350mm 

h
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm

Space between wheels 

350mm 

h
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm

Space between wheels 

700mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

700mm 

ho ho ho ho
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Galvanised

Galvanised

33

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

4500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

4500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

5
0
0

 m
m

105800057 105800058 105800061Item No.

  Two-sided parking, 90°

4502 4504 4506           

Model   

Item No.

2614XBF 2618XBF 2622XBF

  
105700182 105700183 105700184

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90°

105800135 105800136 105800137Item No.

4514 XBF 4518 XBF 4522 XBF

6
2
0

7
2
0

390

8
4
5

2
2
5

3
2
5

2
2
5

3
2
5

6
2
0

390

8
4
5

7
2
0

6
2
0
 7

2
0

2
2
53
2
5

8
0
0

Galvanised

  One-sided parking, 90° Model   

Item No.

4602 4604 4606

  
105800065 105800066 105800067

2
2
5 3
2
5

6
2
07
2
0

390

8
0
0

390

Model 4502 XBF

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 Model 4512 Model 4612 Model 4602 

500mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

350mm 

h
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm

Space between wheels 

700mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

700mm 

ho ho ho ho

Length

1000mm 
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Galvanised

Galvanised
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Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

4500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

4500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

5
0
0
 m

m

105800057 105800058 105800061Item No.

  Two-sided parking, 90°

4502 4504 4506           

Model   

Item No.

2614XBF 2618XBF 2622XBF

  
105700182 105700183 105700184

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90°

105800135 105800136 105800137Item No.

4514 XBF 4518 XBF 4522 XBF

6
2

0

7
2

0

390

8
4
5

2
2

5
3

2
5

2
2
5

3
2
5

6
2
0

390

8
4
5

7
2
0

6
2
0
 7

2
0

2
2
53
2
5

8
0
0

Galvanised

  One-sided parking, 90° Model   

Item No.

4602 4604 4606

  
105800065 105800066 105800067

2
2

5 3
2

5

6
2

07
2

0

390

8
0

0

390

Model 4502 XBF

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 Model 4512 Model 4612 Model 4602 

500mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

350mm 

h
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm

Space between wheels 

700mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

700mm 

ho ho ho ho

Length

1000mm 

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu 31

Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2612 2614 2616

2500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein-
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

2500: Protection when parking or
removing by means of bright red
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000003

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)
Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000002

5
0
0

m
m

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

105700120 105700121 105700122

105700114 105700115 105700116
710

390

8
0
0

3
2
5

4
1
5

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

2502 2504 2506

105700078 105700079 105700101

105700105 105700106 105700107

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

710

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

2512 2514 2516

105700108 105700109 105700110

105700102 105700103 105700104

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

2602 2604 2606
Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

105700111 105700112 105700113

105700117 105700118 105700119

550

390

8
0
0

3
2
54
1
5

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

550

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

90°

Radabsta
nd

700 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

90°

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een

wheels

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Modell 2502 Model 2502

90°

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een

wheels

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width 90°

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Radabsta
nd

700 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Modell 2602 Model 2602 Model 2512Modell 2512 Modell 2612 Model 2612

Optional galvanised floor-
mounting bracket (set of 2). 4500 
XBF: incl. in scope of delivery.
Item no 105000002

Optional ground tie-bolts, 
galvanised (set of 2).
Item no 105000003

4500: Protection when parking 
or removing through bright red 
plastic sheathing.

Model 4514 XBF

GA
LV

A
N

IS
ED

 A
ND COLOUR COATED RA

L A
V

A
ILA

BLE

Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

Galvanised

Galvanised
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Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

1080 2160 3240
4 8 12

4500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

4500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

5
0
0

 m
m

105800088 105800100 105800101Item No.

  Two-sided parking, 90°

4502 XBF 4504 XBF 4506 XBF

Model   

Item No.

2614XBF 2618XBF 2622XBF

  
105700182 105700183 105700184

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90°

105800062 105800063 105800064Item No.

4512 4514 4516

6
2

0

7
2

0

390

8
4
5

2
2
5

3
2

5

2
2
5

3
2
5

6
2
0

390

8
4
5

7
2
0

6
2
0
 7

2
0

2
2
53
2
5

8
0
0

Galvanised

  One-sided parking, 90° Model   

Item No.

4602XBF 4604XBF 4606XBF

  
105700140 105700153 105700154

2
2
5 3
2
5

6
2
07
2
0

390

8
0
0

390

Model 4502

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 Model 4512 Model 4612 Model 4602 

350mm 

h
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm

Space between wheels 

350mm 

h
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm

Space between wheels 

700mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

700mm 

ho ho ho ho
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A modern bicycle parker with functional frame rests. 
You can park an expensive bicycle here without 
concern.
› Protects the bicycle against wilful damage through 
 buckling of wheel rims.
› Ready-made for row connection and ground   
 anchoring; can be infinitely extended.
› Optimised anti-theft protection because frame can be 
 locked to the integrated steel eyelets.
› Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating 
 low and high hoop positions, space between bicycle 
 centres 350 mm.
› Also suitable for mountain bikes. Hoop spacing for 
 bicycles with tyre widths of up to 55 mm.
› Parking space depth approx. 1850 mm in the 
 double-sided version approx. 3200 mm.
› Bolts and assembly instructions included.

› Available galvanised and RAL colour-coated on request.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

Model 4600 XBF:
› For single or double-sided parking.
› Space between bicycle centres 500 mm, double-sided 
 parking 540 mm.
› Floor mounting bracket (set of 2) included.

Model 4604 XBF

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105000002 Floor mounting bracket (set of 2) galvanised  £5.17
105000003 Ground tie-bolts (set of 2) galvanised  £16.34
105800065 Parker with Frame Rest 4602  £178.22
105800066 Parker with Frame Rest 4604  £357.24
105800067 Parker with Frame Rest 4606  £540.22
105800090 Parker with Frame Rest 4602 XBF  £193.30
105800110 Parker with Frame Rest 4604 XBF  £386.58
105800111 Parker with Frame Rest 4606 XBF  £579.86
105800141 Parker with Frame Rest 4614 XBF  £374.69
105800142 Parker with Frame Rest 4618 XBF  £745.39
105800143 Parker with Frame Rest 4622 XBF  £1119.28

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£178.22
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Parker with Frame Rest 4600 and 4600 XBF
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Galvanised

Galvanised

33

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

4500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

4500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

5
0
0

 m
m

105800057 105800058 105800061Item No.

  Two-sided parking, 90°

4502 4504 4506           

Model   

Item No.

2614XBF 2618XBF 2622XBF

  
105700182 105700183 105700184

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90°

105800135 105800136 105800137Item No.

4514 XBF 4518 XBF 4522 XBF

6
2
0

7
2
0

390

8
4
5

2
2
5

3
2
5

2
2
5

3
2
5

6
2
0

390

8
4
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7
2
0

6
2
0
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2
0

2
2
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2
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8
0
0

Galvanised

  One-sided parking, 90° Model   

Item No.

4602 4604 4606

  
105800065 105800066 105800067

2
2
5 3
2
5

6
2
07
2
0

390

8
0
0

390

Model 4502 XBF

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 Model 4512 Model 4612 Model 4602 

500mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

350mm 

h
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm

Space between wheels 

700mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

700mm 

ho ho ho ho

Length

1000mm 
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Galvanised

Galvanised
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Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

4500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

4500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

5
0
0

 m
m

105800057 105800058 105800061Item No.

  Two-sided parking, 90°

4502 4504 4506           

Model   

Item No.

2614XBF 2618XBF 2622XBF

  
105700182 105700183 105700184

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90°

105800135 105800136 105800137Item No.

4514 XBF 4518 XBF 4522 XBF

6
2
0

7
2
0

390

8
4
5

2
2
5

3
2
5

2
2
5

3
2
5

6
2
0

390

8
4
5

7
2
0

6
2
0
 7

2
0

2
2
53
2
5

8
0
0

Galvanised

  One-sided parking, 90° Model   

Item No.

4602 4604 4606

  
105800065 105800066 105800067

2
2
5 3
2
5

6
2
07
2
0

390

8
0
0

390

Model 4502 XBF

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 Model 4512 Model 4612 Model 4602 

500mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

350mm 

h
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm

Space between wheels 

700mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

700mm 

ho ho ho ho

Length

1000mm 

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

 Space betw
een w

heels 

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

8
2
0

2
1
0 4

1
06

2
0

390

8
4

5

6
2
0
 

8
2
0

2
1
04

1
0

8
0

0

37

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

1000 2000 3000

2 4 6

4502 XBF 4504 XBF 4506 XBF           

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 4614 XBF 4618 XBF 4622 XBF           

Anlehnparker Modell 4604 XBF.
Parker with Frame Rest model
4604 XBF.

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set) im Lieferumfang enthalten.
Floor mounting angle iron, 
galvanised (set of 2) included in 
the delivery.

Item No. 105800088         105800100   105800101Galvanised

6
2
0 8
2
0

390

8
4

5

2
1
04

1
0

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 4514 XBF 4518 XBF 4522 XBF           

Item No. 105800135          105800136                 105800137Galvanised

2
1
0 4

1
06
2
08

2
0

390

8
0
0

Model     One-sided parking, 90° 4602 XBF 4604 XBF 4606 XBF           

Item No. 105800090         105800110   105800111Galvanised

Item No. 105800141          105800142                 105800143Galvanised

 Space betw
een w

heels 

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Length in mm 1080 2160 3240

390

 Model 4502 XBF 

90°

Space betw
een w

heels

    
   

 
 

700 mm

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 4612 XBF 

90°
Parking space depth 

3200 mm

Space betw
een w

heels

    
   

 

500 m
m

Doppelseitige Radeinstellung

auf Anfrage auch mit 500 mm
Radabstand möglich!

 Model 4512 XBF    Model 4602 XBF

No. of spaces 4 8 12

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gth

1000 mm

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

h
ho

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mmLen
gth

1000 mm
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 Space betw
een w

heels 

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

8
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2
1
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2
0
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8
4

5

6
2
0
 

8
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Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

1000 2000 3000

2 4 6

4502 XBF 4504 XBF 4506 XBF           

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 4614 XBF 4618 XBF 4622 XBF           

Anlehnparker Modell 4604 XBF.
Parker with Frame Rest model
4604 XBF.

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set) im Lieferumfang enthalten.
Floor mounting angle iron, 
galvanised (set of 2) included in 
the delivery.

Item No. 105800088         105800100   105800101Galvanised

6
2
0 8
2
0

390

8
4

5

2
1
04

1
0

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 4514 XBF 4518 XBF 4522 XBF           

Item No. 105800135          105800136                 105800137Galvanised

2
1
0 4

1
06
2
08

2
0

390

8
0
0

Model     One-sided parking, 90° 4602 XBF 4604 XBF 4606 XBF           

Item No. 105800090         105800110   105800111Galvanised

Item No. 105800141          105800142                 105800143Galvanised

 Space betw
een w

heels 

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Length in mm 1080 2160 3240

390

 Model 4502 XBF 

90°

Space betw
een w

heels

    
   

 
 

700 mm

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 4612 XBF 

90°
Parking space depth 

3200 mm

Space betw
een w

heels

    
   

 

500 m
m

Doppelseitige Radeinstellung

auf Anfrage auch mit 500 mm
Radabstand möglich!

 Model 4512 XBF    Model 4602 XBF

No. of spaces 4 8 12

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gth

1000 mm

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

h
ho

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mmLen
gth

1000 mm
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 Space betw
een w

heels 
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m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°
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Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

1000 2000 3000

2 4 6

4502 XBF 4504 XBF 4506 XBF           

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 4614 XBF 4618 XBF 4622 XBF           

Anlehnparker Modell 4604 XBF.
Parker with Frame Rest model
4604 XBF.

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set) im Lieferumfang enthalten.
Floor mounting angle iron, 
galvanised (set of 2) included in 
the delivery.

Item No. 105800088         105800100   105800101Galvanised

6
2
0 8
2
0

390

8
4

5

2
1
04

1
0

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 4514 XBF 4518 XBF 4522 XBF           

Item No. 105800135          105800136                 105800137Galvanised

2
1
0 4

1
06
2
08

2
0

390

8
0
0

Model     One-sided parking, 90° 4602 XBF 4604 XBF 4606 XBF           

Item No. 105800090         105800110   105800111Galvanised

Item No. 105800141          105800142                 105800143Galvanised

 Space betw
een w

heels 

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Length in mm 1080 2160 3240

390

 Model 4502 XBF 

90°

Space betw
een w

heels

    
   

 
 

700 mm

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 4612 XBF 

90°
Parking space depth 

3200 mm

Space betw
een w

heels

    
   

 

500 m
m

Doppelseitige Radeinstellung

auf Anfrage auch mit 500 mm
Radabstand möglich!

 Model 4512 XBF    Model 4602 XBF

No. of spaces 4 8 12

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gth

1000 mm

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

h
ho

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mmLen
gth

1000 mm
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 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

8
2
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1
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6
2
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Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

1000 2000 3000

2 4 6

4502 XBF 4504 XBF 4506 XBF           

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 4614 XBF 4618 XBF 4622 XBF           

Anlehnparker Modell 4604 XBF.
Parker with Frame Rest model
4604 XBF.

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set) im Lieferumfang enthalten.
Floor mounting angle iron, 
galvanised (set of 2) included in 
the delivery.

Item No. 105800088         105800100   105800101Galvanised

6
2
0 8
2
0

390

8
4

5

2
1
04

1
0

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 4514 XBF 4518 XBF 4522 XBF           

Item No. 105800135          105800136                 105800137Galvanised

2
1
0 4

1
06
2
08

2
0

390

8
0
0

Model     One-sided parking, 90° 4602 XBF 4604 XBF 4606 XBF           

Item No. 105800090         105800110   105800111Galvanised

Item No. 105800141          105800142                 105800143Galvanised

 Space betw
een w

heels 

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Length in mm 1080 2160 3240

390

 Model 4502 XBF 

90°

Space betw
een w

heels

    
   

 
 

700 mm

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 4612 XBF 

90°
Parking space depth 

3200 mm

Space betw
een w

heels

    
   

 

500 m
m

Doppelseitige Radeinstellung

auf Anfrage auch mit 500 mm
Radabstand möglich!

 Model 4512 XBF    Model 4602 XBF

No. of spaces 4 8 12

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gth

1000 mm

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

h
ho

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mmLen
gth

1000 mm

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

Galvanised

Galvanised
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Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

4500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein- 
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

4500: Protection when parking or 
removing by means of bright red 
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

5
0
0
 m

m

105800057 105800058 105800061Item No.

  Two-sided parking, 90°

4502 4504 4506           

Model   

Item No.

2614XBF 2618XBF 2622XBF

  
105700182 105700183 105700184

Galvanised

Model     Two-sided parking, 90°

105800135 105800136 105800137Item No.

4514 XBF 4518 XBF 4522 XBF

6
2

0

7
2

0

390

8
4
5

2
2

5
3

2
5

2
2
5

3
2
5

6
2
0

390

8
4
5

7
2
0

6
2
0
 7

2
0

2
2
53
2
5

8
0
0

Galvanised

  One-sided parking, 90° Model   

Item No.

4602 4604 4606

  
105800065 105800066 105800067

2
2

5 3
2

5

6
2

07
2

0

390

8
0

0

390

Model 4502 XBF

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

 Model 4512 Model 4612 Model 4602 

500mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

350mm 

h
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm

Space between wheels 

700mm 

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Space between wheels 

h
Len

gt

 700 mm

700mm 

ho ho ho ho

Length

1000mm 
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Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

700 1400 2100

2 4 6

2612 2614 2616

2500: Anschlagschutz beim Ein-
und Ausfahren durch Kunststoff-
Ummantelung in Signalfarbe rot.

2500: Protection when parking or
removing by means of bright red
plastic covering.

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000003

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)
Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000002

5
0
0

m
m

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

105700120 105700121 105700122

105700114 105700115 105700116
710

390

8
0
0

3
2
5

4
1
5

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

2502 2504 2506

105700078 105700079 105700101

105700105 105700106 105700107

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

710

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

2512 2514 2516

105700108 105700109 105700110

105700102 105700103 105700104

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

2602 2604 2606
Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

105700111 105700112 105700113

105700117 105700118 105700119

550

390

8
0
0

3
2
54
1
5

Verzinkt und
farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and
colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

550

4
1
5

8
4
5

3
2
5

390

90°

Radabsta
nd

700 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

90°

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een

wheels

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Modell 2502 Model 2502

90°

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een

wheels

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width 90°

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

700 mmLe
ngth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een

hoops for bicy
cle

s of

up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Radabsta
nd

700 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Modell 2602 Model 2602 Model 2512Modell 2512 Modell 2612 Model 2612

Optional galvanised floor-
mounting bracket (set of 2). 4500 
XBF: incl. in scope of delivery.
Item no 105000002

Optional ground tie-bolts, 
galvanised (set of 2).
Item no 105000003

Parker with Frame Rest model 
4604 XBF.

Model 4614 XBF

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

 Space betw
een w

heels 

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°
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0
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8
4

5

6
2
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8
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2
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0

8
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0
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Model   

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

1000 2000 3000

2 4 6

4502 XBF 4504 XBF 4506 XBF           

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 4614 XBF 4618 XBF 4622 XBF           

Anlehnparker Modell 4604 XBF.
Parker with Frame Rest model
4604 XBF.

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set) im Lieferumfang enthalten.
Floor mounting angle iron, 
galvanised (set of 2) included in 
the delivery.

Item No. 105800088         105800100   105800101Galvanised

6
2

0 8
2

0

390

8
4
5

2
1

04
1

0

Model     Two-sided parking, 90° 4514 XBF 4518 XBF 4522 XBF           

Item No. 105800135          105800136                 105800137Galvanised

2
1

0 4
1

06
2

08
2

0

390

8
0

0

Model     One-sided parking, 90° 4602 XBF 4604 XBF 4606 XBF           

Item No. 105800090         105800110   105800111Galvanised

Item No. 105800141          105800142                 105800143Galvanised

 Space betw
een w

heels 

 500 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Length in mm 1080 2160 3240

390

 Model 4502 XBF 

90°

Space betw
een w

heels

    
   

 
 

700 mm

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

 Model 4612 XBF 

90°
Parking space depth 

3200 mm

Space betw
een w

heels

    
   

 

500 m
m

Doppelseitige Radeinstellung

auf Anfrage auch mit 500 mm
Radabstand möglich!

 Model 4512 XBF    Model 4602 XBF

No. of spaces 4 8 12

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gth

1000 mm

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

h
ho

 to 55 mm tyre wi
of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mm
h

ho
 to 55 mm tyre wi

of

Distance between

ops for bicycles 

up

dth

Len
gt

 700 mmLen
gth

1000 mm

GA
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ND COLOUR COATED RA
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A
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BLE

Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND
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Resolves your parking problems. 
Doubles the amount of spaces in the same area.

› Secure and functional frame rests top and bottom. 
 Protect the bicycle against wilful damage through  
 buckling of wheel rims.
› Optimised anti-theft protection through multiple locking 
 possibilities. 
› Minimum effort required to store bicycles through  
 robust lifting aid (gas springs).
› Easy parking of bicycles with very little effort required  
 due to its push and swing function (lifting aid).
› Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating low  
 and high hoop positions, space between bicycle centres  
 375 mm, optional up to 500 mm.

› Galvanised steel construction.
› Robust and durable for long-term use in public places.
› Hoop spacing for bicycles with tyre width of up to 55 mm.
› For single or double-sided parking.
› Bolts and assembly instructions included.

POA

Vario-Hub Two Tier Bike Rack System
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TWO-TIER BIKE RACK SYSTEM 

Galvanised

 1667 
 1567 

 2
22

9 

 6
0 

 150 

 1617 

 1
16

0 

 2
01

0,
91

 

 2
05

7 

We can provide you with a 
detailed quote for your very 
own customized two-tier 
bike rack. Ask us!

Easy parking of bicycles with very little effort 
required due to its push and swing function.

Ideal use of existing space.
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An “oblique“ design provides more parking spaces. 
Parking bicycles safely and orderly – now this 
is possible even in confined spaces with Able´s 
new High Angle Parker. 
› Comfortable, safe and orderly parking of bicycles 
 even when space is limited.
› Space-saving parking through alternating 
 high/low setting. Bike spacing: 350 mm 
› Single and double-sided parking available.
› Locking options for anti-theft devices.
› Weatherproof steel construction.
› Easy to assemble.
› RAL colour coatings available optionally.
› Suitable for tyres up to 60 mm. 

Model SF 4

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105500138 Semi Vertical Bike Rack SW 4 galvanised  £325.36
105500139 Semi Vertical Bike Rack SW 5 galvanised  £366.59
105500140 Semi Vertical Bike Rack SW 6 galvanised  £407.03
105500141 Semi Vertical Bike Rack SF 4 galvanised  £432.41
105500142 Semi Vertical Bike Rack SF 5 galvanised  £499.02
105500143 Semi Vertical Bike Rack SF 6 galvanised  £567.20
105500144 Semi Vertical Bike Rack SF 8D galvanised  £590.21
105500145 Semi Vertical Bike Rack SF 10D galvanised  £673.46
105500146 Semi Vertical Bike Rack SF 12D galvanised  £756.72

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£325.36
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Semi Vertical Bike Rack SW and SF
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SCHRÄGHOCHPARKER Semi Vertical Bike Rack

Galvanised

 

Galvanised

Secure stable stand with the 
large wraparound base frame.

Simple locking options. A clever solution: The new Semi Vertical 
Bike Rack installed under a canopy shelter 
from the Able range. This provides 
optimal weather protection for your 
bicycle.

No. of spaces  4 5 6
Length in mm   1400 1750 2100

  SW 4 SW 5 SW 6

  SF 4 SF 5 SF 6

Model

Item No.

Model

Item No.

105500138 105500139 105500140

105500141 105500142 105500143

GA
LV

A
N

IS
ED

 A
ND COLOUR COATED RA

L A
V

A
ILA

BLE

Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND

2
0

1
0

1467

Stellraumtiefe ohne Räder
1467 mm

Parking space depth

excluding bicycles

Stellraumtiefe mit Rädern
ca. 1700 mm

Parking space depth

including bicycles

Lä
nge

2100 mmLe
ngth

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Galvanised

Model

Item No. 105500144 105500145 105500146

Parking space depth

including bicycles

ca. 1700 mm

Parking space depth

excluding bicycles

1467 mm

Space between wheels 

350 mm

Length

 2100 mm

1467

20
10

Wall Mounted

Free Standing

Free Standing

No. of spaces  8 10 12
Length in mm   1400 1750 2100

  SF 8D SF 10D SF 12D

Model SF 6 Model SF 8D

Length

1400 m
m

Space betw
een w

heels  

350 m
m 

2
0
1
0

1875 Parking space depth

including bicycles ca. 

2460 mm 

2
0
1
0

1875

 

Stellraumtiefe mit Rädern 

Parking space depth

including bicycles 

ca. 2460 mm
Lä

nge 

Le
ngth

2150 m
m

Radabsta
nd

Space betw
een w

heels

 500 m
m 
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Model 2056

Best selling bicycle stands, solid and beautifully 
shaped. Proven design.
› Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating 
 low and high hoop positions, space between  
 bicycle centres 350 mm.
› Sturdy steel construction with robust round 
 tubing hoops.
› Optimised design: Narrows down at rear to hold 
 bikes safely.
› Ready-made for row connection and ground 
 anchoring.
› For single or double-sided parking.
› Also suitable for mountain bikes. Hoop spacing 
 for bicycles with tyre widths of up to 55 mm.
› Parking space depth. approx.1850 mm, in the 
 double-sided version approx. 3200 mm.
› Supplied dismantled in boxes.
› Robust bolted tubular hoops.
› Corrosion-proof thanks to galvanising.
› Delivery incl. bolts and assembly instructions.

Model Series 2200 E, stainless steel – for those 
who want something special. 
› Stainless steel is rust-proof and retains its 
 appearance over many years.

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105000002 Floor mounting bracket (set of 2) galvanised  £5.17
105000003 Ground tie-bolts (set of 2) galvanised  £16.34
105700011 Hoop Parker 2052 galvanised  £67.78
105700012 Hoop Parker 2053 galvanised  £80.22
105700013 Hoop Parker 2054 galvanised  £99.34
105700014 Hoop Parker 2055 galvanised  £117.96
105700015 Hoop Parker 2056 galvanised  £136.99
105700017 Hoop Parker 2252 E stainless steel  £155.23
105700018 Hoop Parker 2253 E stainless steel  £192.50
105700019 Hoop Parker 2254 E stainless steel  £249.60
105700020 Hoop Parker 2255 E stainless steel  £304.31
105700021 Hoop Parker 2256 E stainless steel  £356.65
105700022 Hoop Parker 2354 E stainless steel  £249.60
105700023 Hoop Parker 2356 E stainless steel  £356.64
105700191 Hoop Parker 2358 E stainless steel  £463.69
105700024 Hoop Parker 2360 E stainless steel  £569.95
105700025 Hoop Parker 2362 E stainless steel  £675.41
105700026 Hoop Parker 2154 galvanised  £99.34
105700188 Hoop Parker 2156 galvanised  £174.26
105700027 Hoop Parker 2158 galvanised  £136.99
105700028 Hoop Parker 2160 galvanised  £210.74
105700029 Hoop Parker 2162 galvanised  £247.21

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£67.78
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Hoop Parker 2000
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Model   

Model   

Model   

Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Item No.

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

Galvanised

Galvanised

  Two-sided parking, 90°

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

 Model 2056   

Optimierte Form:
Hinten enger für sicheren Stand.

Modell 2156 für beidseitige 
Radeinstellung.
Model 2156 for parking on 
both sides.

Optimised form: Narrows down
at rear to hold the bikes safely.

        700 1050 1400 1750 2100

2 3 4 5 6

          2052           2053           2054           2055           2056

        2252 E         2253 E        2254 E        2255 E         2256 E

          2154           2156           2158           2160          2162

         2354 E        2356 E        2358 E         2360 E        2362 E

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

       
       105700011       105700012        105700013        105700014        105700015

          
       105700026        105700027        105700188       105700028       105700029

          
       105700022       105700023        105700191        105700024       105700025

       
       105700017       105700018        105700019        105700020        105700021

4 6 8 10 12 

Length in mm

No. of spaces

700 1050 1400           1750 2100        

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

5
0
0

 m
m

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, 
verzinkt (2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

550

4
1
5
 

3
2
5
 

390

710

4
1

5

3
2

5
 

390

Space betw
een w

heels 

 390 m
m 

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

 Model 2156    
Length  2100 m

m ho
D

en

 55
istance betwe

ops for bicycles 

up to
 mm tyre wi

of
dth

Length  1170 m
m ho

D

en

 55
istance betwe

ops for bicycles 

up to
 mm tyre wi

of
dth
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Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Modell
Model

Modell
Model

Modell
Model

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised an colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised an colour coated

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth

90°

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fahrrä
der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een hoops for

bicy
cle

s of up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Lä
nge

2100 mm
Le

ngth
Modell 2056
Model 2056

Optimierte Form:
Hinten enger für sicheren Stand.

Modell 2156 für beidseitige
Radeinstellung.
Model 2156 for parking on
both sides.

Optimised form: Narrows down
at rear to hold the bikes safely.

700 1050 1400 1750 2100

2 3 4 5 6

2052 2053 2054 2055 2056

2252 E 2253 E 2254 E 2255 E 2256 E

2154 2156 2160 2162

2354 E 2356 E 2360 E 2362 E

Edelstahl
Stainless steel

Edelstahl
Stainless steel

105700011 105700012 105700013 105700014 105700015

105700051 105700052 105700053 105700054 105700055

105700026 105700027 105700028 105700029

105700056 105700057 105700058 105700059

105700022 105700023 105700024 105700025

105700017 105700018 105700019 105700020 105700021

4 6 10 12

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

700 1050 1750 2100

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking

5
0
0

m
m

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000003

Bodenmontage-Winkel,
verzinkt (2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000002

550

4
1
5

3
2
5

390

710

4
1
5

3
2
5

390

Radabsta
nd

390 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth

90°

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fahrrä
der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een hoops for

bicy
cle

s of up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Lä
nge

1170 mm
Le

ngthModell 2156
Model 2156

Floor mounting bracket, 
galvanised (set of 2).
Item no 105000002

Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)
Item no 105000003

Optimised design: Narrows 
down at rear to hold the bike 
safely.

Model 2156 for double-sided 
parking.
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BÜGELPARKER
2000 BF

44

Hoop Parker
2000 BF

Ergänzung der erfolgreichen Modellreihe 2000.
Raumkomfort für moderne Fahrräder mit breitem
Lenker.

Radabstand 390 mm.

�

�

�

Platzsparendes Parken der Fahrräder durch
abwechselnde Tief-/Hocheinstellung,

Sonstige Details siehe Seite 42/43.

Kompatibel mit Modellreihe 2000.

Supplements the successful 2000 series.

Adequate space for modern bikes with wide

handlebars.

space between wheels

390 mm.

�

�

�

Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating

low and high hoop positions,

Further details see page 42/43.

Compatible to model series 2000.

...in
cre

ase
s...

tel +49(0) 22 91 / 86 201 · fax +49(0) 22 91 / 86 92 01

Supplements the successful 2000 series.
Adequate space for modern bikes with wide 
handlebars. 
› Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating
 low and high hoop positions, space between  
 bicycle centres 390 mm.
› Further details see pages 38/39.
› Compatible with model series 2000.

Model 2056 BF

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105000002 Floor mounting bracket (set of 2) galvanised  £5.17
105000003 Ground tie-bolts (set of 2) galvanised  £16.34
105700060 Hoop Parker 2052 BF galvanised  £71.03
105700061 Hoop Parker 2053 BF galvanised  £86.81
105700062 Hoop Parker 2054 BF galvanised  £108.46
105700063 Hoop Parker 2055 BF galvanised  £128.28
105700064 Hoop Parker 2056 BF galvanised  £149.69
105700068 Hoop Parker 2154 BF galvanised  £108.46
105700190 Hoop Parker 2156 BF galvanised  £190.92
105700069 Hoop Parker 2158 BF galvanised  £149.69
105700070 Hoop Parker 2160 BF galvanised  £233.74
105700071 Hoop Parker 2162 BF galvanised  £274.18

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£71.03
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Hoop Parker 2000 BF
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BÜGELPARKER
2000 BF

44

Hoop Parker
2000 BF

Ergänzung der erfolgreichen Modellreihe 2000.
Raumkomfort für moderne Fahrräder mit breitem
Lenker.

Radabstand 390 mm.

�

�

�

Platzsparendes Parken der Fahrräder durch
abwechselnde Tief-/Hocheinstellung,

Sonstige Details siehe Seite 42/43.

Kompatibel mit Modellreihe 2000.

Supplements the successful 2000 series.

Adequate space for modern bikes with wide

handlebars.

space between wheels

390 mm.

�

�

�

Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating

low and high hoop positions,

Further details see page 42/43.

Compatible to model series 2000.

...in
cre

ase
s...

tel +49(0) 22 91 / 86 201 · fax +49(0) 22 91 / 86 92 01 www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

Space betw
een w

heels 

 390 m
m 

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

45

...immer breiter...
Wider and wider...

Model   

Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

Galvanised

Galvanised

  Two-sided parking, 90°

 Model 2056 BF  Model 2156 BF 

        780 1170 1560 1950 2340

780 1170 1560 1950           2340        

2 3 4 5 6

       2052 BF      2053 BF      2054 BF      2055 BF      2056 BF

       2154 BF      2156 BF      2158 BF      2160 BF      2162 BF

       
       105700060       105700061        105700062        105700063        105700064         

       
       105700060       105700061        105700062        105700063        105700064         

          
       105700068        105700069       105700190        105700070        105700071

4 6 8 10 12 

Length in mm

No. of spaces

710

4
1

5

3
2

5
 

390

550

4
1
5
 

3
2
5
 

390

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

5
0
0

 m
m

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Space betw
een w

heels 

 390 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Length  2340 mm ho
D

en

po
istance betwe

m tyr

up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth

Length  1170 mm ho
D

en

po
istance betwe

m tyr

up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu

Radabsta
nd

390 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth

90°

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fahrrä
der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een hoops for

bicy
cle

s of up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Lä
nge

1170 mm
Le

ngth

45

Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

 Wider and wider...

Modell
Model

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

Modell 2056 BF
Model 2056 BF

Modell 2156 BF
Model 2156 BF

780 1170 1560 1950 2340

780 1170 1950 2340

2 3 4 5 6

2052 BF 2053 BF 2054 BF 2055 BF 2056 BF

2154 BF 2156 BF 2160 BF 2162 BF

105700060 105700061 105700062 105700063 105700064105700060 105700061 105700062 105700063 105700064

105700068 105700069 105700070 105700071

4 6 10 12

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

710

4
1
5

3
2
5

390

550

4
1
5

3
2
5

390

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking

5
0
0

m
m

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000003

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)
Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000002

Auslieferung in 72 Std.
Shipment within 72 hrs.

Radabsta
nd

390 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth

90°

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fahrrä
der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een hoops for

bicy
cle

s of up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Lä
nge

2340 mm
Le

ngth

Floor mounting bracket, 
galvanised (set of 2).
Item no 105000002

Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)
Item no 105000003
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Optimised safe parking for your bicycle.
No risk for tyres and wheel rims.

› Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating 
 low and high hoop positions, space between 
 wheels 350 mm (BR: 390 mm).
› Robust steel construction with stable bolted    
 tubular hoops.
› Corrosion-proof thanks to galvanising.
› Ready-made for row connection and ground 
 anchoring.
› For single or double-sided parking.

› Parking space depth approx. 1850 mm, in the 
 double sided version approx. 3200 mm.
› Also suitable for mountain bikes. Hoop spacing 
 for bicycles with tyre widths of up to 55 mm.
› Delivery incl. bolts and assembly instructions.
› Supplied dismantled in boxes.
› Packaging is recyclable.

Model 4000 BR
› The “wide one“ - the solution for bicycles with   
 wide tyres, such as fat bikes and mountain bikes.
› Hoop spacing for bicycles with tyre widths 
 up to 64 mm. 
› Also designed for 29” wheels.

Model 4056

Model 4056 BR

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105000002 Floor mounting bracket (set of 2) galvanised  £5.17
105000003 Ground tie-bolts (set of 2) galvanised  £16.34
105800002 Stand Parker 4052 galvanised  £79.34
105800003 Stand Parker 4053 galvanised  £98.46
105800004 Stand Parker 4054 galvanised  £124.31
105800005 Stand Parker 4055 galvanised  £149.69
105800006 Stand Parker 4056 galvanised  £174.26
105800017 Stand Parker 4154 galvanised  £124.31
105800018 Stand Parker 4156 galvanised  £174.26
105800019 Stand Parker 4158 galvanised  £223.43
105800020 Stand Parker 4160 galvanised  £273.38
105800021 Stand Parker 4162 galvanised  £322.55
105800001 Stand Parker 4052 BR galvanised  £103.45
105800022 Stand Parker 4053 BR galvanised  £131.45
105800083 Stand Parker 4054 BR galvanised  £166.33
105800084 Stand Parker 4055 BR galvanised  £214.70

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£79.34
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Stand Parker 4000 and 4000 BR
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Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Modell
Model

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

Modell 4056
Model 4056

700 1050 1400 1750 2100

2 3 4 5 6

105800002 105800003 105800004 105800005 105800006

105800012 105800013 105800014 105800015 105800016

105800017 105800018 105800019 105800020 105800021

105800007 105800008 105800009 105800010 105800011

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Optimierte Standsicherheit:
Extrem hohe Bügelform.

Maximum safety –
specially high shaped hoops.

4154 4156 4158 4160 4162

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

4052 4053 4054 4055 4056

700 1050 1400 1750 2100

4 6 8 10 12

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking
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390

6
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390

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000003

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)
Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000002

Auslieferung in 72 Std.
Shipment within 72 hrs.

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth

Lä
nge

2100 mm
Le

ngth

90°

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fahrrä
der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een hoops for

bicy
cle

s of up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth

90°

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fahrrä
der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een hoops for

bicy
cle

s of up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Lä
nge

1050 mm
Le

ngthModell 4156
Model 4156

56_4000_SR_01
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Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

700 1050 1400 1750

2 3 4 5

105800092 105800093 105800094 105800095

105800096 105800097 105800098 105800099

4052 SR 4053 SR 4054 SR 4055 SR

4000 SR passend für Rennrad-
reifen bis 28 mm.

Modell 4053 SR
Model 4053 SR

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

1050 mm
Le

ngth

90°

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fahrrä
der

bis 28 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een hoops for

bicy
cle

s of up to
28 mm

tyr
e width

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking

4000 SR suitable for road bike
tyres widths up to 28 mm.

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

4000 BR passend für Reifen-
breiten bis satte 64 mm.

4000 BR suitable for tire widths
up to 64 mm.

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

780 1170 1560 1950

2 3 4 5

105800001 105800022 105800083 105800084

105800023 105800024 105800025 105800026

4052 BR 4053 BR 4054 BR 4055 BR

Modell 4053 BR
Model 4053 BR

Radabsta
nd

390 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth
Lä

nge

1170 mm
Le

ngth

90°

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fahrrä
der

bis 64 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een hoops for

bicy
cle

s of up to
64 mm

tyr
e width

6
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08
2
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2
2
5 4

2
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390

6
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2
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5 4

2
5

390

Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000002

Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

5
0
0

m
m

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000003
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Model   

Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

Galvanised

Galvanised

  Two-sided parking, 90°

 Model 4056  

        700 1050 1400 1750 2100

2 3 4 5 6

       
       105800002       105800003        105800004        105800005        105800006  

       
       105800017       105800018        105800019        105800020        105800021  

Length in mm

No. of spaces

Optimierte Standsicherheit: 
Extrem hohe Bügelform.
Maximum safety – 
specially high shaped hoops.

4154           4156 4158           4160           4162

          4052           4053 4054           4055           4056         

        700 1050 1400 1750 2100

4 6 8 10 12

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking
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390

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

 Model 4156    

Length  2100 m
m ho

D

en

po
istance betwe

m tyr

up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth

Length  1050 mm
ho
D

en

po
istance betwe

m tyr

up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth
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Model   

Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

Galvanised

Galvanised

  Two-sided parking, 90°

 Model 4056  

        700 1050 1400 1750 2100

2 3 4 5 6

       
       105800002       105800003        105800004        105800005        105800006  

       
       105800017       105800018        105800019        105800020        105800021  

Length in mm

No. of spaces

Optimierte Standsicherheit: 
Extrem hohe Bügelform.
Maximum safety – 
specially high shaped hoops.

4154           4156 4158           4160           4162

          4052           4053 4054           4055           4056         

        700 1050 1400 1750 2100

4 6 8 10 12

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking
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390

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

 Model 4156    

Length  2100 m
m ho

D

en

po
istance betwe

m tyr

up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth

Length  1050 mm
ho
D

en

po
istance betwe
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up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth

56_4000_SR_01
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4000 SR passend für Rennrad-
reifen bis 28 mm.

 Model 4053 SR

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

4000 SR suitable for road bike 
tyres widths up to 28 mm.

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

4000 BR passend für Reifen-
breiten bis satte 64 mm.
4000 BR suitable for tire widths 
up to 64 mm.

Model   

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

        780 1170 1560 1950

2 3 4 5

   
           105800001 105800022 105800083 105800084 

          4052 BR           4053 BR           4054 BR          4055 BR

 Model 4053 BR

Space betw
een w

heels 

 390 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

6
2
08
2
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2
2
5 4

2
5

390

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Auslieferung in 24 Std. 
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Galvanised

5
0
0

 m
m

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Length  1170 mm
ho
D

en

po
istance betwe

m tyr

up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth

Length  1050 mm
ho
D

en

po
istance betwe

m tyr

up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth

56_4000_SR_01
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4000 SR passend für Rennrad-
reifen bis 28 mm.

 Model 4053 SR

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

4000 SR suitable for road bike 
tyres widths up to 28 mm.

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

4000 BR passend für Reifen-
breiten bis satte 64 mm.
4000 BR suitable for tire widths 
up to 64 mm.

Model   

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

        780 1170 1560 1950

2 3 4 5

   
           105800001 105800022 105800083 105800084 

          4052 BR           4053 BR           4054 BR          4055 BR

 Model 4053 BR

Space betw
een w

heels 

 390 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

6
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08
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2
2

5 4
2

5

390

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Auslieferung in 24 Std. 
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Galvanised

5
0
0
 m

m

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Length  1170 mm
ho
D

en

po
istance betwe

m tyr

up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth

Length  1050 mm
ho
D

en

po
istance betwe

m tyr

up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth
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Model   

Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

Galvanised

Galvanised

  Two-sided parking, 90°

 Model 4056  

        700 1050 1400 1750 2100

2 3 4 5 6

       
       105800002       105800003        105800004        105800005        105800006  

       
       105800017       105800018        105800019        105800020        105800021  

Length in mm

No. of spaces

Optimierte Standsicherheit: 
Extrem hohe Bügelform.
Maximum safety – 
specially high shaped hoops.

4154           4156 4158           4160           4162

          4052           4053 4054           4055           4056         

        700 1050 1400 1750 2100

4 6 8 10 12

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking
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390

Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

 Model 4156    

Length  2100 m
m ho

D

en

po
istance betwe

m tyr

up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth

Length  1050 mm
ho
D

en

po
istance betwe

m tyr

up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth
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Model   

Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

Galvanised

Galvanised

  Two-sided parking, 90°

 Model 4056  

        700 1050 1400 1750 2100

2 3 4 5 6

       
       105800002       105800003        105800004        105800005        105800006  

       
       105800017       105800018        105800019        105800020        105800021  

Length in mm

No. of spaces

Optimierte Standsicherheit: 
Extrem hohe Bügelform.
Maximum safety – 
specially high shaped hoops.

4154           4156 4158           4160           4162

          4052           4053 4054           4055           4056         

        700 1050 1400 1750 2100

4 6 8 10 12
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Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

 Model 4156    

Length  2100 m
m ho

D

en

po
istance betwe

m tyr

up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth

Length  1050 mm
ho
D

en

po
istance betwe

m tyr

up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth

Model 4053 BRModel 4156Model 4056

Optional galvanised floor-
mounting bracket (set of 2).
Item no. 105000002

Optional ground tie-bolts, 
galvanised (set of 2).
Item no. 105000003

Maximum safety –
specially high shaped hoops.

4000 BR suitable for tyre 
widths up to 64 mm.
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BOGENPARKER
5000

50

Bow-Frame Parker
5000

Der schwungvoll schöne Fahrradständer.

Modellreihe 5000

Modellreihe 5200 E

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Platzsparende Radeinstellung der Fahrräder durch ab-
wechselnde Tief-/Hocheinstellung, Radabstand 350 mm.

Verschraubbare, bogenförmigen Bügel aus Rundrohr.

Vorbereitet zur Reihenverbindung und
Bodenbefestigung.

Wahlweise für ein- oder zweiseitige Radeinstellung,
Radabstand 350 mm.

Stellraumtiefe bei einseitiger Radeinstellung
ca.1850 mm,
bei zweiseitiger Radeinstellung ca. 3200 mm.

Auch für Mountain-Bikes geeignet. Bügelabstand für
Fahrräder mit Reifenbreiten bis 55 mm.

Schrauben und Montagematerial beiliegend.

Zerlegt im Karton.
Schneller, preiswerter Versand per Paketdienst.

Versand in recycelbarer Verpackung.

Stabile Stahlkonstruktion.

Korrosionsgeschützt durch Verzinkung.

Edelstahl – Exklusivität und Eleganz.

Stabile Edelstahlkonstruktion.

Edelstahl ist rostfrei und wertbeständig.

Elegantly swung in form – high functionality.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating
low and high hoop positions, space between wheels
350 mm.

Bolted bow-shaped tubular hoops.

Multiple parkers can be connected and anchored to the
ground.

For one or two-sided parking. Wheel distance 350 mm.

Parking space depth approx.1850 mm,
in the two-sided version approx. 3200 mm.

Also suitable for mountain bikes.
Hoop spacing for bicycles with tyre widths of
up to 55 mm.

Delivery incl. fixings and assembly instructions.

Supplied dismantled in boxes.

Packaging recyclable.

Robust steel construction.

Corrosion-proof thanks to galvanising.

Stainless steel – attractive design.

Robust stainless steel construction.

Stainless steel is rust-proof and retains its appearance
over years.

Model Series 5000

Model Series 5200 E
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Elegant and high functionality.
› Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating 
 low and high hoop positions, space between 
 bicycle centres 350 mm.
› Bolted bow-shaped tubular hoops.
› Ready-made for row connection and ground 
 anchoring.
› For single or double-sided parking. 
 Bike spacing 350 mm.
› Parking space depth approx. 1850 mm, in the 
 double-sided version approx. 3200 mm.
› Also suitable for mountain bikes. Hoop spacing 
 for bicycles with tyre widths of up to 55 mm.
› Delivery incl. bolts and assembly instructions.
› Supplied dismantled in boxes.
› Packaging is recyclable.

Model Series 5000
› Robust steel construction.
› Corrosion-proof thanks to galvanising.

Model Series 5000 E
› Stainless steel – attractive design.
› Robust stainless steel construction.

› Stainless steel is rust-proof and retains its 
 appearance over many years.

Model 5056

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105000002 Floor mounting bracket (set of 2) galvanised  £5.17
105000003 Ground tie-bolts (set of 2) galvanised  £39.14
105800027 Bow-Frame Parker 5052 galvanised  £67.78
105800028 Bow-Frame Parker 5053 galvanised  £80.22
105800029 Bow-Frame Parker 5054 galvanised  £99.34
105800030 Bow-Frame Parker 5055 galvanised  £117.96
105800031 Bow-Frame Parker 5056 galvanised  £136.99
105800042 Bow-Frame Parker 5154 galvanised  £99.34
105800043 Bow-Frame Parker 5156 galvanised  £136.99
105800044 Bow-Frame Parker 5158 galvanised  £174.26
105800045 Bow-Frame Parker 5160 galvanised  £210.74
105800046 Bow-Frame Parker 5162 galvanised  £247.21
105800047 Bow-Frame Parker 5252 E stainless steel  £155.23
105800048 Bow-Frame Parker 5253 E stainless steel  £192.50
105800049 Bow-Frame Parker 5254 E stainless steel  £249.60
105800050 Bow-Frame Parker 5255 E stainless steel  £304.31
105800051 Bow-Frame Parker 5256 E stainless steel  £356.64
105800052 Bow-Frame Parker 5354 E stainless steel  £249.60
105800053 Bow-Frame Parker 5356 E stainless steel  £356.64
105800054 Bow-Frame Parker 5358 E stainless steel  £462.11
105800055 Bow-Frame Parker 5360 E stainless steel  £569.95
105800056 Bow-Frame Parker 5362 E stainless steel  £675.41

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£67.78
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Bow-Frame Parker 5000
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BOGENPARKER
5000

50

Bow-Frame Parker
5000

Der schwungvoll schöne Fahrradständer.

Modellreihe 5000

Modellreihe 5200 E

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Platzsparende Radeinstellung der Fahrräder durch ab-
wechselnde Tief-/Hocheinstellung, Radabstand 350 mm.

Verschraubbare, bogenförmigen Bügel aus Rundrohr.

Vorbereitet zur Reihenverbindung und
Bodenbefestigung.

Wahlweise für ein- oder zweiseitige Radeinstellung,
Radabstand 350 mm.

Stellraumtiefe bei einseitiger Radeinstellung
ca.1850 mm,
bei zweiseitiger Radeinstellung ca. 3200 mm.

Auch für Mountain-Bikes geeignet. Bügelabstand für
Fahrräder mit Reifenbreiten bis 55 mm.

Schrauben und Montagematerial beiliegend.

Zerlegt im Karton.
Schneller, preiswerter Versand per Paketdienst.

Versand in recycelbarer Verpackung.

Stabile Stahlkonstruktion.

Korrosionsgeschützt durch Verzinkung.

Edelstahl – Exklusivität und Eleganz.

Stabile Edelstahlkonstruktion.

Edelstahl ist rostfrei und wertbeständig.

Elegantly swung in form – high functionality.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating
low and high hoop positions, space between wheels
350 mm.

Bolted bow-shaped tubular hoops.

Multiple parkers can be connected and anchored to the
ground.

For one or two-sided parking. Wheel distance 350 mm.

Parking space depth approx.1850 mm,
in the two-sided version approx. 3200 mm.

Also suitable for mountain bikes.
Hoop spacing for bicycles with tyre widths of
up to 55 mm.

Delivery incl. fixings and assembly instructions.

Supplied dismantled in boxes.

Packaging recyclable.

Robust steel construction.

Corrosion-proof thanks to galvanising.

Stainless steel – attractive design.

Robust stainless steel construction.

Stainless steel is rust-proof and retains its appearance
over years.

Model Series 5000

Model Series 5200 E
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Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

Galvanised

Galvanised

2 3 4 5 6

 Model 5056 

Attraktiver Rundbogen:
Einfach nur schön.
Beautiful in its simplicity:
The basic hoop form.

Edelstahl – der Anspruch des 
Besonderen, Modellreihe 5200 E.

Stainless steel – for those who 
want something special, 
model series 5200 E.

 700 1050 1400 1750 2100        

5052           5053           5054           5055           5056         

       105800027       105800028        105800029        105800030        105800031             

       105800052       105800053        105800054        105800055        105800056             

       105800042        105800043       105800044        105800045        105800046             

       105800047       105800048        105800049        105800050        105800051             

           5252 E        5253 E        5254 E        5255 E        5256 E

Stainless steel

Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces 4 6 8 10 12

 700 1050 1400 1750 2100        

5154           5156           5158           5160           5162         

           5354 E        5356 E        5358 E        5360 E        5362 E

Stainless steel

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

90°

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 
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Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised 
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000003    

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt 
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron, 
galvanised (set of 2)

Art.-Nr.  Item No. 105000002    
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  Two-sided parking, 90°

 Model 5156    

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°

Length  2100 m
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istance betwe
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up to 55 mops for bicycle
e wi

of
dth

Length  1050 mm
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of
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Model   

Model   
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Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

2 3 4 5 6

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Modell 5056
Model 5056

Attraktiver Rundbogen:
Einfach nur schön.

Beautiful in its simplicity:
The basic hoop form.

Edelstahl – der Anspruch des
Besonderen, Modellreihe 5200 E.

Stainless steel – for those who
want something special,
model series 5200 E.

700 1050 1400 1750 2100

5052 5053 5054 5055 5056

105800027 105800028 105800029 105800030 105800031105800027 105800028 105800029 105800030 105800031105800027 105800028 105800029 105800030 105800031

105800052 105800053 105800054 105800055 105800056

105800037 105800038 105800039 105800040 105800041

105800042 105800043 105800044 105800045 105800046

105800047 105800048 105800049 105800050 105800051

105800032 105800033 105800034 105800035 105800036

5252 E 5253 E 5254 E 5255 E 5256 E

Edelstahl
Stainless steel

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces 4 6 8 10 12

700 1050 1400 1750 2100

5154 5156 5158 5160 5162

5354 E 5356 E 5358 E 5360 E 5362 E

Edelstahl
Stainless steel

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth

Lä
nge

2100 mm
Le

ngth

90°

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fahrrä
der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite
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ance

betw
een hoops for

bicy
cle

s of up to
55 mm
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e width
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Bodenanker, verzinkt (2er-Set)
Ground tie-bolts, galvanised
(set of 2)

Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000003

Bodenmontage-Winkel, verzinkt
(2er-Set)
Floor mounting angle iron,
galvanised (set of 2)
Art.-Nr. Item No. 105000002
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Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

Auslieferung in 72 Std.
Shipment within 72 hrs.

Modell 5156
Model 5156

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fahrrä
der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een hoops for

bicy
cle

s of up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Lä
nge

1050 mm
Le

ngth

90°

Optional galvanised floor-
mounting bracket (set of 2).
Item No. 105000002

Optional ground tie-bolts, 
galvanised (set of 2).
Item No. 105000003

Stainless steel – for those who 
want something special, model 
series 5200 E.

Beautiful in its simplicity: 
The basic hoop form.
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MULTIPARKER
8000 + HARLEKIN

54

Multi Parker
8000 + HARLEKIN

Gewusst wie – besonders schonend
für Achsen, Speichen und Scheibenbremsen.
Für Kinderfahrräder auch in bunt.

Modell 8000

Modell Harlekin

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Platzsparendes Parken der Fahrräder durch
abwechselnde Tief-/Hocheinstellung,
Radabstand 350 mm.

Stabile Stahlkonstruktion, korrosionsgeschützt durch
Verzinkung.

Vorbereitet zur Reihenverbindung und
Bodenbefestigung.

Wahlweise für ein- oder zweiseitige Radeinstellung.

Stellraumtiefe bei einseitiger Radeinstellung
ca.1850 mm, bei zweiseitiger Radeinstellung
ca. 3200 mm.

Auch für Mountain-Bikes geeignet.
Bügelabstand für Fahrräder mit Reifenbreiten
bis 55 mm.

Schrauben und Montagematerial beiliegend.

Zerlegt im Karton.
Schneller, preiswerter Versand per Paketdienst.

Versand in recycelbarer Verpackung.

Verzinkt oder einfarbige Farbbeschichtung
RAL nach Wahl.

Vielfarbige Farbbeschichtung der Bügel und Grund-
rahmen in bis zu sechs Farben. Das Farbenspiel variiert.
(Farbvorgaben sind nicht möglich).

Safe parking for your bicycle.

Especially easy on axles, spokes and disc brakes.

Modell 8000

Modell Harlekin

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating
low and high hoop positions, space between wheels
350 mm.

Robust steel construction and corrosion proof thanks
to hot galvanising.

Multiple parkers can be connected and anchored to
the ground.

For one or two-sided parking.

Parking space depth approx 1850 mm,
in the two-sided version approx 3200 mm.

Also suitable for mountain bikes.
Hoop spacing for bicycles with tyre widths of up
to 55 mm.

Fixings and assembly instructions included.

Supplied dismantled in boxes. Rapid & economical
shipping through parcel post

Packaging recyclable.

Galvanised or coated in a single RAL colour or
your choice

Multicoloured coating of hoops and frame in up to six
different colours (No choice of colours available).

tel +49(0) 22 91 / 86 201 · fax +49(0) 22 91 / 86 92 01

Safe parking for your bicycle.
Especially easy on axles, spokes and disc brakes.
› Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating 
 low and high hoop positions, space between bicycle 
 centres 350 mm.
› Robust steel construction and corrosion proof   
 thanks to galvanising.
› Ready-made for row connection and ground 
 anchoring.
› For single or double-sided parking.
› Parking space depth approx. 1850 mm, in the 
 double-sided version approx. 3200 mm.
› Also suitable for mountain bikes. Hoop spacing 
 for bicycles with tyre widths of up to 55 mm.
› Bolts and assembly instructions included.
› Supplied dismantled in boxes. 
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

Model Harlekin
› Multicoloured coating of hoops and frame in 
 up to six different colours. (Colours are selected as   
 standard - choice of colours is not available).

Model 8056

ITEM NO. TYPE  PRICE

105900001 Multi Parker 8052 galvanised   £71.89
105900002 Multi Parker 8053 galvanised   £86.00
105900003 Multi Parker 8054 galvanised   £107.65
105900004 Multi Parker 8055 galvanised   £127.48
105900005 Multi Parker 8056 galvanised   £148.09
105900006 Multi Parker 8154 galvanised   £107.65
105900007 Multi Parker 8156 galvanised   £148.09
105900008 Multi Parker 8158 galvanised   £188.54
105900009 Multi Parker 8160 galvanised   £227.39
105900010 Multi Parker 8162 galvanised   £268.62
105200010 Multi Parker 8053 HARLEKIN multicolour coated  £131.45
105200011 Multi Parker 8056 HARLEKIN multicolour coated  £229.78

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£71.89
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Multi Parker 8000 + 8000 Harlekin
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MULTIPARKER
8000 + HARLEKIN

54

Multi Parker
8000 + HARLEKIN

Gewusst wie – besonders schonend
für Achsen, Speichen und Scheibenbremsen.
Für Kinderfahrräder auch in bunt.

Modell 8000

Modell Harlekin

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Platzsparendes Parken der Fahrräder durch
abwechselnde Tief-/Hocheinstellung,
Radabstand 350 mm.

Stabile Stahlkonstruktion, korrosionsgeschützt durch
Verzinkung.

Vorbereitet zur Reihenverbindung und
Bodenbefestigung.

Wahlweise für ein- oder zweiseitige Radeinstellung.

Stellraumtiefe bei einseitiger Radeinstellung
ca.1850 mm, bei zweiseitiger Radeinstellung
ca. 3200 mm.

Auch für Mountain-Bikes geeignet.
Bügelabstand für Fahrräder mit Reifenbreiten
bis 55 mm.

Schrauben und Montagematerial beiliegend.

Zerlegt im Karton.
Schneller, preiswerter Versand per Paketdienst.

Versand in recycelbarer Verpackung.

Verzinkt oder einfarbige Farbbeschichtung
RAL nach Wahl.

Vielfarbige Farbbeschichtung der Bügel und Grund-
rahmen in bis zu sechs Farben. Das Farbenspiel variiert.
(Farbvorgaben sind nicht möglich).

Safe parking for your bicycle.

Especially easy on axles, spokes and disc brakes.

Modell 8000

Modell Harlekin
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Space-saving bicycle parking thanks to alternating
low and high hoop positions, space between wheels
350 mm.

Robust steel construction and corrosion proof thanks
to hot galvanising.

Multiple parkers can be connected and anchored to
the ground.

For one or two-sided parking.

Parking space depth approx 1850 mm,
in the two-sided version approx 3200 mm.

Also suitable for mountain bikes.
Hoop spacing for bicycles with tyre widths of up
to 55 mm.

Fixings and assembly instructions included.

Supplied dismantled in boxes. Rapid & economical
shipping through parcel post

Packaging recyclable.

Galvanised or coated in a single RAL colour or
your choice

Multicoloured coating of hoops and frame in up to six
different colours (No choice of colours available).
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Model   

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

Galvanised

2 3 4 5 6

 700 1050 1400 1750 2100        

8052           8053           8054           8055           8056         

       105900001        105900002       105900003        105900004       105900005 

       105900006        105900007       105900008        105900009       105900010 

Model   

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  Two-sided parking, 90°

Galvanised

4 6 8 10 12

 700 1050 1400 1750 2100        

8154           8156           8158           8160           8162         

Scheibenbremsen? 
Unsere Antwort auf den 
technischen Fortschritt.
Disk brakes? We keep ahead of 
technical progress.

Auch rückwärts Einparken. 
Als Verkaufsständer im Handel.
You can park in backwards as well.
Very suitable for commercial 
advertising.

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

Model   

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

  One-sided parking, 90°

3 6

1050 2100        

 
Galvanised and colour coated

                    
105200010 105200011

 Model 8156  

 Model 8056  

 Model HARLEKIN 6  

8053 HARLEKIN 8056 HARLEKIN   

Standsicheres Einparken auch 
kleiner Räder. 

Even small wheels are held safely.
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Parking space depth 
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Parking space depth 
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Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Einseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
One-sided parking, 90°

Verzinkt
Galvanised

2 3 4 5 6

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Modell 8056
Model 8056

700 1050 1400 1750 2100

8052 8053 8054 8055 8056

105900001 105900002 105900003 105900004 105900005105900001 105900002 105900003 105900004 105900005

105900011 105900012 105900013 105900014 105900015

105900006 105900007 105900008 105900009 105900010

105900016 105900017 105900018 105900019 105900020

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

Verzinkt
Galvanised

4 6 8 10 12

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

700 1050 1400 1750 2100

8154 8156 8158 8160 8162

Scheibenbremsen?
Unsere Antwort auf den
technischen Fortschritt.
Disk brakes? We keep ahead of
technical progress.

Auch rückwärts Einparken.
Als Verkaufsständer im Handel.
You can park in backwards as well.
Very suitable for commercial
advertising.

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

3 6

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

1050 2100

105200010 105200011

Modell 8156
Model 8156

Modell HARLEKIN 6
Model HARLEKIN 6

HARLEKIN 3 HARLEKIN 6

Standsicheres Einparken auch
kleiner Räder.

Even small wheels are held safely.
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90°
Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth

Lä
nge

2100 mm
Le

ngth

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fahrrä
der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een hoops for

bicy
cle

s of up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Auslieferung in 72 Std.
Shipment within 72 hrs.

90°

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth Lä
nge

1050 mmLe
ngth

Radabsta
nd

350 mm

Space
betw

een wheels

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fahrrä
der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een hoops for

bicy
cle

s of up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

The colourful hoops and frame of 
the Harlekin models are especially 
loved by children.

Disc brakes? We foresee and 
respond to technical progress.

Reverse parking also possible 
e.g. as dealer´s sales and 
display stand.

Model 8056
and 
8056 HARLEKIN

ITEM NO. TYPE  PRICE

105900001 Multi Parker 8052 galvanised   £71.89
105900002 Multi Parker 8053 galvanised   £86.00
105900003 Multi Parker 8054 galvanised   £107.65
105900004 Multi Parker 8055 galvanised   £127.48
105900005 Multi Parker 8056 galvanised   £148.09
105900006 Multi Parker 8154 galvanised   £107.65
105900007 Multi Parker 8156 galvanised   £148.09
105900008 Multi Parker 8158 galvanised   £188.54
105900009 Multi Parker 8160 galvanised   £227.39
105900010 Multi Parker 8162 galvanised   £268.62
105200010 Multi Parker 8053 HARLEKIN multicolour coated  £131.45
105200011 Multi Parker 8056 HARLEKIN multicolour coated  £229.78

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT
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The elegant space-saving solution for a secure 
single parking place.
› Robust tubular steel construction.
› No risk of injury as the hoops are rounded on all   
 sides.
› Corrosion-proof and long-lasting thanks to 
 galvanising.
› Also suitable for mountain bikes.
 Hoop spacing for bicycles with tyre widths of 
 up to 55 mm.
› Recommended installation spacing where several
 parkers are installed in line: 650 mm.
› Available galvanised and RAL colour-coated 
 on request.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.
Model 3100
› Can be supplied with single or double-sided    
 parking.
› Can be supplied for direct fixing in concrete or 
 with base plates for bolting, diam. 150 mm.

Model 3490Model 3111

Model 3400
› Very robust tubular steel construction with broad
 solid steel mounting plate, 250 x 80 mm.
› For simple bolting to wall.

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105700030 Floor Parker 3110 galvanised  £51.12
105700031 Floor Parker 3120 galvanised  £76.90
105700033 Floor Parker 3111 galvanised  £53.58
105700034 Floor Parker 3121 galvanised  £83.47
105700036 Wall mounted Parker 3445 galvanised  £63.56
105700127 Wall mounted Parker 3490 galvanised  £63.56

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£51.12
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Floor Parker 3100 + Wall Mounted Parker 3400
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Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Stellraumtiefe in mm
Parking space depth in mm

1600 1850

105700036 105700127

105700046 105700048

3445 3490

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Einstellwinkel Setting angle

Einstellwinkel 45° links/rechts
lieferbar.

Setting angle 45° left/right available.

5
0
0

200

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fa
hrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Bügelabstand
für Fahrräder

bis 55 mm Reifenbreite

90°

45°

Empfohlener

Montageabsta
nd

Empfohlener
Montageabstand

Dist
ance

betw
een hoops for

bicy
cle

s of up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Distance between hoops for
bicycles of up to 55 mm

tyre width

Recom
m

ended

in
sta

lla
tio

n
dista

nce

650
m

m Recommended

installation distance

650 mm

Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth

Stellraumtiefe

1600 mm
Parking space depth

Modell 3490
Model 3490

45° links/rechts
45° left / right

90° gerade
90° straight

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Einstellplätze No. of spaces 1 1

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking

Modell 3445
Model 3445

45°

Distance between hoops for  
bicycles of up to 55 mm 

tyre width

Recommended
installation distance

650 mm

Parking space depth 
1600 mm

90°
Parking space depth 

1850 mm

inst

ce

Recommended

allation distan

650 mm

D
hoop

up to 55 mmi
ops for stance betwe

bic
 t
y

en
o

e width
f

yr
cle

Model 3490

Model 3445
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Lieferbar einseitig, zweiseitig 
oder dreiseitig befahrbar.

Can be supplied for one, two or 
three-sided parking.

Model   

Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Item No.

Item No.

No. of spaces

No. of spaces

1 2

1 2

For bolting

3110 3120

3111 3121          

Parking space depth approx. in mm

Parking space depth approx. in mm

             
105700030 105700031

             105700044 105700045 105700046 105700048

             105700033 105700034 105700036 105700127

Galvanised

Galvanised and colour coated
                     

105700040 105700041

For setting in concrete

5
3
0

160

5
3
0

160

390

5
3
0
 

390

5
3
0
 

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

Galvanised

Galvanised and colour coated
        

 1850 3700 1600 1850

Setting angle
45° left / right 90° straight

3445 3490

5
0

0

200

5
0

0

200
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Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Lieferbar einseitig, zweiseitig
oder dreiseitig befahrbar.

Can be supplied for one, two or
three-sided parking.

Modell
Model

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

1 2 3

1 2 3

Zum Aufdübeln For bolting

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

3110 3120 3130

3111 3121 3131

1850 3700 3000

1850 3700 3000

Stellraumtiefe ca. in mm
Parking space depth approx. in mm

Stellraumtiefe ca. in mm
Parking space depth approx. in mm

105700030 105700031 105700032105700030 105700031 105700032

105700044 105700045 105700047

105700033 105700034 105700035

105700040 105700041 105700043

Zum Einbetonieren For setting in concrete

5
3
0

160

5
3
0

160

390

5
3
0

390

5
3
0

5
3
0

280

5
3
0

280

Anlehnen+Einstellen Bike Rest+Parking

Stellraumtiefe3700 mm

Parking space depth

Stellraum-Ø3000 mm

Parking space diam.Stellraumtiefe1850 mm

Parking space depth

Empfohlener

Montageabsta
nd

Recom
m

ended

in
sta

lla
tio

n
dista

nce

650
m

m

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fa
hrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een hoops for

bicy
cle

s of up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Modell 3111
Model 3111

Modell 3121
Model 3121

Modell 3131
Model 3131

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Parking space depth 

1850 mm

D

en

p
hoo

bic
m tyi

up to 55 mops for stance betwe
yc

of

r
le
e width

Recommended

installation distance

650 mm

Parking space depth 

3700 mm

Model 3100:
Can be supplied 
for single or 
double-sided 
parking.

Model 3400:
45° left/right parking angle.

Model 3111 Model 3121

Recommended mounting height plate underside to floor surface: 350 mm
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Lieferbar einseitig, zweiseitig 
oder dreiseitig befahrbar.

Can be supplied for one, two or 
three-sided parking.

Model   

Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Item No.

Item No.

No. of spaces

No. of spaces

1 2

1 2

For bolting

3110 3120

3111 3121          

Parking space depth approx. in mm

Parking space depth approx. in mm

             
105700030 105700031

             105700044 105700045 105700046 105700048

             105700033 105700034 105700036 105700127

Galvanised

Galvanised and colour coated
                     

105700040 105700041

For setting in concrete

5
3
0

160

5
3
0

160

390

5
3
0
 

390

5
3
0
 

Anlehnen+Einstellen  Bike Rest+Parking

Galvanised

Galvanised and colour coated
        

 1850 3700 1600 1850

Setting angle
45° left / right 90° straight

3445 3490

5
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0

200

5
0

0

200
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Auslieferung in 24 Std. 
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Lieferbar einseitig, zweiseitig 
oder dreiseitig befahrbar.

Can be supplied for one, two or 
three-sided parking.

Modell
Model   

Modell
Model   

Art.-Nr.
Item No.
             

Art.-Nr.
Item No.
             

Art.-Nr.
Item No.
             

Art.-Nr.
Item No.
             

Einstellplätze  No. of spaces

Einstellplätze  No. of spaces

            1                           2                                                                         

            1                           2                                                                  

Zum Aufdübeln   For bolting

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

                 3110                    3120                                         

                 3111                    3121          

Stellraumtiefe ca. in mm
Parking space depth approx. in mm

Stellraumtiefe ca. in mm
Parking space depth approx. in mm

                                                           105700030                   105700031                                                  

                                                           105700044                   105700045                                    105700046                  105700048

                                                           105700033                   105700034                                                                                           105700036                  105700127                                                                   

                                                           105700040                   105700041                                                

Zum Einbetonieren   For setting in concrete
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0

160
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390
5
3
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390

5
3
0
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Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

 1850                     3700                    1600                    1850

Einstellwinkel  Setting angle 45° links/rechts
45° left / right

90° gerade
90° straight

3445                  3490

5
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5
0

0

200
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Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND

Floor Parker 3100 + Wall Mounted Parker 3400
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The space-saving solution – threefold variability.
› As double-decker parking facility, bicycles are held
 safely by the frame.
› Easily assembled without drilling or bolting –    
 gripped between ceiling and floor.
› Load-bearing telescopic aluminium column,
 silver anodised.
› Large adjusting screw at base.
› Adjustable for heights between 2050 and 2600 mm.
› Continuously adjustable brackets with plastic coated
 hooks in RAL 3000 flame red.
› Maximum load 25 kg per bicycle.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

Model SPACER

20
50

 -
 2

60
0 

m
m

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105500031 Bicycle Holder SPACER RAL 3000  £130.66

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

£130.66
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Bicycle Holder Spacer
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Model   

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

 2050 - 2600

          2

 Model SPACER 

Einstellbarer Neigungswinkel 
auch für Damen-Fahrräder.

Inclination adjustable for ladies’ 
bicycles as well.

200
105500031

  SPACER

Telescopic aluminium column, 
brackets colour coated
RAL 3000 flame red

 Modell SPACER  
 Model SPACER

Hängen   Bike Hanging

Parking space
depth700mm

200
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Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

2050-2600

2

Modell SPACER
Model SPACER

Einstellbarer Neigungswinkel
auch für Damen-Fahrräder.

Inclination adjustable for ladies’
bicycles as well.

200
105500031

SPACER

Teleskop-Schiene aus Aluminium,
Halter farbbeschichtet
RAL 3000 feuerrot
Telescopic aluminium column,
brackets colour coated
RAL 3000 flame red

Modell SPACER

Model SPACER

Stellraumtiefe700 mm

Parking space
depth

Hängen Bike Hanging

Secure space-saving storage 
as a double-decker bicycle 
parking column.

Adjustable inclination for 
ladies’ bicycles and sloping 
MTB frames.
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REIHEN-HÄNGEPARKER
3800

64

Serial Hanging Parker
3800

Minimaler Raumbedarf – maximaler Nutzen.
Raumsparendes Parksystem, das Platz und Ordnung
schafft.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Geeignet für Fahrräder aller Art mit allen Reifenbreiten.

Für einfache Dübelmontage an Decke oder Wand.

Hochbelastbare Stahlwinkelkonstruktion mit massiven
Aufhänge-Haken.

Mit Stahl-Ringöse als Diebstahlschutz.

Felgenschonende Kunststoffummantelung der
Aufhängehaken in Signalfarbe rot.

Wahlweise lieferbar mit Verzinkung oder
Farbbeschichtung.

Durch höhenversetzte Tief-/Hochaufhängung
Hakenabstand nur 350 mm.

Empfohlene Hakenhöhe ca. 2000 mm

Stellraumtiefe bei hängendem Fahrrad nur ca.1100 mm.

Zerlegt im Karton.
Schneller, preiswerter Versand per Paketdienst.

Montageanleitung beiliegend.

Versand in recycelbarer Verpackung.

Minimum space requirement – maximum use.
Space-saving parking system which creates
space and order.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Suitable for bicycles of all kinds and all tyre widths.

For easy mounting on ceilings or walls.

High load-bearing capacity sectional steel with solid
steel suspension hooks.

Steel ring for anti-theft protection.

Suspension hooks plastic coated in bright red for
rim protection.

Can be supplied either with galvanised or colour
coated finish.

Distance between hooks only 350 mm thanks to
height-adjusted low/high suspension.

Recommended hook height approx. 2000 mm.

Parking space depth of hanging bicycles
only approx.1100 mm.

Delivery dismantled in boxes.

Supplied with assembly instructions.

Packaging recyclable.

Model 3874 

tel +49(0) 22 91 / 86 201 · fax +49(0) 22 91 / 86 92 01

Minimum space requirement – maximum use.
Space-saving parking system which creates
space and order.
› Suitable for bicycles of all kinds and all tyre widths 
 up to 65 mm.
› For easy mounting on ceilings or walls.
› High load-bearing capacity sectional steel with solid
 steel suspension hooks.
› Steel eyelet for anti-theft protection.
› Suspension hooks plastic coated in bright red for
 rim protection.
› Available galvanised and RAL colour-coated 
 on request.
› Distance between hooks only 350 mm thanks to
 height-adjusted low/high suspension.
› Recommended hook height approx. 2000 mm.
› Parking space depth of hanging bicycles
 only approx. 1100 mm.

› Delivery dismantled in boxes.
› Supplied with assembly instructions.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105700037 Serial Hanging Parker 3802 galvanised  £60.24
105700038 Serial Hanging Parker 3803 galvanised  £77.69
105700039 Serial Hanging Parker 3804 galvanised  £88.46
105700080 Serial Hanging Parker 3806 galvanised  £108.46
105700081 Serial Hanging Parker 3808 galvanised  £136.99
105700085 Serial Hanging Parker 3872 galvanised  £79.34
105700086 Serial Hanging Parker 3873 galvanised  £97.67
105700087 Serial Hanging Parker 3874 galvanised  £108.46
105700088 Serial Hanging Parker 3876 galvanised  £140.96
105700089 Serial Hanging Parker 3878 galvanised  £172.68
318000162 Wall cross members galvanised  £35.78
318000163 Connecting element galvanised  £32.81

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£60.24
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Serial Hanging Parker 3800
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REIHEN-HÄNGEPARKER
3800

64

Serial Hanging Parker
3800

Minimaler Raumbedarf – maximaler Nutzen.
Raumsparendes Parksystem, das Platz und Ordnung
schafft.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Geeignet für Fahrräder aller Art mit allen Reifenbreiten.

Für einfache Dübelmontage an Decke oder Wand.

Hochbelastbare Stahlwinkelkonstruktion mit massiven
Aufhänge-Haken.

Mit Stahl-Ringöse als Diebstahlschutz.

Felgenschonende Kunststoffummantelung der
Aufhängehaken in Signalfarbe rot.

Wahlweise lieferbar mit Verzinkung oder
Farbbeschichtung.

Durch höhenversetzte Tief-/Hochaufhängung
Hakenabstand nur 350 mm.

Empfohlene Hakenhöhe ca. 2000 mm

Stellraumtiefe bei hängendem Fahrrad nur ca.1100 mm.

Zerlegt im Karton.
Schneller, preiswerter Versand per Paketdienst.

Montageanleitung beiliegend.

Versand in recycelbarer Verpackung.

Minimum space requirement – maximum use.
Space-saving parking system which creates
space and order.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Suitable for bicycles of all kinds and all tyre widths.

For easy mounting on ceilings or walls.

High load-bearing capacity sectional steel with solid
steel suspension hooks.

Steel ring for anti-theft protection.

Suspension hooks plastic coated in bright red for
rim protection.

Can be supplied either with galvanised or colour
coated finish.

Distance between hooks only 350 mm thanks to
height-adjusted low/high suspension.

Recommended hook height approx. 2000 mm.

Parking space depth of hanging bicycles
only approx.1100 mm.

Delivery dismantled in boxes.

Supplied with assembly instructions.

Packaging recyclable.

Model 3874 

tel +49(0) 22 91 / 86 201 · fax +49(0) 22 91 / 86 92 01
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Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces 2 3 4 6 8

 Model 3874 

 500 850 1200 1900 2600        

3802           3803           3804           3806           3808         

Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

3872           3873           3874           3876           3878         

Felgenschonende Kunststoff-
ummantelung, Stahlringöse 
als Diebstahlschutz.
Plastic coating protects rims,
Steel ring for anti-theft protection.

Parking space depth

1100 mm 

Art.-Nr.  Item No.318000163    

Art.-Nr.  Item No.105000009   

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Farbbeschichtet
Colour coated 

Verbindungselement  
für nachträgliche Montage 
in Reihe, 200 mm lang

Ceiling mounting

Wall mounting

Colour coated

Colour coated

Galvanised

Galvanised

105700049       105700050        105700082       105700083        105700084         

105700085       105700086        105700087       105700088        105700089         

105700037       105700038        105700039       105700080        105700081         

105700090       105700091        105700092       105700093        105700094         

2
0
0

3
5
0

2
0
0

3
5
0

350 

2 3 4 6 8

 500 850 1200 1900 2600        

Hängen   Bike Hanging

Connector for subsequent 
assembly in series, 
200 mm long

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 

Recommended hook height

ca./approx. 2000 mm
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Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces 2 3 4 6 8

Modell 3874
Model 3874

500 850 1200 1900 2600

3802 3803 3804 3806 3808

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Länge in mm Length in mm

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

3872 3873 3874 3876 3878

Felgenschonende Kunststoff-
ummantelung, Stahlringöse
als Diebstahlschutz.
Plastic coating protects rims,
Steel ring for anti-theft protection.

Radabsta
nd

Space
betw

een wheels

350 mm

Stellraumtiefe

Parking space depth

1100 mm

Empfohlene Hakenhöhe

Reco
mmended hook height

ca
./a

pprox.
2000 mm

Art.-Nr. Item No.318000163

Art.-Nr. Item No.105000009

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Farbbeschichtet
Colour coated

Verbindungselement
für nachträgliche Montage
in Reihe, 200 mm lang

Deckenmontage Ceiling mounting

Wandmontage Wall mounting

Farbbeschichtet
Colour coated

Farbbeschichtet
Colour coated

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt
Galvanised

105700049 105700050 105700082 105700083 105700084

105700085 105700086 105700087 105700088 105700089

105700037 105700038 105700039 105700080 105700081

105700090 105700091 105700092 105700093 105700094

2
0
0

3
5
0

2
0
0

3
5
0

350

2 3 4 6 8

500 850 1200 1900 2600

Hängen Bike Hanging

Connector for subsequent
assembly in series,
200 mm long

Rim-protecting plastic coating, 
steel eyelet for anti-theft 
protection.





Connecting element Galvanised
Connector for subsequent 
assembly in series, 
200 mm long

Wall cross member Galvanised

Item No.318000163

 

Item No.318000162
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Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND
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Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces 2 3 4 6 8

 Model 3874 

 500 850 1200 1900 2600        

3802           3803           3804           3806           3808         

Model   

Item No.

Item No.

Length in mm

No. of spaces

3872           3873           3874           3876           3878         

Felgenschonende Kunststoff-
ummantelung, Stahlringöse 
als Diebstahlschutz.
Plastic coating protects rims,
Steel ring for anti-theft protection.

Parking space depth

1100 mm 

Art.-Nr.  Item No.318000163    

Art.-Nr.  Item No.105000009   

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Farbbeschichtet
Colour coated 

Verbindungselement  
für nachträgliche Montage 
in Reihe, 200 mm lang

Ceiling mounting

Wall mounting

Colour coated

Colour coated

Galvanised

Galvanised

105700049       105700050        105700082       105700083        105700084         

105700085       105700086        105700087       105700088        105700089         

105700037       105700038        105700039       105700080        105700081         

105700090       105700091        105700092       105700093        105700094         

2
0
0

3
5
0

2
0
0

3
5
0

350 

2 3 4 6 8

 500 850 1200 1900 2600        

Hängen   Bike Hanging

Connector for subsequent 
assembly in series, 
200 mm long

Space betw
een w

heels 

 350 m
m 

Recommended hook height

ca./approx. 2000 mm
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...and you park in the third dimension.
The space-saving solution for confined parking 
spaces, cellars or public bicycle compounds.
› For easy mounting on walls.
› Very robust tubular steel construction with solid, 
 large-format attachment plate.
› Corrosion-proof and long-lasting thanks to 
 galvanising.
› Suitable for bicycles of all kinds and all tyre widths.
› Protection from wheel rim damage through plastic 
 coated hook.
› Recommended hook height approx. 2000 mm.
› Recommended installation spacing where several 
 parkers are installed in line: 650 mm.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.
› Available galvanised and RAL colour-coated in your 
 colour choice on request.

Model 3990

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105700095 Hanging Parker 3970 galvanised  £67.78
105700096 Hanging Parker 3971 galvanised  £67.78
105700097 Hanging Parker 3990 galvanised  £67.78

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

£67.78
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Hanging Parker 3900
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Model   

Item No.

No. of spaces 1 1 1

Model 3990 

Galvanised

Parking space depth in mm

Setting angle

 900  900  1100

              
105700095 105700096 105700097

  3970 3971 3990   

70° left 70° right 90° straight

Schutz vor Beschädigung durch
Kunststoffummantelung.

In drei Versionen erhältlich.
Available in three variations.

Plastic coating prevents damage.

90°
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Parking space depth 

1100 mm

6
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400 

Hängen   Bike Hanging

Mehr als 180 RAL-Farben 
möglich.
Over 180 RAL colours possible. 

Recommended installation 

distance 650 mm

Plastic coating prevents 
damage.

Available in three variations. GA
LV

A
N
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ED
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ND COLOUR COATED RA

L A
V

A
ILA

BLE

Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND
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The rim-saving parking space for your high-quality
bicycle in garages and basements. The bicycle is 
held safely by its frame.
› Suitable for almost all bicycle sizes, types and   
 models.
› Robust steel construction.
› 3 variable settings.
 1. The rotating brackets can be adapted to suit 
  any bicycle.
 2. Adjustable angle of inclination.
  Also ideal for ladies’ bicycles with no crossbar.
 3. Swing away to save space and prevent injury 
  when not in use.
› Plastic coating on the holding hooks to protect 
 against scratching.
› Hooks for hanging helmet and accessories.
› Colour-coated in RAL 3000 flame red.
› Maximum load 30 kg – also suitable for 
 most Pedelecs!
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

Model 3730

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105700126 Wall mounted Bicycle Holder 3730 RAL 3000  £90.22

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

£90.22
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Wall Mounted Bicycle Holder 3730
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Brackets lock in placeSwing away if not in useAdjustable angle of inclinationRotating brackets

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu 71

Model   

Item No.

No. of spaces 1

Model 3730 

Parking space depth in mm  700 

105700126

  3730

Modell 3730  Model 3730
Tragarme arretierbar

Adjustable brackets 

Colour coated RAL 
3000 flame red

 520 m
m

470

Hängen   Bike Hanging

Drehbare Tragarme

Rotating brackets

Einstellbarer Neigungswinkel

Adjustable angle of inclination

Bei Bedarf wegschwenken

Swing away if not in use

1. 2. 3.

Parking space depth 

700 mm

1. 2. 3.

RAL 3000 flame 
red
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The miracle space saver for basements and 
garages. Hang the bicycle on the wall by its pedals. 
A material-friendly method as the pedal is 
especially suitable for withstanding high loads and 
weights.
› Two-piece set with hanging hook and tyre 
 support.
› The hanging hook is made from steel plate which 
 is suitable for all bicycles sizes.
› Tyre support for extra stability, even if the 
 bicycle is heavily loaded.
› With bike lock eyelet to prevent theft.
› Colour coated in RAL 3000 flame red.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

PEDALPARKER
3510

72

Pedal Parker
3510

Das Raumwunder für Keller und Garage. Hängen Sie
das Fahrrad mit der Fußpedale an die Wand.
Eine materialschonende Art und Weise, da
insbesondere das Pedal für große Belastungen und
Gewichtsaufnahme geeignet ist.

�

�

�

�

�

�

Zweiteiliges Set mit Einhänge-Haken und Reifenstütze.

Einhänge-Haken aus Stahlblech, universell nutzbar für
alle Fahrradgrößen.

Reifenstütze zur Stabilisierung, auch bei beladenem
Fahrrad.

Mit Befestigungsöse für Sicherheitsschloss
als Diebstahlsicherung.

In Signalfarbe RAL 3000 feuerrot farbbeschichtet.

Versand in recycelbarer Verpackung.

The miracle space saver for basements and garages.

Hang the bicycle on the wall by its pedals.

A material-friendly method as the pedal is especially

suitable for withstanding high loads and weights.

�

�

�

�

�

�

Two-piece set with hanging hook and tyre support.

Hanging hook of steel plate, universally applicable for
all bicycle sizes.

Tyre support for extra stability, even if the bicycle is
heavily loaded.

With fixing ring for bike lock to prevent theft.

Colour coated in RAL 3000 flame red.

Packaging recyclable.

Model 3510 
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FAHRRAD-
ANLEHNSYSTEME TRUST,
CORNER und LOOP

14

Bicycle Rest
Systems TRUST,
CORNER and LOOP

Der Fahrradparkplatz, der Ihr Vertrauen verdient –
bietet Diebstahlschutz und Standsicherheit.
Lieferbar in 3 Designvarianten.

Günstige Frachtkosten
bei Lieferung im 3er-Set.

�

�

�

�

�

�

Jede Fahrradgröße und jeder Fahrradtyp kann
am Rahmen befestigt werden.

Optimierte Diebstahlsicherung durch
Befestigungsmöglichkeit des Fahrradrahmens
an der integrierten Stahlöse.

Stabiles Stahlrohr, Ø 48 mm. Korrosionsgeschützt
und wertbeständig durch Verzinkung.

Wahlweise zum Einbetonieren oder mit
Fußplatten zum Aufdübeln.

Zerlegt im Karton. Schneller, preiswerter Versand
per Paketdienst.

Versand in recycelbarer Verpackung.

Doppelt gespart:

The upright bike parking option which deserves your
trust offering a secure support and anti-theft
protection. Available in 3 design variatons.

Advantageous freight costs
for the 3-piece set!

�

�

�

�

�

�

Every size and type of bike can be attached to
the frame.

Optimised anti-theft protection through the
possibility of using a lock to attach the bike
frame to the integrated steel eye loops.

Fixed tubular steel construction, 48 mm
diameter. Corrosion-protected using galvanisation;
retains its value.

Can be supplied as options for setting in
concrete or with base plates for bolting.

Supplied dismantled in boxes.

Shipped in recyclable packaging.

Saving twice over:

Modell TRUST 10
Model TRUST 10
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Modell CORNER 20
Model CORNER 20

Modell LOOP 30
Model LOOP 30

800
Empfohlene Stellraumtiefeca. 2000 mm

Recommended parking space depth

Modell TRUST 10
Model TRUST 10

Besonders attraktive Preise bei Abnahme von mind. 3 Stk. (siehe Preisliste)
Particularly attractive prices for a purchase of at least 3 pcs. (see price list)

FAHRRAD-
ANLEHNSYSTEME TRUST,
CORNER und LOOP

14

Bicycle Rest
Systems TRUST,
CORNER and LOOP

Der Fahrradparkplatz, der Ihr Vertrauen verdient –
bietet Diebstahlschutz und Standsicherheit.
Lieferbar in 3 Designvarianten.

Günstige Frachtkosten
bei Lieferung im 3er-Set.

�

�

�

�

�

�

Jede Fahrradgröße und jeder Fahrradtyp kann
am Rahmen befestigt werden.

Optimierte Diebstahlsicherung durch
Befestigungsmöglichkeit des Fahrradrahmens
an der integrierten Stahlöse.

Stabiles Stahlrohr, Ø 48 mm. Korrosionsgeschützt
und wertbeständig durch Verzinkung.

Wahlweise zum Einbetonieren oder mit
Fußplatten zum Aufdübeln.

Zerlegt im Karton. Schneller, preiswerter Versand
per Paketdienst.

Versand in recycelbarer Verpackung.

Doppelt gespart:

The upright bike parking option which deserves your
trust offering a secure support and anti-theft
protection. Available in 3 design variatons.

Advantageous freight costs
for the 3-piece set!

�

�

�

�

�

�

Every size and type of bike can be attached to
the frame.

Optimised anti-theft protection through the
possibility of using a lock to attach the bike
frame to the integrated steel eye loops.

Fixed tubular steel construction, 48 mm
diameter. Corrosion-protected using galvanisation;
retains its value.

Can be supplied as options for setting in
concrete or with base plates for bolting.

Supplied dismantled in boxes.

Shipped in recyclable packaging.

Saving twice over:

Modell TRUST 10
Model TRUST 10
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Modell CORNER 20
Model CORNER 20

Modell LOOP 30
Model LOOP 30

800
Empfohlene Stellraumtiefeca. 2000 mm

Recommended parking space depth

Modell TRUST 10
Model TRUST 10

Besonders attraktive Preise bei Abnahme von mind. 3 Stk. (siehe Preisliste)
Particularly attractive prices for a purchase of at least 3 pcs. (see price list)SAVINGS TIP

ITEM NO. TYPE  PRICE

105700123 Pedal Parker 3510 RAL 3000   £35.26
105700192 Pedal Parker 3510 RAL 3000   3 pcs.  £56.35

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£35.26
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Pedal Parker 3510
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PEDALPARKER
3510

72

Pedal Parker
3510

Das Raumwunder für Keller und Garage. Hängen Sie
das Fahrrad mit der Fußpedale an die Wand.
Eine materialschonende Art und Weise, da
insbesondere das Pedal für große Belastungen und
Gewichtsaufnahme geeignet ist.

�

�

�

�

�

�

Zweiteiliges Set mit Einhänge-Haken und Reifenstütze.

Einhänge-Haken aus Stahlblech, universell nutzbar für
alle Fahrradgrößen.

Reifenstütze zur Stabilisierung, auch bei beladenem
Fahrrad.

Mit Befestigungsöse für Sicherheitsschloss
als Diebstahlsicherung.

In Signalfarbe RAL 3000 feuerrot farbbeschichtet.

Versand in recycelbarer Verpackung.

The miracle space saver for basements and garages.

Hang the bicycle on the wall by its pedals.

A material-friendly method as the pedal is especially

suitable for withstanding high loads and weights.

�

�

�

�

�

�

Two-piece set with hanging hook and tyre support.

Hanging hook of steel plate, universally applicable for
all bicycle sizes.

Tyre support for extra stability, even if the bicycle is
heavily loaded.

With fixing ring for bike lock to prevent theft.

Colour coated in RAL 3000 flame red.

Packaging recyclable.

Model 3510 
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Model   

Item No.

No. of spaces 1

Model 3510 

Parking space depth in mm  700 

105700123

  3510

Colour coated RAL 
3000 flame red700

Einhänge-Haken.Das Raumwunder für Keller 
und Garage.

Reifenstütze mit Möglichkeit
zur Diebstahlsicherung.

 ca
./a

pprox. 
2000 m

m

Tyre support

Hängen   Bike Hanging

The Space Saver for your cellar
and garage.

Hanging hook.
Tyre support to enhance theft
protection.

1 per pack.

Item No. 1057001923 per pack.

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu 73

Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Einstellplätze No. of spaces 1

Modell 3510
Model 3510

Stellraumtiefe in mm
Parking space depth in mm

700

105700123

3510

Farbbeschichtet
RAL 3000 feuerrot
Colour coated
RAL 3000 flame red

700

Einhänge-Haken.Das Raumwunder für Keller
und Garage.

Reifenstütze mit Möglichkeit
zur Diebstahlsicherung.

ca
./

2000 mm

approx.

Reifenstütze
Tyre support

Hängen Bike Hanging

The Space Saver for your cellar
and garage.

Hanging hook.

Tyre support to enhance theft
protection.

Tyre support with theft 
protection eyelet.

Hanging hook.The Space Saver for your 
cellar and garage.

RAL 3000 
flame red



A service to your customer. The bicycle stand that 
gives parked bikes security as well as showing off 
your advertising.
› Robust construction made from colour coated    
 tubular steel.
› Stability through wide frame.
› Comfortable and easy parking – bicycle spacing 
 580 mm.
› Corrosion-proof and long-lasting thanks to 
 galvanising.
› Double-sided bicycle parking, 4 spaces.
› Hoops designed for bicycle tyre width of up to 60   
 mm (also suitable for mountain bikes).
› Easy to move by means of side-mounted castors. 
› Parking space depth approx. 3200 mm with 
 double-sided parking.
› Colour coated in RAL 3000 flame red or 
 RAL 9010 pure white. 
› Optional coating in a RAL colour of your choice.

Model EW 7004

› Advertising area on an aluminium sandwich plate, 
 white (934 x 250 mm) included.
› Flat packed delivery incl. bolts and assembly 
 instructions.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105200046 Advertising Bicycle Stand EW 7004 RAL  £257.52
105200047 Advertising Bicycle Stand EW 7004 RAL 3000  £236.11
105200048 Advertising Bicycle Stand EW 7004 RAL 9010  £236.11
700000316 Digital print  £70.74

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£236.11
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Advertising Bicycle Stand EW 7004
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Advertising area screwed on, 
thus making it easy to change.

Easy to move by means 
of side-mounted castors.

Quick and secure locking 
possibilities.

SECURITY STATION
Model

Item No.

EW 7004

Galvanised and 
colour coated  
RAL 3000 flame red

Galvanised and 
colour coated  
RAL 9010 pure 
white

Galvanised and 
colour coated  
RAL on request

Item No.

Multi coloured and laminated digital print, one-sided 
with the supply of an appropriate printable file.

Item No.

ACCESSORIES  

700000316

Item No. 105200046

EW 7004

105200047

105200048

Secure and space-saving 
parking on two sides.

934 mm

25
0 

m
m

11
65

 m
m

25
4 

m
m

530 mm

81
9 

m
m

5 
m

m

59
0 

m
m

1000 mm
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The advertising bicycle stand with that extra plus in 
security! Park your bicycle quickly, easily and safely.  
Our Security Station bicycle stand makes it possible. 
The Security Station is specially designed so that the 
security arm can be locked to the frame of the bicycle. 
The whole unit is on side-mounted castors and can 
therefore be positioned easily.
› Constructed with stable and robust steel parts.
› Double-sided bicycle parking, 6 spaces.
› Comfortable and easy parking – bike spacing 
 510 mm.
› Parking hoop suitable for tyre widths up to 60 mm.
› Corrosion-proof and long lasting due to galvanising.
› Easy to move by means of side-mounted castors.
› Parking space depth approx. 3200 mm.
› Colour coated in RAL 9006 white aluminium or RAL  
 colour of your choice.

› Incl. a blank board for advertising purposes in    
 white.
› Flat packed delivery incl. bolts and assembly 
 instructions.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105000077 Advertising Bicycle Stand SECURITY STATION  £454.38
   RAL 9006  
105000078 Advertising Bicycle Stand SECURITY STATION  £478.18
   RAL of your choice 
700000312 Digital print  £70.74

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£454.38
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Advertising Bicycle Stand Security Station
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Optimised anti-theft protection: 
fastens to bike frame.

Easy to move by means 
of side-mounted castors.

Safe and space saving double-
sided parking.

SECURITY STATION
Model

Item No.

SECURITY STATION   
 

 105000077 

 
Galvanised and colour 
coated RAL 9006 
white aluminium

Galvanised and colour 
coated RAL on reque-
st

  
 

 105000078 

  

7001300

13
15

Item No.

Multi-coloured and laminated digital 
print, one-sided with the supply of 
an appropriate printable file.

Item No.

ACCESSORIES    
 

 700000312 
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Long-term advertising in a functional setting!
The right place for a long-term campaign.
› Advertising spaces are sheet metal panels, off-white 
 colour-coated RAL 9016. Size 890 x 645 mm and 
 890 x 300 mm (W/H). Both sides can be used.
› For one or two-sided parking.
› Easy to move by means of side-mounted castors.
› Steadfast thanks to 2 extra stabilising bars!
› Robust steel construction with bow-shaped hoops.
› Corrosion-proof and long-lasting thanks to 
 galvanising.
› Also suitable for mountain bikes. Hoop spacing
 for bicycles with tyre widths of up to 55 mm.
› Parking space depth approx. 3200 mm.

Model BW 5156 YOUR ADVERTISING
Customised advertising space

› Delivery incl. fixings and assembly instructions.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105100024 Advertising Bicycle Stand BW 5053 galvanised  £223.24
105100025 Advertising Bicycle Stand BW 5156 galvanised  £249.40
105100047 Advertising Bicycle Stand BW 5156/300  £249.40
  galvanised  
105100051 Advertising Bicycle Stand BW 5053/300  £223.24
  galvanised  
700000253 Digital print  £70.74

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£223.24
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Bicycle Stands for Advertising BW 5000
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Model   

Item No.

Item No.

No. of spaces 3 3 6 6

Length in mm  1050  1050  1050  1050

              
          105100024             105100051 105100025             105100047

700000253

BW 5053      BW 5053/300      BW 5156      BW 5156/300

Galvanised

1
7
5
0
 

390

1250

3
2
5

4
1
5

  Two-sided parking, 90°

Werben   Advertising

Multi coloured and laminated
digital print, one-sided with the supply of 
an appropriate printable file.

Accessories

 Model BW 5156 

Inklusive Federstifte für einfache 
Arretierung der Kippschutzrohre.
Including hair pins for easy locking
of the stabilising bars.

Jetzt mit größeren Laufrollen.
Now with larger castors. 

Mehr als 180 RAL-Farben 
möglich.
Over 180 RAL colours possible. 

Large wheels for easy 
relocation.

Over 180 RAL colours 
possible.

Models BW 5053 and BW 5156: 
Including additional outriggers 
(lockable with springpins).

GA
LV

A
N
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ED
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ND COLOUR COATED RA

L A
V

A
ILA

BLE
Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND

Model BW 5156/300Model BW 5156

Multi-coloured and laminated digital 
print, one-sided with the supply of 
an appropriate printable file.
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Dimensions in mm 1050 x 1750 L/H 1050 x 1400 L/H 1050 x 1750 L/H 1050 x 1400 L/H

Two models (height 645 or 
300 mm) with double-sided 
advertising space are available.
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Let it rain! Your advertising stays dry. Waterproof
thanks to special poster-pocket. Customer parking
space and advertising space in one compact package!
› Advertising space with two aluminium snap frames   
 in DIN A1 horizontal format, silver anodised. Posters 
 changed in seconds using Quick-Clip system.
› Poster protection due to anti-reflection, waterproof 
 poster-pocket.
› For double-sided bicycle parking.
› Easy to move by means of side-mounted castors.
› Steadfast thanks to 2 extra stabilising bars.
› Robust steel construction with bow-shaped hoops.
› Corrosion-proof and long-lasting thanks to    
 galvanising.
› Also suitable for mountain bikes. Hoop spacing for 
 bicycles with tyre widths of up to 55 mm. 

Model CW 5156

› Parking space depth approx. 3200 mm.
› Delivery incl. fixings and assembly instructions.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

YOUR ADVERTISING
Customised advertising space

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105100038 Advertising Bicycle Stand CW 5053 galvanised  £286.67
105100039 Advertising Bicycle Stand CW 5156 galvanised  £312.05

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£286.67
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Bicycle Stands for Advertising CW 5000
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Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Einstellplätze No. of spaces 3 6

1050 1050

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

Werben Advertising

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

105100038

105100041

105100039

105100040

CW 5053 N CW 5156 N

Länge in mm
Length in mm

Jetzt mit größeren Laufrollen.
Now with larger castors.

Mit zusätzlicher entspiegelter,
wasserfester Folientasche.
With an extra antireflection,
waterproof poster-pocket.

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth
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Modell CW 5156 N
Model CW 5156 N

Inklusive Federstifte für einfache
Arretierung der Kippschutzrohre.
Including hair pins for easy locking
of the stabilising bars.
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Model   

Item No.

No. of spaces 3           6

 1050  1050

  Two-sided parking, 90°

Werben   Advertising

Galvanised
             

105100038                    105100039

 CW 5053   CW 5156

Length in mm

Jetzt mit größeren Laufrollen.
Now with larger castors.

Mit zusätzlicher entspiegelter,
wasserfester Folientasche.
With an extra antireflection,
waterproof poster-pocket.

Model CW 5156 

Inklusive Federstifte für einfache 
Arretierung der Kippschutzrohre.
Including hair pins for easy locking
of the stabilising bars.
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390
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5
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1250

Large wheels for easy 
relocation.

With an extra antireflection,
waterproof poster-pocket.

Including additional outriggers 
(lockable with springpins). GA
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Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND

Over 180 RAL colours 
possible.
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Model RW 5454

Elegantly designed advertising medium for permanent
lettering, on both sides if desired.
Effective promotion in pedestrian zones, outside 
shops and restaurants etc.
Parking for up to four bicycles.
› Advertising areas on a white sandwich plate,
 diameter 600 mm. Lettering on request.
› For single or double-sided parking.
› Easy to move by means of side-mounted castors.
› Robust steel construction with bow-shaped hoops.
› Corrosion-proof and long-lasting thanks to   
 galvanising.

› Optional RAL colour coatings available.
› Also suitable for mountain bikes. Hoop spacing for
 bicycles with tyre widths of up to 55 mm.
› Parking space depth approx. 3200 mm.
› Delivery incl. fixings and assembly instructions.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

Optional: Colour coating RAL

YOUR ADVERTISING
Customised advertising space

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105500038 Advertising Bicycle Stand RW 5454 galvanised  £216.89
700000255 Digital print  £70.74

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£216.89
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Bicycle Stands for Advertising RW 5454
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Model   

Item No.

No. of spaces 4

 700

105500038

700000255

RW 5454  Two-sided parking, 90°

3
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390

Praktisch leicht zu bewegen 
durch seitliche Laufrollen.
Easy to move by means of 
side-mounted castors.

Werben   Advertising

Galvanised

Length in mm

Item No.

Accessories

Jetzt mit größeren Laufrollen.
Now with larger castors.

Multi coloured and laminated
digital print, one-sided with the supply of 
an appropriate printable file.

Model RW 5454 
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Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Einstellplätze No. of spaces 4

700

105500038

105500039

700000255

RW 5454
Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

3
2
5

1
3
7
5

390

Praktisch leicht zu bewegen
durch seitliche Laufrollen.
Easy to move by means of
side-mounted castors.

Werben Advertising

Auslieferung in 72 Std.
Shipment within 72 hrs.

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated

Länge in mm
Length in mm

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Zubehör Accessories

Jetzt mit größeren Laufrollen.
Now with larger castors.

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth

Lä
nge

700 mmLe
ngth

90°

Radabsta
nd

200 mm

Space
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een wheels

Bügelabsta
nd

für Fahrrä
der

bis 55 mm
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nbreite
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betw
een hoops for
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s of up to
55 mm

tyr
e width

Mehrfarbiger laminierter
Digitaldruck, einseitig
gemäß druckfähiger Datei
Multi coloured and laminated
digital print, one-sided with the supply of an
appropriate printable file.

Modell RW 5454
Model RW 5454

Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Easy to move by means of
side-mounted castors.

Large wheels for easy 
relocation.GA
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Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND

Over 180 RAL colours 
possible.
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Multi-coloured and laminated digital 
print, one-sided with the supply of 
an appropriate printable file.
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Model AW 5112

Let it rain! Your advertising stays dry. Waterproof
thanks to special poster-pocket. Customer parking 
space and advertising space in one! Compact 
package.
› Advertising space with two aluminium snap frames 
 in DIN A1 vertical format, silver anodised. 
 Posters changed in seconds using Quick-Clip system.
› Poster protection due to anti-reflection, waterproof  
 poster-pocket.
› For double-sided bicycle parking.
› Easy to move by means of side-mounted castors.
› Robust steel construction with bow-shaped hoops.
› Corrosion-proof and long-lasting thanks to 
 galvanising.
› Also suitable for mountain bikes. Hoop spacing for 
 bicycles with tyre widths of up to 55 mm.

› Parking space depth approx. 3200 mm.
› Delivery incl. bolts and assembly instructions.
› Shipped in recyclable packaging.

YOUR ADVERTISING
Customised advertising space

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

105100028 Advertising Bicycle Stand AW 5112 galvanised  £229.57

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

£229.57
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Bicycle Stands for Advertising AW 5112
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Over 180 RAL colours 
possible.

www.wsm-fahrradstaender.eu 87

Auslieferung in 24 Std.
Shipment within 24 hrs.

Modell
Model

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Art.-Nr.
Item No.

Einstellplätze No. of spaces

Länge in mm
Length in mm

Verzinkt
Galvanised

Zweiseitige Radeinstellung, 90°
Two-sided parking, 90°

Alu-Klapprahmen
Aluminium snap frame

Verzinkt und farbbeschichtet
Galvanised and colour coated
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390

1050

2 x DIN A1

2

AW 5112 N

105100028

105100037

Werben Advertising

Jetzt mit größeren Laufrollen.
Now with larger castors.

Werbefläche mit Alu-Klapprahmen –
sekundenschneller Posterwechsel.

Advertising space with aluminium
snap frame – posters changed
in seconds.

Mit zusätzlicher entspiegelter,
wasserfester Folientasche.
With an extra antireflection,
waterproof poster-pocket.

Stellraumtiefe3200 mm

Parking space depth

Bügelabsta
nd für Fahrrä

der

bis 55 mm
Reife

nbreite

Dist
ance

betw
een hoops for
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s of up to
55 mm
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Galvanised and Colour Coated RAL

GALVANISED AND COLOUR COATED RAL 
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE ON REQUESTON DEMAND
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Model   

Item No.

No. of spaces

Length in mm

Galvanised

  Two-sided parking, 90°

Aluminium snap frame

3
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          2 x DIN A1

           2

AW 5112 N

105100028

Werben   Advertising

Jetzt mit größeren Laufrollen.
Now with larger castors.

Werbefläche mit Alu-Klapprahmen – 
sekundenschneller Posterwechsel.  

Advertising space with aluminium 
snap frame – posters changed 
in seconds. 

Mit zusätzlicher entspiegelter,
wasserfester Folientasche.
With an extra antireflection,
waterproof poster-pocket.

Parking space depth 

3200 mm

90°Model AW 5112 N 

Length  1050 mm 

D

en
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m ti

up to 55 mops for stance betwe
yc
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le

widthof

AW 5112

Now with larger castors. With an extra anti-reflection, 
waterproof poster-pocket.

Advertising space with aluminium 
snap frame – posters changed in 
seconds.
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Full protection from theft and vandalism. The BikeBox 
1 gives your bike the protection it deserves.
› Security when parking any bike, including expensive   
 bikes.
› Perfect weather protection for both bicycle and 
 luggage.
› Can be used anywhere, including schools, sports  
 halls, councils, companies, camping grounds
 housing complexes, family homes etc....
› For employees, customers or for own use.
› Robust steel construction.
› Corrosion proof and long lasting, thanks to hot 
 galvanising.
› Powder coated with Distant Blue, RAL 5023 (Side 
 elements and roofing) and Window Grey RAL 7040 
 (Door, back element and frame).
› Standard flush fitting handles with cylinder locks.

› Modular elements: Exchange of individual elements 
 if they become damaged.
› External measurements (W/H/L) in mm:
 Gable roof 850 x 1250 x 2050 
 Bowed roof 850 x 1350 x 2050 
 (Doorway measurement 750 x 1150)
› Locker is flat packed and supplied with building 
 materials and instructions.

Model BikeBox 1 G
with gable roof
in a row.

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

122000001 Bicycle Locker BikeBox 1G  £623.68
122000002 Element BikeBox 1G with side wall  £551.51
122000003 Element BikeBox 1G without side wall  £499.97
122000022 Bicycle Locker BikeBox 1B  £623.68
122000023 Element BikeBox 1B with side wall  £551.51
122000024 Element BikeBox 1B without side wall  £499.97

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

FROM

£499.97
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Bicycle Locker Bikebox 1
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Model BikeBox 1 G
Bicycle Locker with gable 
roofing, complete.

Model BikeBox 1 B
Bicycle Locker with bowed 
roofing, complete.

Element with side wall. Element without side wall.

Model

Item No.

BikeBox 1 G  Bicycle Locker, complete Element with side wall Element without side wall
   

 122000001 122000002 122000003

Model

Item No.

BikeBox 1 B  Bicycle Locker, complete Element with side wall Element without side wall
   
  122000022 122000023 122000024

 

Information about accessories 
such as security locks, advertising 
options, colour options 
and e-bike charging 
can be found on pages 254-255.

2050 mm

850 mm

750 mm

1150 mm

1250 mm

2050 mm

850 mm

750 mm

1150 mm

1350 mm
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The new home for your bicycle – secure and good 
looking! Wind and weather can no longer maltreat 
your bike.
The fear of theft, vandalism or having to carry into 
the basement are a thing of the past. Universal 
applications through innovative design: at home, 
in housing complexes, for councils, companies, 
camping sites, hotels, sports facilities…

› Space for nearly every type and size of bicycle:
 External measurements (W/H/L) in mm: 850 x 1380 x   
 2080 (Doorway measurement 760 x 1120).
› Maxi: External measurements (W/H/L) in mm: 1055 x   
 1820 x 2580 (Doorway measurement 965 x 1540).     
› Robust steel sheeting construction, corrosion proof   
 and long lasting, thanks to hot galvanising.
› Can be extended as required.
› Additionally powder coated carcass, back wall   
 and doors (RAL 3020 traffic red), frame (RAL 7016   
 anthracite grey).

› Reinforced door construction with a practical coat   
 and accessories hook.
› Security when parking any bike, including 
 expensive bikes, with its three point closure.
› Easy installation: position, secure to the 
 ground – ready!

Outside: Good design and 
secure protection. 
Inside: Functional and 
comfortable.
With the BikeBox 2 you  
have done the best for your 
bicycle, and for the  
comforting feeling of 
security.

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

122000048 Bicycle Locker BikeBox 2  £1500.37
122000050  Bicycle Locker BikeBox 2 MAXI £2139.80

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

£1500.37
inc. VAT & 

UK Delivery

Bicycle Locker Bikebox 2
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Model

Item No.

Item No.

BikeBox 2  Bicycle Locker, complete
 

122000048

122000050Maxi

Easy parking with the 
parking guide track.  
Designed for almost 
all types and sizes of 
bicycle. Reinforced 
door construction with 
a practical coat and 
accessories hook.

Cylinder lockRobust and secure locking 
mechanism
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Your Bikebox as advertising space:
Secure bicycle lockers from Able Canopies can now 
be used as attractive advertising space. 
Your advertising is protected from the elements and can 
still be easily replaced. Alternatively, a more permanent 
advert is possible, e.g. with printed adhesive foil on a 
robust metal rear wall.
Our tip: 
Position your BikeBox as an eye-catching advertising 
medium in frequented places.
Individual colour design:
You can also receive Able Canopies BikeBoxes in colours 
of your choice. The whole RAL colour chart is available to 
you.

ITEM NO. TYPE PRICE

122000006 SAFE-O-MAT Deposit Lock  POA
122000020 SAFE-O-MAT Collect Lock  POA
122000021 E-Bike Charging Unit  £259.12

Prices shown include UK delivery and VAT

PRICES

POA

Bicycle Accessories Program

Scooter Racks

Features 
and Benefits

•  The Single Sided  
 Scooter Rack

•  The Double Sided Scooter Rack

›	Create a designated area to store the
 scooters – to avoid trip hazards
›	Easy installation – can be installed by
 caretaker/handyman
›	Fixing: Base plates at each end to bolt to  
 concrete
›	Lockable - children can secure scooters  
 with the use of padlocks (not provided)
›	Compatible with all our shelters for
 ultimate weather protection
›	Size: 1800mm length x 600mm height
›		Available powder coated in a choice
 of yellow, blue, red or green.
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Two variations of a SAFE-O-MAT® 
Promax security cylinder lock are 
available for all our bikeboxes.

E-Bike/Pedelec Charging Unit – SVK 250/16
Here’s where to recharge (your bike)!
› Robust steel sheet construction, 
 galvanised and powder coated in RAL   
 7035 light grey.
› Terminal box in impact resistant plastic 
 with a 250V / 16A IP44 power socket.
› Separately fused.
› Drop down shelf for charger.
› Warning: Connection to the mains power 
 may only be carried out by a qualified 
 electrician.

600 mm

60
0 
m
m

300 mm

SAFE-O-MAT® with 
coin selection.

Item No. 122000006

SAFE-O-MAT® coin 
collect lock with coin 
selection.

Item No.
.

122000020

Item No. 122000021

300 mm 600 mm

600 m
m

Key specialist for Bikebox
with number combination

Item No. 122000047

The ABUS Key Garage with its key compartment with combination
is optionally available for all our BikeBox models.
› For storage of keys by authorised, 
 frequently changing groups of people 
 (e.g. bicycle rental, tourists, guests, etc.).
› Determining accessibility by 
 passing on the 4-digit code.
› For wall mounting indoors or in 
 protected outdoor areas.
› Colour: black-silver. Dimensions: 
 80 x 120 x 45 mm (W x H x D).
› Robust metal housing, end 
 cap made of die-cast zinc.
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Index

 A

Abberton Entrance Canopy 43
Abberton Wall Mounted Walkway 99
Advertising Bicycle Stand EW 7004 238-239
Advertising Bicycle Stand Security Station 240-241
Albedo Effect Cycle and Waiting Shelter 164
Albedo Effect Solar Canopy 112-113
Arbour Entrance Canopy 39
Ashton Wall Mounted Canopy 20-23
Australia Commercial Awning 151
Awnings Standard Colour Options  153
Balmoral Entrance Canopy 47
Balmoral Wall Mounted Walkway 104
Beck Entrance Canopy 33
Beck Wall Mounted Walkway 102

 B

Bicycle Accessories Program  254-255
Bicycle Holder Spacer 228-229
Bicycle Locker Bikebox 1 250-251
Bicycle Locker Bikebox 2 252-253
Bicycle Rest System Galaxy  202-203
Bicycle Rest System Track 200-201
Bicycle Rest System Trust 190-191
Bicycle Stands for Advertising AW 5112 248-249
Bicycle Stands for Advertising BW 5000 242-243
Bicycle Stands for Advertising CW 5000 244-245
Bicycle Stands for Advertising RW 5454 246-247
Blenheim Umbrella Tensile Fabric Structure 137
Bow-Frame Parker 5000 222-223

 C

Codale Conic Tensile Fabric Structure 134
Codale Junior Tensile Fabric Structure 135
Colwyn Entrance Canopy 51
Coniston 6 Wall Mounted Canopy 18–19
Coniston Cycle and Waiting Shelter 163
Coniston Free Standing Canopy 73
Coniston Wall Mounted Canopy 10-15
Coniston Wall Mounted Walkway 91

 D

Dallington Umbrella Tensile Fabric Structure 138
Darcy Bin Shelter 181
Darcy Bus Shelter 174-175
Darcy Cycle and Waiting Shelter 165
Darcy Shopping Trolley Shelter 170
Darcy Storage Shelter 172
Denver Timber Cycle and Waiting Shelter 168
Design & Build Bespoke Canopy 124
Devoke Free Standing Canopy  58
Devoke Junior Free Standing Canopy 59
Devoke Junior Free Standing Walkway 95
Double Grange Free Standing Canopy 63
Drayton Umbrella Tensile Fabric Structure 142

 E

Earlswood Entrance Canopy 41
Earlswood Wall Mounted Walkway  97
Easydale Buggy Shelter 179
Easydale Cycle and Waiting Shelter 162
Ennerdale Junior Cantilever Walkway  94
Evershade Tensile Fabric Structure 141

 F

Fenwick Entrance Canopy 49
Fenwick Wall Mounted Walkway 106-107
Ferndale Entrance Canopy 44
Ferndale Wall Mounted Walkway 100
Floor Parker 3100 and Wall Mounted Parker 3400 226-227

 G

Glass Bespoke Canopy 125
Grange Apex Solar Canopy 116-117
Grange Junior Free Standing Canopy 62
Grange Mono Pitch Free Standing Canopy 60-61
Grange Mono Pitch Solar Canopy 114-115
Grasmere Bin Shelter 180
Grasmere Cycle and Waiting Shelter 159

 H

Hamilton Big Span Free Standing Canopy 64-65
Hanging Parker 3900 232-233
Hoop Parker 2000 216-217
Hoop Parker 2000 BF 218-219

 I

Imperial Grand Executive Canopy 84
Imperial Junior Executive Canopy 82
Imperial Senior Executive Canopy 83

 K

Kendal Free Standing Canopy 76
Kendal Tensile Fabric Structure 144-145
Kensington Dual Pitch Free Standing Canopy  67
Kensington Dual Pitch Solar Canopy 120-121
Kensington Junior Wall Mounted Canopy 35
Kensington Mono Pitch Free Standing Canopy 66
Kensington Mono Pitch Solar Canopy 118-119
Kensington Wall Mounted Entrance Canopy  34
Kesgrave Executive Canopy 85
Keswick Umbrella Tensile Fabric Structure 139
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Index

 L

Langdale Cycle and Waiting Shelter  158
Lexden Entrance Canopy 48
Lexden Wall Mounted Walkway 105

 M

Meadley Buggy Shelter 178
Melbury Bus Shelter 176-177
Melbury Cycle and Waiting Shelter 166
Melbury Entrance Canopy  38
Melbury Free Standing Canopy  75
Melbury Shopping Trolley Shelter 171
Multi Parker 8000 and 8000 Harlekin 224-225

 N

Nelson Entrance Canopy 50

 O

Optional Extras – Executive Canopies 86-87
Optional Extras – Shade Sails 131
Optional Extras – Free Standing Canopies 78-79
Optional Extras - Tensile Fabric Structure 147
Optional Extras – Timber Wall Mounted Canopies  28-29
Optional Extras – Wall Mounted Canopies 16-17
Orwell Entrance Canopy  40
Orwell Wall Mounted Walkway 96

 P

Palladio Commercial Awning 150
Parker with Frame Rest 2500 and 2500 XBF 204-205
Parker with Frame Rest 2600 and 2600 XBF 206-207
Parker with Frame Rest 4500 and 4500 XBF 208-209
Parker with Frame Rest 4600 and 4600 XBF 210-211
Pedal Parker 3510 236-237
Pembroke Timber Cycle and Waiting Shelter 169
Pergolino Commercial Awning 152

 R

Redford Entrance Canopy 42
Redford Wall Mounted Walkway 98
Richmond Umbrella Tensile Fabric Structure 143

 S

Safety Bicycle Rest 9100 and 9200 192-193
Safety Bicycle Rest 9400 and 9500 194-195
Safety Bicycle Rest and Lock 9700 and 9800 198-199
Safety Bicycle Rest Strap 196-197
Screener Veranda Commercial Awning 154
Screener Veranda Fabric Colours 155
Semi Vertical Bike Rack SW and SF 214-215
Serial Hanging Parker 3800 230-231
Shade Sails 128-130
Sheldon Bin Shelter 182-183
Sheldon Cycle and Waiting Shelter 167
Sheldon Storage Shelter 173
Stand Parker 4000 and 4000 BR 220-221

 T

Tamworth Entrance Canopy  46
Tamworth Wall Mounted Walkway 103
Tarnhow Curved Free Standing Canopy 70
Tarnhow Dome Free Standing Canopy  72
Tarnhow Mono Pitch Free Standing Canopy 71
Tarnhow Mono Pitch Timber Wall Mounted Canopy 26
Tarnhow Timber Wall Mounted Canopy 24-25
Tarnhow Curved Timber Wall Mounted Canopy 27
Tensile Fabric Options 146
Tintern Entrance Canopy 45
Tintern Wall Mounted Walkway 101

 U

Ullswater Apex Free Standing Canopy 56-57
Ullswater Entrance Canopy 32
Ullswater Free Standing Walkway 90
Ulverston Umbrella Tensile Fabric Structure 136

 V

Vario-Hub Two Tier Bike Rack System 212-213

 W

Wall Mounted Bicycle Holder 3730 234-235
Welford Dome Entrance Canopy 37
Welford Dome Free Standing Canopy 54
Welford Dome Free Standing Walkway 92
Welford Dome Free Standing Walkway 93
Welford Dome Junior Free Standing Canopy 55
Whiteside Entrance Canopy 36
Whiteside Free Standing Canopy 74
Windsor Tensile Fabric Structure 140
Witton Free Standing Cycle and Waiting Shelter 161
Witton Wall Mounted Cycle and Waiting Shelter 160
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0800 389 9072 sales@ablecanopies.co.uk01255 425 541

How to order
Contact us

Call us and speak to our friendly sales 
advisors who will be happy to discuss 
your needs in detail, book a site survey, 
or organise a quick estimate for you.

Send us an email. Your email will be 
passed to the correct person who can help 
with your specific enquiry and we'll do our 
best to respond within 2 working days.

Fax us. Once we receive your enquiry 
one of our team will contact you as soon 
as possible to assist you further.

The Canopy Experts!

Please call. 
We're here to help.
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Our Address www.ablecanopies.co.uk Free Site Survey

If you prefer to write to us please send 
your letter to:

Able Canopies Ltd
Head Office
9-11 Faraday Close
Gorse Lane Industrial Estate
Clacton-on-Sea
Essex CO15 4TR

You can contact us via our ‘Contact Us’ 
form on our website. You can also view 
detailed information on all our products 
and order any of our Accessories directly 
from our website.

We offer a free no-obligation site survey 
to qualifying customers who enquire 
about a canopy, shelter, shade sail or
awning. Our surveyor will visit your site 
at a time most convenient for you, to 
discuss your requirements in depth
and assess your site. This allows us to 
provide you with a firm quotation based 
on your exact requirements. Contact us
today to see if you qualify.
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The Canopy Experts!

0800 389 9072
sales@ablecanopies.co.uk
www.ablecanopies.co.uk

Head Office
9-11 Faraday Close
Gorse Lane Ind. Estate
Clacton-on-Sea
Essex CO15 4TR

Regional Offices

› South West
› Wales
› Eastern England
› Northern England
› Southern England

Wall Mounted Canopies ‹
Entrance Canopies ‹

Free Standing Canopies ‹
Executive Canopies ‹

Walkways ‹
Solar Canopies ‹

Bespoke Canopies ‹
Able Shade Sails ‹

Tensile Fabric Structures ‹
Commercial Awnings ‹

Shelters & Compounds ‹
Bicycle Parking ‹

Design, manufacture and installation of 
Canopies, Shade Systems and Shelters

0800 389 9072   |   w
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